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Abstract
The reality of billion-user networks and multi-terabyte data sets brings forth the need

for accurate and computationally tractable descriptions of large random structures,

such as random matrices or random graphs. The modern mathematical theory of

free probability is increasingly giving rise to analysis tools specifically adapted to

such large-dimensional regimes and, more generally, non-commutative probability is

emerging as an area of interdisciplinary interest.

This thesis develops a new non-commutative probabilistic framework that is both a

natural generalization of several existing frameworks (viz. free probability, q-deformed

probability) and a setting in which to describe a broader class of random matrix lim-

its. From the practical perspective, this new setting is particularly interesting in its

ability to characterize the behavior of large random objects that asymptotically re-

tain a certain degree of commutative structure and therefore fall outside the scope

of free probability. The type of commutative structure considered is modeled on the

two-parameter families of generalized harmonic oscillators found in physics and the

presently introduced framework may be viewed as a two-parameter deformation of

classical probability. Specifically, we introduce (1) a generalized Non-commutative

Central Limit Theorem giving rise to a two-parameter deformation of the classical

Gaussian statistics and (2) a two-parameter continuum of non-commutative proba-

bility spaces in which to realize these statistics. The framework that emerges has

a remarkably rich combinatorial structure and bears upon a number of well-known

mathematical objects, such as a quantum deformation of the Airy function, that had

not previously played a prominent role in a probabilistic setting. Finally, the present

framework paves the way to new types of asymptotic results, by providing more gen-

eral asymptotic theorems and revealing new layers of structure in previously known

results, notably in the "correlated process version" of Wigner's Semicircle Law.

Thesis Supervisor: Todd Kemp

Title: Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Thesis Supervisor: Philippe Biane

Title: Directeur de Recherche, CNRS
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scientific and technological models routinely draw on the notion of randomness in

order to abstract away any characteristics of the system deemed secondary or sub-

stitute for a lack of information. Thus, in progressively coming to face larger and

more complex systems - either those, like the communication networks, that are of

our own making or those, like the biological networks, which are not - we must also

learn to account for more complex forms of uncertainty. The underlying issue is fre-

quently that of "dimensionality", by which the computational complexity may render

useless an otherwise perfectly satisfactory model of a large system. As an elementary

example, taking two large matrices A and B (with A modeling, say, a communication

channel and B the additive noise), computing the spectrum of the sum A + B is

conceptually straightforward, but computationally complex even when the individual

spectra for A and B are known, as their relative eigenspaces must also be taken into

account. Thus, regardless of the computational resources at one's disposal, for A and

B sufficiently large, the operation becomes strictly prohibitive.

Whereas the simulations or numerical computations become prohibitive as the di-

mensionality of the system increases, emerging mathematical theories offer hope that

the behaviors of "very large systems", that is, behaviors in the limit of the increasing

system dimension, may in fact be described by powerful mathematical frameworks. In

particular, the modern field of free probability [Voi86, VDN92] (see also introductory

treatments [NS06, Bia03]) has so far shown much promise in capturing the behavior
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of certain classes of large random matrices. Returning to the matrix addition exam-

ple, free probability has shown that for "almost any" pair of large enough matrices

A and B, the spectrum of A + B is well approximated by the so-called free addi-

tive convolution of the individual spectra of A and B. (For a precise statement, the

reader is referred to [Voi91], as well as to the expository article [Bia03].) The free ad-

ditive convolution is an algebraic procedure that is computationally efficient and the

free probabilistic framework has indeed already lead to more powerful computational

tools (see [RE08]). Moreover, characterization problems involving large systems in

wireless communications have benefitted from advances in random matrix theory and

its interface to free probability (see e.g. [AGZ10] for general theory and [TV04] for

applications at hand) and, more recently, to emerging notions such as operator-valued

free probability (see [RFOBSO8] and the references therein).

Random matrix theory, free probability, and operator-valued free probability all

belong to the broader field of non-commutative probability. Non-commutative prob-

ability takes root in quantum probability [HP84] (see also [Bia95, Mey93, Par92]),

which broadly refers to a generalization of the classical probability theory to encom-

pass quantum observables, represented as bounded linear operators on some separable

Hilbert space. Recall that in the Kolmogorov's (classical) formulation, the probabil-

ity triple (0, I, P) can be seen as encoding the information available through an

experiment on the space Q, with the a-field I representing the measurable outcomes

and the probability measure P : T -+ [0,1] the corresponding probabilities. In the

non-commutative setting, the probability triple is replaced by the non-commutative

probability space (A, p), where A is a unital *-algebra whose elements are interpreted

as non-commutative random variables and the unital linear functional y plays the

role of the expectation. For example, letting the algebra A contain N x N matrices

(which are bounded linear operators on the Hilbert space RN) and the functional W

be their normalized trace N-'Tr, the notion of "matrix limits" becomes that of the

convergence of their moments, i.e. of the sequences of complex numbers obtained by

evaluating p on elements of A. The power of this general approach now comes from

being able to realize these limits as elements of some other non-commutative proba-
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bility space (A', <p') and, in turn, in representing whenever possible the elements of

A' as operators on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. In this asymptotic regime,

much of the structure that impeded the analysis in the finite-dimensional setting may

vanish, yielding a framework in which sophisticated results may then be derived.

This "vanishing of structure" roughly described in the preceding paragraph is an

attribute of matrix limits that fall into the framework of free probability. The lat-

ter can be seen as characterized by an absence of commutation structure (as made

precise in e.g. [VDN92]). But, in practice, one must also deal with structures where

the commutation structure does not vanish entirely and remains present, albeit in a

potentially simpler form. After all, the world of classical probability is that in which

the random variables commute and, at the opposite end, there is also the world of

anti-commutative probability associated with the fermionic statistics in physics. Up

until now, the most general non-commutative framework with well-developed proba-

bilistic intuition built on explicit commutation structure was that of q-commutation

relations. The latter are a single-parameter family of commutation relations encom-

passing the classical (q = 1), free (q = 0) and fermionic (q = -1) settings. This

"q-deformed" probabilistic framework was introduced in the seminal 1991 paper of

Bozejko and Speicher [BS91] and further developed by many authors over the course

of the following two decades (a partial survey may be found in the present Section 1.2).

This thesis develops a more general non-commutative probabilistic framework cen-

tered around a second-parameter refinement of the q-commutation relations, viz. the

(q, t) -commutation relations. Beyond comprising the classical, free, fermionic, and q-

deformed frameworks, this generalized setting comes with richer combinatorial statis-

tics, a more general version of the non-commutative Central Limit Theorem [Spe92],

and a number of fundamental insights into the limits of certain random matrix en-

sembles (which may now include time-correlated random matrices) and the nature

of certain special functions and hypergeometric series. Analogously to the approach

taken by Bozejko and Speicher, which can also be used to formulate the classical, free,

and fermionic probability theories, the framework developed in this thesis principally

draws on the general structure of Fock spaces in order to construct Hilbert-space
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representations of operators (and operator limits) of interest and realize the desired

commutativity structure. For this purpose, this thesis introduces the (q, t)-Fock space,

a second-parameter deformation of the q-Fock space of Bozejko and Speicher [BS91].

In light of the physical intuition, the (q, t)-Fock space is found to provide a missing

Hilbert-space realization of systems of certain deformed harmonic oscillators, intro-

duced in the physics litterature by Chakrabarti and Jagannathan in 1991 [CJ91]. The

remainder of this introduction reviews the physical and the probabilistic intuition be-

hind classical and deformed Fock spaces, before providing a more detailed overview

of the main contributions of this thesis.

1.1 Quantum fields and Fock spaces

Particles have either integer or half-integer spin: bosons are particles with spins

0,1 , 2h7,..., whereas fermions are particles with spins }h, 2h, ... The key aspect of

the boson statistics is the fact that, according to the spin-statistics theorem of quan-

tum field theory, the multi-particle wavefunction of a system with identical (undistin-

guishable) bosons is symmetric, that is, remains unchanged under exchange of any two

particles. In contrast, the wave function of a system with fermions is anti-symmetric,

in that an exchange of any two fermions incurs a change of phase by r.

The (deterministic, continuous) time-evolution of a quantum system is described

by the Schrddinger equation ih9 ?p = I$, where H is a Hamiltonian operator, giving

the total energy of the wavefunction. For a system with n particles, the correspond-

ing n-body Schrddinger equation encodes the evolution of the system, but manipula-

tions soon become unwieldy. As special relativity is inconsistent with single-particle

quantum mechanics, the need for a convenient description of systems where particles

could be created and destroyed lead to the formalism of quantum field theory. The

amplitude of a field, such as the electro-magnetic field, is now quantized, with the

corresponding quanta identified with individual partices. For this reason, the state

of a quantum system containing identical bosons is described via symmetric tensors

which generate the Hilbert space referred to as the symmetric Fock space. The state of
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a system containing identical fermions is described via anti-symmetric tensors which

generate the anti-symmetric Fock space. The evolution of a field is now described

by operators acting on a Hilbert space. In particular, the creation of a particle is

represented by a creation operator and the destruction of a particle by an annihila-

tion operator. Observables are represented by self-adjoint operators - for instance,

the number of particles in a quantum state is obtained by the number operator - and

the probabilistic aspects of quantum observables are generally encoded at the level of

their spectral measures.

1.2 Quantum probability and beyond

The probability theory that can be naturally represented on the symmetric Fock space

is simply the classical probability. In particular, the symmetric Fock space modeled on

a Gaussian Hilbert space is closely tied to the Wiener chaos decomposition ([Wie38,

Ito5l, Seg56], see also [Jan97]). That the bosonic setting is inherently classical is

readily seen from its commutative structure, as the annihilation operators a and

creation operators (a )* satisfy the canonical commutation relation (CCR):

a - (aj)*(a,) = 4 (CCR)

with the additional relations atab = ajai and (at)*(a;)* = (a )*(a )*. In contrast,

the fermionic setting is that of anti-commutative probability as the corresponding

annihilation operators af and creation operators (ac)* satisfy the canonical anti-

commutation relation (CAR):

(af)(ac)* + (ac)*(af) = 6,5 (CAR)

with, additionally, afaf = -ajaf and (af)*(a3 )* = -(a3)*(af)*. In the fermionic

setting, the field operator af + (af)* can be seen to play the role analogous to the

Gaussian random variable in classical probability (see e.g. [Bia95, Mey93, Par92]).

A q-deformation of the CCR and CAR relations given by (ai)(aj)* - q(ay)(ai) =
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yij 6 ,j, for q E [-1, 1] and -y(i, j) some positive-definite function, was first considered

in the quantum probabilistic context by Frisch and Bourret [FB70]. (The correspond-

ing relation with i = j and 7(i, j) = 1 already existed in the litterature, introduced

by Arik and Coon [AC76] along with its Bargmann-Fock representation.) Frisch and

Bourret were interested in the properties of the "parastochastic" random variable

ai + a!. However, it was only two decades later, in Bozejko and Speicher's inde-

pendent study of deformed canonical (anti-)commutation relations [BS91], that the

existence question was resolved and such processes constructed. In particular, Bozejko

and Speicher constructed a suitably deformed Fock space on which the creation and

annihilation operators (analogues of those on the classical Fock spaces) satisfied the

deformed commutation relation:

aq(h)aq(g)* - qaq(g)*aq(h) = (h,g).ol, q E [-1,1] (q-CR)

for all h, g elements of some underlying Hilbert space / .

Following much interest over the course of the two subsequent decades, the q-

Fock space is now known to have a number of remarkable properties. Far from

attempting to survey them all, we now focus on the probabilistic aspects of the

algebras of bounded linear operators and point out a few key results. Namely, starting

with the very motivation, it was shown that the deformed field operator sq(h)

aq(h)* + aq(h) is a natural deformation, in the setting of (q-CR), of the Gaussian

random variable. For that reason sq(h) is referred to as being a q-Gaussian element

of the algebra of bounded linear operators on the q-Fock space. This interpretation is

immediately apparent from the corresponding Wick formula and its orthogonalizing

polynomial sequence [BS91, BKS97] (see [MNO1, Kem05] for the q-analogue of the

complex Gaussian). Furthermore, analogously to their classical counterparts, the q-

Gaussians can indeed be represented as limits of a particularly natural form of a

non-commutative Central Limit Theorem, due to Speicher [Spe92]. With regard to

more advanced results, the q-Brownian motion was developed in [BKS97] and the

q-deformed stochastic calculus in [DM03] (see also [AnsOl] and [SniOl]), along with
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an ItM formula and relevant representation theorems. Analogues of sophisticated

integration theorems of stochastic analysis were recently also shown to hold in the

q-deformed setting [DNN].

There is currently also much interest in the q-Fock space that goes far beyond

the probabilistic motivations. Prom an operator algebraic perspective, it had long

been conjectured that the q-Gaussian algebra, namely the von Neumann algebra

{s(h) I h E J'}" over an n-dimensional Hilbert space d is isomorphic to the free

group factor with n generators, itself one of the most mysterious elementary objects

in the theory of operator algebras. After several decades of increasingly supportive

evidence (see e.g. [BKS97, SniO4, Ric05, Shl04, DablO, KNI]), the conjecture was

very recently verified by Guionnet and Shlyakhtenko [GS12] for all sufficiently small

values of q.

1.3 Main contributions

The principal contributions of this thesis are the following:

1. The construction of a natural second-parameter refinement of the q-Fock

space of Bozejko and Speicher [BS91], by which the "q-symmetrization"

step given in [BS91] in terms of permutation inversions is now replaced by

"(q, t)-symmetrization" that takes into account permutation inversions and co-

inversions.

2. The introduction of a new two-parameter family of Gaussian statistics, viz.

the (q, t) -Gaussian statistics, with the corresponding Wick formula refined as a

function of crossings and nestings in pair-partitions.

3. The generalization of the non-commutative Central Limit Theorem of Speicher

[Spe92] in which the underlying commutative structure is broadened to allow

for real-valued commutation coefficients, rather than remaining restricted to

commutation signs.
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The q-Fock space of [BS91] and the corresponding q-Gaussian statistics are recov-

ered from (1) and (2) by letting t = 1. Analogously to the q-Fock space setting, the

construction in (1) is related to (2) as the (q, t)-Gaussian statistics are precisely those

of the field operator on the (q, t)-Fock space. Furthermore, the construction in (2) is

related to the theorem in (3) as the (q, t)-Gaussian statistics arise as the limits of the

generalized non-commutative Central Limit Theorem. The framework formed by (1)

through (3) therefore generalizes the q-deformed setting of Bozejko and Speicher in

an extensive manner that nevertheless manages to preserve the inner consistency of

the original framework.

In extending the operator algebraic setting of [BS91], the creation and annihila-

tion on the (q, t)-Fock space now satisfy a two-parameter commutation relation that

provides a unification of several types of well-known commutation relations:

4. A unification between the "math q-commutation relations" [AC76, FB70, BS91]

and "physics q-commutation relations" [Bie89, Mac89].

5. A unification between the "q-commutation relations for Iql < 1" [BS91] and the

"q-commutation relations for Iql > 1" [Boz07].

6. A Hilbert-space realization of the general form of the Chakrabarti-Jagannathan

deformed oscillator algebra [CJ95].

Further contributions related to the general framework of (1) - (3) are the following:

7. The random matrix models for the (q, t)-Gaussian statistics, realized as a

second-parameter refinement of the the extended Jordan-Wigner transform of

[Bia97b].

8. The characterization of the (q, t)-Gaussian measure as the orthogonalizing mea-

sure for the (q, t) -Hermite orthogonal polynomial sequence.

9. A full description of the norms of the creation and annihilation operators on

the (q, t)-Fock space (for all parameter ranges).
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Finally, given the second degree of freedom, one may now consider various specializa-

tions. The q = 0 specialization, which in the q-deformed setting yields the full Fock

space of free probability, now corresponds to a refinement of free probability that

bears multiple surprising connections to other areas of mathematics. In particular:

i. The moments of the measure associated with the (0, t)-Gaussian element, aka

the t-semicircular, are given by the deformed Catalan numbers of Carlitz and

Riordan [FH85, CR64].

ii. The continued-fraction expansion of the moment-generating function associated

with the t-semicircular element is the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction.

The Rogers-Ramanujan identities (see e.g. [And98]) are used to derive an ele-

gant form of the Cauchy transform of the t-semicircular measure.

iii. By the resulting connection to the work of Al Salam and Ismail [AS183] and

Ismail [IsmO5], t-semicircular measure is characterized in terms of the zeros of

a deformed Airy function.

iv. The (0, t)-Fock space provides a setting in which to realize Mazza and Piau's

[MP02] generalization of Wigner's semicircle law ([Wig55], see also [AGZ1O])

to (time-correlated) Wigner processes.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. The structural aspects of Fock

spaces and of the algebras of operators on these spaces are reviewed in Chapter 2,

where the reader shall also find the relevant algebraic and Hilbert-space construc-

tions. The role of Fock spaces as a natural setting for non-commutative probability is

discussed in Chapter 3, focusing on the symmetric Fock space in classical probability,

the full Fock space in free probability, and the q-Fock space as a setting for q-deformed

probability. The (q, t)-Fock space is constructed Chapter 4, wich also studies the op-

erators on the (q, t)-Fock space, the non-commutative probability spaces that emerge

from these, and the relevant specializations. The generalized non-commutative Cen-

tral Limit Theorem is derived in Chapter 5, along with the random matrix models for

the (q, t)-Gaussian statistics. Since the background for this thesis is best described
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as a synthesis of ideas from algebra, functional analysis, and operator algebras, the

three appendices provide the reader with a roadmap of the pre-requisite material,

including the definitions and the statements of the essential results.
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Chapter 2

Fock Spaces and Gaussian Algebras

Non-commutative probability, which provides the setting for this thesis and is the

focus of the upcoming Chapter 3, broadly refers to a generalization of the classical

probability theory to encompass quantum observables. While the probabilistic aspects

of the bosonic quantum systems are described in terms of classical probability, the

fermionic observables were instead the motivation for the development of fermionic

or anti-commutative probability (e.g. [Bia95, Mey93, Par92}). The non-commutative

probability theories of interest in this thesis - namely, the free probability [Voi86,

VDN92], the "q-deformed" probability [BS91], and the two-parameter continuum of

probability theories introduced in Chapter 4 - arise in a closely related context,

namely, through the relevant deformations of the bosonic/fermionic structure. But,

rather than concretely thinking of such deformations as violations of the Bose and

Fermi statistics (e.g. [Gre9l]), it will become apparent in Chapter 3 that there is an

advantage to focusing instead on the abstract frameworks on which these deformations

take place.

The sense in which one may speak of the deformations of the bosonic/fermionic

structure is made concrete through the notion of a Fock space.' The latter is a

type of Hilbert space serving as a quantum-field-theoretic construct used the encode

possible states of a quantum system with a variable number of particles. In particular,

the bosonic (classical) setting is realized on the symmetric Fock space, the fermionic

'Named after the physicist Vladimir Aleksandrovich Fock, who introduced the concept in [Foc32].
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one on the anti-symmetric Fock space, whereas the free probability and q-deformed

probability take place on the full Fock space and the q-Fock space, respectively.

Fock spaces, both as algebraic objects and as Hilbert spaces, are the subject

of the present chapter. We will start by constructing in Section 2.1 an algebraic

form of a Fock space, given by a tensor algebra. This algebraic Fock space will

encode the relevant physical intuition, but only to a point. Indeed, in order to derive

either sensible physical models or non-commutative probability theories, we will have

to impose an inner product structure on the algebraic constructs and, completing

with respect to the induced norm, come to work with Hilbert spaces. Fock space

will then refer a Hilbert space arising as the completion of a tensor algebra with

respect to a suitable inner product, and the various relevant Fock spaces will be

the subject of Section 2.2. In the cases of interest, the probabilistic aspects of Fock

spaces are principally based on the properties of the bounded linear operators on

these spaces. Such operators, and the algebras they generate, are the focus of the

remaining Section 2.3. Note that the discussion of the probabilistic aspects of Fock

spaces is deferred until Chapter 3. For any background material relevant to the

present chapter, the reader will be referred to Appendices A through C.

2.1 Algebraic Fock Space

The focus of this section is the algebraic Fock space. Starting with a vector space V

over a field F, taken throughout this thesis as a stand-in for R or C, the algebraic

Fock space is the tensor algebra

Gev1n.
n>O

In the following, we attempt to give a concise treatment focused on helping the reader

develop ease manipulating tensor algebras and the underlying algebraic constructs,

namely tensor products and direct sums. Readers looking for a deeper understanding

of the nature of the objects at hand will be referred to the supplementary material

available in the appendices as well as the references therein.
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2.1.1 Algebraic tensor product

Start with two vector spaces V and W over some field F, with bases Ei = {ei}iEI

and E 2 = {Y}iEJ, respectively. The tensor product V 0 W is the vector space over

F with basis {ei 0 dj}(iJ)EIxJ and with the following rules of addition and scalar

multiplication:

(a 1vi + a 2v 2 ) @9w = al(V1 9 w) + a 2 (v2 9 W), (2.1)

V 0 (#1Wi + #2 W2 ) = 1(v 0 wi) + #2 0 (V, w 2 ) (2.2)

for all v, v 1 7 v 2 E V, W, W1 , W2 E W, al, a2, #1, #2 E F.

For the nature of the element ei 0 8j to become clear, one must be willing to

either consider explicit constructions of the tensor product (relying on the notion of

a quotient space) or the universal property of the tensor product. For an in-depth

discussion of both of these approaches, the reader is referred to Appendix A. In the

meantime, if one admits each element ei 0 2j as a formal object, relations (2.1) and

(2.2) provide the necessary rules for defining every element of V 0 W.

In particular, if v = 1aie and w = ET 1# jj, for ai, # E F, then v 0 w =

E'_ E i ai#3(ei 02 6). Note that the element v 0 w of V 0 W is said to be a pure

tensor. In general, V 0 W is composed of all finitely indexed sums Eij 7,j(ei 0 8j)

for yj E F, of which the pure tensors are those elements that can be written in the

form EiJ a3j (ei 0 dj). The distinction is made clearer in the following example.

Example 1 Let V be a two-dimensional vector space over F, spanned by a

vectors ei and e2. (For concreteness, one may take F = R, e = (1,0), e 2 = (0,1).)

Then, V 0 V is the vector space of dimension 4, with basis

ei0ei, ei9e2 , e2 9ei, e2 0e 2 ,

and vector-space operations given by (2.1) and (2.2). It is important to realize

that the element ei 0 e2 is taken to be different than e2 0 ei. Furthermore, there

are (many) elements of V O V that cannot be written as pure tensors. For example

let v = el 0 e2 + e2 0 el and suppose that v can be written as a pure tensor. Then,
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v = (ae1 + be 2) 0 (ce1 + de2 ) for some a, b, c, d E F. But, by bilinearity, ac = 0 = bd

while ad = bc = 1, which is impossible.

It is therefore entirely clear how to formally manipulate the vector space that is

the tensor product of two vector spaces, even if at the present level of exposition the

nature of the underlying basis elements remains somewhat murky. Tensor products

may be found to arise throughout various branches of mathematics, physics, and

engineering. Indeed, as discussed in Appendix A, the tensor product F" 0 F" is

isomorphic to the familiar outer product of F' with F", whereas the tensor product

of vector spaces generated by n x n matrices over F is isomorphic to their Kronecker

product.

The above approach analogously generalizes to any finite product of vector spaces.

(There will be no need in this thesis to consider infinite tensor products, though such

a thing is feasible.) First, an extension of bilinearity is called multilinearity, where for

vector spaces V1, ... , V, Y over a field F, a map f : V x ... x V -+ Y is multilinear

(or n-multilinear) if f is linear in each coordinate while keeping the other coordinates

fixed. To form the (n-fold) tensor product V 0 ... 0 V, it suffices to generalize the

bilinearity relations (2.1) and (2.2) to n-multilinearity and identify the basis elements

with the "n-fold tensors" (again, taken as formal objects) of the corresponding basis

elements of V1 , ... , V.

An important example of an n-fold tensor products is the n"' tensor power V*n,

defined as the tensor product of V with itself n times. Given a physical intepretation,

if the elements of V are the possible states of a single-particle quantum system, then

V®" describes the state of the system with n particles of the same type.

Prom an algebraic point of view, tensor powers are additionally interesting in that

they may be endowed with multiplicative structure as follows:

Proposition 1. For any vector space V and positive integers n and m, there is a

unique bijective bilinear map V®* x V '" -+ V®(n+,n) satisfying

(V10(9... 0vn , V' 0... 0V/ )-+V1 9... (9vne0V' (D... (&v,
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for all vi,..., v, v...., v E V.

The reader may verify that the above multiplication map is well defined by passing

to the basis elements of V®", V*'M, and VO(n+m) and by multilinear extension the

map

(ei, 0... 9 e in , e 0...ejm) -+ ei, 9 ... 0ein 9ej, ... ejm.

Note that the resulting operation is distributive over the addition, compatible with

scalar multiplication, and associative. This observation will become useful shortly,

when passing from a vector space to an algebra.

2.1.2 Algebraic direct sum

It is natural, for reasons which should become apparent over the course of the chapters

that follow, to consider an algebraic object with the structure of a vector space that

"contains" the various tensor powers of V. However, we have not defined any rules for

adding elements of two distinct tensor powers of V. The solution is to distinguish the

tensor powers by assigning them to distinct "coordinates" and form a vector space in

which the usual operations are performed coordinate-wise.

Specifically, given two vector spaces W and Z over some field F, the cartesian

product W x Z can be given the structure of a vector space over F with the addition

and the scalar multiplication as follows:

(wi, Zi) + (w2, Z2) = (W1 + W2 , Z1 + Z2), (2.3)

a(w, z) = (aw, az), (2.4)

for all (wi, 1), (w 2, Z2) E W x Z and a E F. This structure turns W x Z into a vector

space denoted V D W, referred to as the (algebraic) direct sum of W and Z. The

definition extends analogously to any finite number of vector spaces, which, in turn,

is used to define direct sums over arbitrary index sets as follows.
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Definition 1. Given a set J and a family of vector spaces {W,}-IEJ over a field F,

consider the set of J-tuples (x,)YEJ with x, = 0 for all but finitely many y. Then, the

vector space generated by all such J-tuples with respect to the operations of component-

wise addition and scalar multiplication is referred to as the (algebraic) direct sum of

{W,},.;Ej and denoted EEJ W,.

Returning to the tensor powers, the vector space @n>O Von is clearly the desired

object, containing and allowing us to manipulate the various tensor powers of V. For

the convenience of notation, a typical element of this space may be written as

v1 0v 2 + v3 9 V 4 + v5 (v 6 0 V7 ®vs

rather than

(0, 0, v1 v2 + v 30v 4, 0, V5 0v 6 v7  vs, 0, 0, ... ),

with the understanding that the addition is nevertheless component-wise.

It is principally the vector-space structure, and later the Hilbert-space structure,

on 6Dn> V** that is of interest to the remainder of this thesis. Still, we take a moment

to consider next the multiplicative structure defined in Proposition 8, which will turn

@n>O Von into an algebra.

2.1.3 Tensor algebra

It is now straightforward to extend the multiplication V** x V*' -+ V*(n+m) defined

in Proposition 8 to the whole of @Dno Vo*. It suffices to note that every element

w E @n>o Von can be written as some (finite) sum of elements in VnI, ... , VO"k,

where the choice of k (when taken to be minimal) and of n1 , ... , nk is unique. Taking

W, W' E @n>O V*n and writing w = Ei wi, w' = Eg w' where wi E V * /'y E V*'" ,

the resulting multiplication map on Eno Von satisfies

wwI = wi m'w = wiw';,
i i ij
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with the multiplication on V®" x VG' as given in Proposition 8 above. It is then

straightforward to verify that this vector multiplication turns the corresponding vector

space into an algebra. Specifically, given a vector space V, the tensor algebra on V is

the vector space , >o V*T , with the multiplication law given as the above distributive

extension of the multiplication given in Proposition 8.

The tensor algebra @Dno Vo" will in the present context be referred to as the alge-

braic Fock space. The qualifier "algebraic" is meant to indicate that if the underlying

vector spaces happen to be Hilbert spaces, one is purposefully ignoring the natural

inner product structure on n>O Von. Such structure is the subject of the following

section. Prior to launching into a discussion of Hilbert spaces, however, we must take

one final algebraic detour and address the nature of the field F.

2.1.4 Complexification

Though the previous sections considered a general field F, we will soon specialize it to

a stand-in for R or C. In fact, while the general theory to which we will refer to will

largely concern complex Hilbert spaces and Banach algebras, the specific construc-

tions of interest will be first carried out on complexified vector spaces, which admit a

real basis. The notion of complexification arises in many areas of mathematics and

it is in fact a natural one. For instance, the complexification of R' will turn out to

be isomorphic to C' and the complexification of R[X] (the ring of real-valued poly-

nomials in one variable) is isomorphic to C[X] (complex-valued polynomials in one

variable). In the light of the previous developments, there are two sensible approaches

to defining a complexification of a real vector space, namely via the direct sum or via

the tensor product.

The idea of complexifying a vector space V via the direct sum comes from think-

ing of the pair (v 1 , v2) E V x V as the formal sum v1 + iv 2 , with a suitably defined

multiplication by complex scalars. Concretely, given a real vector space V, the com-

plexification of V is the vector space VC over C obtained by defining on V D V the
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multiplication by a complex scalar:

(a + i#)(vi, v2) = (avi - #v 2 , #V1 + av 2 ). (2.5)

Note that for # = 0, (2.5) recovers (A.6). Given now a real vector space V with basis

{ei}, it is clear that every element of V can be written as some linear combination

of elements (ei, e3 ). Thus, the set {(eg, ej)} spans Vc, but it is not a basis! Indeed,

by the multiplication rule, i(0, ej) = (eg, 0). Instead, the reader may verify that if V

is a real vector space with an R-basis {ej }, then Vc is a complex vector space with

a C-basis {(eg, 0)}. One may thus can consider V as "living" inside VC, which is

formally prescribed by the embedding v - (v, 0).

Alternatively, given a real vector space V, one may wish to consider the complexi-

fication of V to be the vector space C OR V (where the subscript on the tensor symbol

is to make explicit the fact that the tensor product is taken over R). In this setting,

the reader may verify that there is again a natural identification of V as belonging to

C OR V, by the embedding v -+ 1 0 v. Similarly, any R-basis {ei} of V gives rise to

a C-basis {1 9 e}.

The two approaches turn out to be equivalent, in that the resulting objects turn

out to be isomorphic and this isomorphism extends to linear maps. For further details,

the reader is referred to Appendix A.

2.2 Classical and Quantum Fock spaces

A Fock space is a particular type of Hilbert space that plays a prominent role in

classical probability, non-commutative probability, and physics. The starting point

for the discussion of Fock spaces is (1) a real, separable Hilbert space d whose

complexification ac is taken to describe the quantum states of a single-particle system

and (2) some unit vector Q, disjoint from X' and referred to as the vacuum vector.

The algebraic tensor powers -cn will be analogously taken to describe the state of

an n-particle system, while the absence of particles will be encoded by dco, taken as
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the one-dimensional complex vector space spanned by 0. The algebraic Fock space

over erC, previously defined as the tensor algebra (% 'c" := F(d), now encodes

the state of a quantum system with a variable number of particles. In essence, it may

be said that this very shift from single-particle quantum mechanics to those of "fields"

or "many-body systems" forms the premise of quantum field theory. One may now

define suitable creation operators on 9 (X), injecting a particle into a given quantum

state, annihilation operators destroying a particle, as well as all manner of quantum

observables (e.g. field operators, particle number operator).

While the above purely algebraic structure may appear tentalizing on account of

its simplicity and well-founded intuition, it is insufficient. Specifically, to be able to

discuss operator spectra, their spectral decompositions (generalizations of the eigen-

value/eigenvector decompositions of matrices), and various transformations that in-

evitably arise in the physical context, one must leave the purely algebraic setting and

transition to working with operators on Hilbert spaces. There is in fact a natural

inner product structure on 9(F) not taken into account at the algebraic level. It

arises from the usual Hilbert-space versions of the direct sum and tensor product,

which are reviewed in Appendix B. While the natural inner product structure pro-

vides a setting in which to define a rich probability theory (viz. the free probability

of Voiculescu [Voi86, VDN92], discussed further in the following chapter), it does

not yield the correct bosonic/fermionic framework. The present section therefore

considers the various Hilbert spaces arising from the algebra C Lc'*. These are

obtained by either

" replacing the algebraic constructs by their Hilbert-space versions, or

" completing the tensor algebra #(p') with respect to a different choice of an

inner product.

Such Hilbert spaces will be referred to as Fock spaces and will play a key role in the

subsequent chapters.
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2.2.1 Full (Boltzmann) Fock space

The full Fock space, also referred to as the Boltzmann Fock space, is the Hilbert space

go(Jff) obtained by completing the tensor algebra J(V) with respect to the "usual"

inner product. The latter will be denoted (, )o and given by sesquiliner 2 extension of

(A, Q)o = 1 (2.6)

(fi (9 ... @9 fn, hi @. .9 hm o = 6n,m fi, hi) 0 (fa, hn), (2.7)

where on,m = 1 iff n = m and has value zero otherwise. Note that go(,V) is the

Hilbert space n C®'* obtained by taking the usual Hilbert-space versions of the

tensor product and direct sum (reviewed in Appendix B).

Despite of the fact that the remainder of this thesis will take place in the Hilbert-

space setting, the purely algebraic object 9(.') will remain very useful, as the

latter forms a convenient dense domain in go(,V) (as well as in other Fock spaces

discussed shortly or introduced in the later chapters). In particular, many of the

definitions and arguments will be formulated in the setting of F(Ae), whose elements

are affine combinations of pure tensors, subsequently extending to the norm limit

when appropriate.

Following the physical intuition, the fundamental operators on Fo(.') are the

creation and annihilation operators, corresponding to the creation and destruction of

a particle, respectively. For an element h E Jr, the annihilation operator ao(h) is

defined on F(dr) by linear extension of

ao(h)Q = 0 (2.8)

ao(h)fi 0 ... 0 fn = (h, fi).f 2  .- - 0 fn. (2.9)

The adjoint under (, )o of ao(h) is referred to as the creation operator ao(h)*, and

2i.e. Linear in the first coordinate, conjugate-linear in the second.
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the reader may verify that on 9(dr), the latter has the form

ao(h)*fi g... @ fn = h 9 fi @ f 2 ... fn, (2.10)

i.e. ao (h)* creates h to the left of the tensor. For a worked-out calculation, the reader

is referred to Chapter 4, which deals with these objects in a more general setting.

The creation and annihilation operators are readily shown to extend uniquely to

a bounded linear operator on the whole of 9 (.') (cf. Chapter 4). Finally, the

field operator so(h) given as the symmetrization of the annihilation operator, i.e.

so(h) = ao(h) + ao(h)*, will play a prominent role in the later chapters.

2.2.2 Symmetric Fock space

For n E N, let the nth symmetric power of //c, denoted //e" be the subspace of

deco" spanned by the elements

1
hi~ ~ ~~ E . Oh h-7(1) @..@h,(n).

VaJESnh

where Sn is the symmetric group of order n, that is, the set of all permutations on

n letters. In other words, //c0 is the natural symmetrization of C with the

normalization chosen so that

(fi o ... o fn, hi O ... O hm) = 6n,m E (fi, h(1)) 0 ... 0 (fn, hr(n)). (2.11)
aESn

Example 2 Let (X, 9, yL) be a o-finite measure space and Y = 2 (X, , ).

For n E N, one may identify c n with the subspace of symmetric functions in

y(X , "n, p"n) letting

hi 0 ... G hn(Xi,.. ,Xn) = [ hl(x,(1)) ... hn(xea()). (2.12)
aESn

In this case, one usually interprets drC as the one-dimensional vector space spanned
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by a single element, carrying measure 1. If p(X) < oo, then 3e9 is typically

identified with the constant functions. e

The Hilbert-space direct sum )'* 09c0" is referred to as the symmetric Fock

space (over dr) and presently denoted $1(J-Y). Note that an equivalent construc-

tion is obtained by taking (2.11) to define a semi-inner product on Y(J), taking

the quotient (cf. Appendix A) of $(dt) by the kernel of the map (2.11), and then

completing the quotient space. Note that the symmetric Fock space is intimately con-

nected to the Wiener chaos decomposition of an 2 space of a probability measure,

as discussed in Chapter 3.

One may now define the symmetric annihilation operators {a1(h)}hEr on the

linear subspace 9(X') formed by the symmetric tensors, by linear extension of

ai(h)Q = 0
n

al(h)fl 0... O fn = (h, f io... O fk ... fn, (2.13)
k=1

where the subscript signifies that the corresponding element was deleted from the

tensor. Similarly, define symmetric creation operators {a*(h)}h&e by

a1(h)Q = 0

al(h)*f1 (D... O fn = h O fi O f 2 ... O fn. (2.14)

One may again verify that the creation operators are indeed adjoints of the annihila-

tion operators on the symmetric tensors and therefore on the dense domain 5(E').

However, unlike in the full Fock space setting, these operators are not bounded; indeed,

for any unit vector e E JX, one may readily check that |Ia1(e)eII|/|Ie 0I| = n + 1.

Note that the creation and annihilation operators on A1(dr) are nevertheless clos-

able and therefore retain sufficient structure to generally remain tractable (e.g. a

well-defined spectrum and desirable spectral properties).

As previously remarked, given a quantum field theoretic interpretation, the sym-

metric Fock space is the bosonic Fock space. In particular, the symmetric power dcon
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represents the system with n indistinguishable bosons, with the creation operator in-

jecting a boson into the system and the annihilation operator destroying one.

2.2.3 Anti-symmetric Fock space

For n E N, let the n ' anti-symmetric power of JYc, denoted -)Fn, be the subspace

of deco" spanned by elements

hi A ... A h, = V (1)inv(l)h,(1) 0 ... ® hr(n), (2.15)
VIoESn

where inv(o) denotes the number of inversions of the permutation o. That is, inv(o)

is the number of pairs (i,j) E [n] x [n] such that i < j but o-(i) > c-(j). The quantity

(-1)inv(e) is referred to as the sign or signature of o-, and the sign of a permutation

is the alternating character of the symmetric group. Thus, (2.15) is a natural anti-

symmetrization of the tensor product, with the normalization chosen so that the inner

product of two anti-symmetric pure tensors becomes

(fi A ... A fn, hi A ... A hm) = 6n,m E (-1)nv(e)(fi, h,(1)) 0... 0 (fn, h,(n)). (2.16)

The anti-symmetric Fock space 9_ 1(a-') is then obtained as the Hilbert-space direct

sum $_1(') = _1n MCn. Note that analogously to the symmetric case, one

may equivalently take (2.16) as defining a semi-inner product and then proceed by

separating and completing F(dl) with respect to it.

The anti-symmetric Fock space is a very different object from its symmetric coun-

terpart. In particular, note that the anti-symmetric tensor hi A ... A hn vanishes

whenever hi = hj for some i = j in {1,...,n}. Specifically, for every permu-

tation o- E Sn, there is a unique permutation & E Sn such that a- and & differ

only by the transposition -ri,; the result then immediately follows by the fact that

for each such pair, (-1)inv()h,(1) ... 0 h,(n) + (-1)inv()h,(1) 0 ... 0 ha(n) = 0.

Thus, if dim de = n, then C^A = {0} for all k > n. The reader may easily

verify that if e1 ,...,en is an R-basis for dr, a C-basis for $_1(s) is given by
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{&} U {ei, A... A eim | 1 m < n, i1 < ... < im,}. It is then an easy counting exercise

to verify that when dim - = n, the dimension of - 1(J') is 2". In contrast, as long

as )r is non-degenerate, the symmetric Fock space 91()F) is infinite-dimensional.

Note that in quantum field theory, the anti-symmetric Fock space is the fermionic

Fock space. In particular, the vanishing of an anti-symmetric tensor containing a

repeated element is precisely the Pauli exclusion principle according to which no two

fermions may simultaneously occupy the same quantum state.

The antisymmetric annihilation operators {a_1(h)} I hgo defined by

a_1(h)Q = 0
n

a_1 (h)fi A ... A fn-, = (1~h f A ... fk A ... A fn (2.17)
k=1

admit as adjoints the left creation operators {a_1(h)*}hE,e, where

a_1(h)*f = h

a_1(h)*fl A ... A fn = h A fi A f 2 ... A fn. (2.18)

Note that, unlike in the symmetric case, these operators uniquely extend to bounded

linear operators on 9_1( ). Another relevant family in 2($_1())) is formed by

the field operators s_ 1(h) = a_1(h) + a_1 (h)*, which will later be interpreted as the

Gaussian elements in the anti-commutative setting (cf. Chapter 3).

2.2.4 q-Fock space

That there exists a natural interpolation between the symmetric and anti-symmetric

Fock spaces, passing through the full Fock space, was conjectured by physicists in

the early 1970s, in [FB70]. While the more precise formulation of the conjecture

will be discussed in Chapter 4 (at which point we will also mention some alternative

existence proofs), it is at present fitting to consider the Hilbert space that provided

the constructive answer. It was introduced by Bozejko and Speicher, who considered

the question independently of [FB70], in their seminal paper [BS91].
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For JV a Hilbert space, define the sesquilinear form (, )q on the tensor algebra

5FX ') by (R, Q)q = l and

(fi , . fa, hi @ .. 9 hn), = 6n,,m E gq"nvO)(fi, h,(1))_. . fn, ho(n))X. (2.19)
oTESn

For q E [-1, 1], (2.19) is clearly an interpolation between (2.11) for q = 1, (2.7)

for q = 0, and (2.16) for q = -1. However, it is not a priori clear what geometric

properties the above form may have outside of these special values of q - in particular,

it is not obvious that (q should be an inner product for q E (-1,1). Nevertheless,

Bozejko and Speicher managed to show that, indeed:

Theorem 1 ([BS91]). Forq E [-1, 1], (2.19) defines a semi-inner product on 9(J).

If q E (-1, 1), then (2.19) is an inner product.

The q-Fock space $q(AF), defined for q E (-1, 1) (or q E [-1, 1] with additional

care) is the completion of 9(ove) with respect to the inner product (, )q. The prob-

abilistic structure that can be realized in the setting of the q-Fock space and its

generalizations is at the core of this thesis. Prior to developing these, the remainder

of this chapter considers the fundamental operator theoretic and operator algebraic

properties of Fq(Je) of use in the upcoming chapters.

Analogously to the classical Fock spaces, one may defne the left creation operators

{aq(h)*}hE- by

aq(h)*Q = h

aq(h)*fi ... 0 fn = h 9 fi 0 ... ® fn, (2.20)

along with the "twisted" annihilation operators

aq(h)Q = 0

aq(h)fi 9 ... f = q-(h, f)f ...@f ... fn, (2.21)
k=1

When the underlying Hilbert space J9X9 is taken to be the complexification of some
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real Hilbert space and when h is taken as an element of the real Hilbert space, then

a* (h) is indeed the adjoint of aq(h). To show this, it is helpful to rewrite the inner

product (, ), on 9q(At') recursively, as

n

(fi@9...@(Dfn gi0...O(9gn),=E q'-~ (fi,gk) -e(f2@---@fn,1910@---09k@---.09n)q-
k=1

(2.22)

One may also consider the field operator sq(h) = aq(h) + aq(h)*, which will be later

associated with a deformation of the Gaussian measure (cf. Chapter 3). The creation,

annihilation, and field operators uniquely extend to bounded linear operators on

9,(.Y) as follows.

Theorem 2 ([BS91, BKS97]). For any f E Jr', the operators aq(f), sq(f) on q(Y)

are bounded for q E [-1,1), with norm

Jf|IIe q E [-1,0],

Iaq(f)II = (2.23)

||1f|11 - q E [0, 1)
1

||sq(f)I| = If| |1W (2.24)

The mathematical interest in the classical and deformed Fock spaces principally

stems from (1) their operator algebraic properties, or, (2) their probabilistic aspects.

Whereas the present thesis is principally focused on the latter, the former are reviewed

in the following section.

2.3 Algebras of operators on Fock spaces

We now turn to the properties of the algebras generated by the creation, annihilation

and field operators on the Fock spaces, introduced in the previous section. It is

a general fact that the bounded linear operators on a given Hilbert space form an

algebra,3 with the with scalar multiplication on the underlying field and addition

3An algebra A is a vector space endowed with a bilinear multiplication map A x A -+ A.
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given in the obvious way and the multiplicative structure given by map composition.

Given a Hilbert space dX, the algebra of bounded linear operators on de is typically

denoted 9(dF). For concretness, one may consider a Hilbert space of dimension n

(e.g. the Euclidean space R"), in which case 9(,V) is the algebra of n x n matrices

over the underlying field.

The algebra 9(a.') is an instance of a Banach algebra, which is an abstract algebra

endowed with a norm with respect to which it is a Banach space. When passing from

a single operator to an algebra, the operator-theoretic questions give way to operator-

algebraic questions. In this latter vein, the first part of the present section considers

the commutation relations that happen to be satisfied by the creation and annihilation

operators on the familiar Fock spaces.

In the probabilistic context, a particularly relevant class of Banach algebras are

the von Neumann algebras, which provide a setting for a "non-commutative measure

theory", in the sense made precise in Appendix C. We will presently make fairly little

use of the general theory of von Neumann algebras, but will instead focus on the von

Neumann algebra generated by the field operators on the q-Fock space, termed the

q-Gaussian algebra. Indeed, the q-Gaussian algebra, along with a certain expectation

functional, forms the framework of "q-deformed probability", discussed in Chapter 3.

The remainder of this section will review a handful of fundamental properties of this

algebra in preparation for the probabilistic treatment of the following chapter. For

any pre-requisite background material, the reader is referred to the Appendices B and

C. 4

2.3.1 Commutation relations

The classical and quantum Fock spaces considered in this thesis all share the property

that the creation and annihilation operators satisfy a commutation relation. In the

bosonic/fermionic cases, the underlying commutation relations are precisely certain

4Basic properties of Banach spaces, Hilbert spaces, and of 9(,V) are reviewed in Appendix B,
whereas the general properties of Banach algebras and the more advanced properties of 2(.Ye) are
the focus of Appendix C. In particular, for a definition and further discussion of some key aspects
of von Neumann algebras, the reader is referred to see Section C.3 of Appendix C.
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fundamental relations of quantum mechanics, whereas the corresponding relation on

the q-Fock space can be viewed as an interpolation between these two classical cases.

Specifically, starting with the symmetric (bosonic) Fock space .1 (X), a straight-

forward calculation using the definitions (2.14) and (2.13) of the previous chapter

yields that for all g, h E X,

a1(h)a1(g)* - a1(g)*a1(h) = (h,g) -v1, (CCR)

ar(h)a1 (g) = a1(g)a1(h),

a1(h)*a1(g)* = a1(g)*a1(h)*,

where 1 denotes the identity on Y1(r). The above commutation relations are re-

ferred to as the canonical commutation relations (CCR).

Remark 1 For readers already familiar with the CCR algebra, it is worthwhile

to pause here and consider the nature of its representation on the symmetric Fock

space. As the operators {al(h)}hEto are unbounded, one may expect the general

problem of starting with the CCR and seeking a Hilbert-space representation of the

corresponding *-algebra (cf. Appendix C) to be ill-posed. In a sense, this was one of

the original problems with the early formalism of quantum mechanics as developed by

Heisenberg [Hei25], Born and Jordan [BJ25], Dirac [Dir25} and others. Specifically,

letting x be the position operator acting on a wavefunction V) as (x'O)(x) = x#(x) and

p be the momentum operator acting as (p#) (x) = -ih (ft/dx), an easy computation

yields the canonical commutation relation [x, p] = ih. However, x and p cannot be

represented as operators on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, as readily seen by tak-

ing traces. Following an approach attributed to Hermann Weyl (see e.g. [Wey3l]),

one may instead take (complex) exponentials, turning the problem into that of repre-

senting a jointly irreducible pair of one-parameter groups satisfying the corresponding

form, viz. the Weyl form, of the CCR. Then, by the Stone-von Neumann Theorem

[Sto32, vN31] (see also expository article [Ros04]), all such pairs turn out to be uni-

tarily equivalent. However, note that the Stone-von Neumann Theorem only holds for

a system with finitely many degrees of freedom, i.e. for [Xk, pg] = kih, XkX = XjXk,
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PkPj = PjPk with k,j E {1,...,n}. For a discussion of the representations of the

CCR with infinitely many degrees of freedom, the reader may consult Section 7.2 of

[RosO4]. Returning to the Fock space setting, letting sa = (a(ek) ± a(ek)*)/4 and

pj = (a(ej) - a(ej)*)/(4i) yields the relation [Wz3,zpj.z] = i~kj. Thus, at least when

dealing with finitely many degrees of freedom, the symmetric Fock space representa-

tion of the CCR is equivalent to all others.

Similarly, for the anti-symmetric (fermionic) Fock space _1 ('), one may easily

show using (2.18) and (2.17) that for all g, h E Ae,

a_1(h)a_1(g)* + a-1(g)*a_1(h) = (h, g)-go1 (CAR)

a_1(h)a_1(g) = -a_1(g)a_1(h),

a_1 (h)*a-1(g)* = -a. 1 (g)*a_1 (h)*,

with the above commutation relations referred to as the canonical anti-commutation

relations (CAR). Analogously to Remark 1, there is a fermionic analogue of the Stone-

von Neumann theorem (see e.g. Theorem 7.1 in [Ros04]) ensuring the equivalence of

the representations of the CAR algebra with finitely many degrees of freedom. In the

fermionic setting, the field operators s- 1 (h) = a 1 (h) + a_1 (h)* are easily shown to

satisfy

s_1 (h)s_1 (g) + s_j(g)s-1 (h) = 2(h, gja1, (2.25)

which are the Clifford relations. In particular, the von Neumann algebra (cf. Ap-

pendix C) generated by the fermionic field operators, namely I'_ 1 (d-) := vN{s_1(h) I
h E JX}, is the (complex von Neumann) Clifford algebra over V.

Finally, note that for the full Fock space go()-'), no such commutation relations

can be shown to hold (for reasons apparent in Section 2.3.4). Instead, using (2.9) and

(2.10) yields

ao(h)ao(g)* = (hg)-e1, (0-CR)

for all g, h E Ye.
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2.3.2 q-CR and subalgebras of V(,q(3Y ))

As discussed in the previous chapter, the q-Fock space q()4') provides an interpola-

tion between the symmetric, anti-symmetric, and full Fock spaces. This interpolation

also occurs at the level of commutation relations. Specifically, using (2.20) and (2.21),

a.(h)aq(g)* - qaq(g)*aq(h) = (h, g),1. (q-CR)

The above is typically referred to as the q-commutation relation. The existence of

operators on a Hilbert space satisfying q-CR was first conjectured in the physics

litterature, by Frisch and Bourret [FB70]. In addition to the (explicit) Fock-space

realization provided by Bozejko and Speicher [BS91], there also exist various existence

proofs of the realizability of these relations [BS94, Fiv90, Gre9l, Spe92, Spe93, YW94,

Zag92].

The present section will deal with the algebra of bounded linear operators on the

q-Fock space 9q(,X') for 1 < q < -1. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the

creation and annihilation operators on F (X') are unbounded, and one would instead

need to consider an affiliated von Neumann algebra.5 Though the anti-symmetric

Fock space suffers from no such ailment, further discussion of operators on Fi (.)-')

and 9_1( Ye) is deferred to the following chapter, which will provide a more natural

setting for these objects.

Consider the subalgebras of R(q(-)e)) generated by the creation and annihila-

tion operators, namely the C* algebra (cf. Appendix C)

Aq :=C*{aq(h) I h E d}, (2.26)

and the von Neumann algebra

Wq vN{aq(h) I h E X}. (2.27)

,If A is a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space -X and D a closed and densely defined
operator on J, then D is said to be affiliated with A if D commutes with every unitary operator
in A'.
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The C* algebra Aq was studied by Dykema and Nica. In [DN931, they constructed

an explicit unitary Uq E (,Fq(.))) for which UqAqU* ; AO and showed that, at

least for small values of q, it is the case that UqAqU* = Ao. This result was very

recently improved by Kennedy and Nica [KN11], who constructed a unitary U. with

the property that UqAqU* Ao for the full range q E (-1,1).

Passing to von Neumann algebras, it is well known that for the full Fock space, Wo

is the whole of 9(o). Using the result of Dykema and Nica, the same observation

then extends to the q-Fock space, namely:

Theorem 3 (e.g. Theorem 5 in [Kem05]). For -1 < q < 1, Wq =

For the probabilistic considerations, further discussed in Chapter 3, the more

natural setting is provided by the q-Gaussian algebra Eq which is the von Neumann

algebra generated by the field operators on F., i.e.

Eq := vN{aq(h) + aq(h)* I h E ff}. (2.28)

The q-Gaussian algebra will be the focus of the remainder of this chapter.

2.3.3 The vacuum expectation state

In the probabilistic setting of Chapter 3, the bounded linear operators on the familiar

Fock spaces will be'interpreted as certain non-commutative random variables. For

instance, as anticipated, the elements of the q-Gaussian algebra Fq will turn out to

be natural generalizations of classical Gaussian random variables. In the framework

of non-commutative probability, the role of the classical expectation is played by

a linear functional defined on the algebra containing the random variables, so that

one may evaluate the expectation of sums and products of random variables (and,

in particular, their "moments"). In the Fock space setting, the natural notion of

expectation on the algebra containing the bounded linear operators is the functional

a -4 (aQ, Q), referred to as the vacuum expectation state6 and denoted <pq.

6Note that in compliance with the physics conventions, vacuum expectation state is instead
frequently given as a -4 (Q, aQ). In that case, the inner product would be taken as conjugate-linear
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The vacuum expectation state has the form of a vector state (with respect to the

vacuum vector), which is an object that arises naturally in the operator algebraic

setting. A vector state is a key ingredient in the representation theorem known as

the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) construction, which yields explicit Hilbert-space

representations of certain classes of Banach algebras (namely, of C* algebras). For

further details, the reader is referred to the Appendix C. At present, we take a moment

to review some technical aspects of Oq, which will be of use in Chapter 3.

Any linear functional y on a Banach space X is said to be a trace if pO(XiX 2 ) =

V(X 2Xi) for all X1, X2 E X. It is a general fact that there cannot exist a trace on

2(34q(d)), and it is easy to see that the vacuum expectation state in particular is

non-tracial. For example, note that for any vector e in JX' with unit norm,

(pq(aq(e)aq(e)*) = 1 cpq(aq(e)*aq(e)) = 0.

The above example also serves to show that 'P is not faithful, in that Wq(aq(e)*aq(e)) =

0 even though aq(e)*aq(e) # 0. However, the restriction of Vq to the q-Gaussian

algebra Eq is both tracial and faithful. The traciality can be easily seen by adopting an

appropriate combinatorial representation, such as the labeled Dyck path and chord-

crossing diagram representations used in Chapter 4, but we instead refer the reader to

an algebraic proof that works in a more general setting (see Theorem 4.4 of [BS94]).

The faithfulness of Cp, follows from the fact that the vacuum vector Q is cyclic and

separating for Eq (see Theorem 4.3 of [BS94]).

That Q is cyclic for Fq is equivalent to the statement that for any vector h E Jr,

there is an element TI(h) E Fq such that WI(h)Q = h. The cyclicity of Q for Eq is

then readily shown by induction: in particular, to realize any tensor hi 0&... 0 h", it

suffices to write

hi 0 ... 0 hn = sq(hi) .. . sq(hn)Q + 7, (2.29)

where 77 now belongs to eD-jdcO'. That Q is separating for Eq means that for every

a E Eq, we have aQ = 0 only if a = 0. Therefore, if Q is both cyclic and separating

in the first coordinate and linear in the second.
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for [7q, then for every h E ff, there is a unique operator AI(h) E r with the property

that qI(h)Q = h. In fact, one can show (see Corollary 2.8 in [BKS97]) that

xF (f*() = (aq (f)*)k aq(f)4-, (2.30)
k=0 q

where

[n) [nlq[n - ]q ... - and [n] 1- q

k)q [n - k]q[n -.k -1]... [1]q [k]q[k -1]q... [1Jq a [ 1-q
(2.31)

for all n, k E N. An equivalent manner of writing down the element Xi(fOn) makes

use of the q-Hermite polynomials. The latter are an orthogonal polynomial sequence

{Hn (z; q) }ENo given by the three-term recurrence

zHn(z; q) = H+,1(z; q) + [n]qHn_1(z; q) (2.32)

with initial conditions

Ho(z; q) = 1, H1 (z; q) = z. (2.33)

For general properties of the q-Hermite orthogonal polynomials, the reader is referred

to [ISV87]. In the meantime, note that one may write (cf. Proposition 2.9 in [BKS97]):

-(f**) = Hn4)(sq(f)). (2.34)

Note that I(fi 0 ... 0 fn) also has an explicit form given in terms of Feynman

diagrams [EPO3].

Remark 2 For the interested reader, we pause here to show that Q is indeed

separating for 1 q. Making use of the notion of the commutant of an algebra (see

Appendix C), we show the equivalent statement, which is that Q is cyclic for the

commutant 'q.

Following [BS94], define the anti-linear conjugation operator J : 9q - q by

JaQ = a*Q for all a E "q. To see that J is well defined, suppose that a*Q = a*Q for
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some ai, a 2 E Fq and using traciality of the vacuum expectation, note that

o = ||(a*-a*)G|| 2 = ((a1-a 2 )(a*-a*)Q,Q) = ((a*-a*)(a1-a2)f2,Q) = ||(a1-a2)Q||2,

implying that a1 Q = a2 Q. Since (aia 2)* = aja*, one may verify that every element

of JFqJ commutes with all of Fq, i.e. JPqJ C c'. Analogously to the proof that Q

is cyclic for Fq, Q is shown to be cyclic for JFqJ, and therefore (by inclusion) for r'q.

By the previously mentioned equivalence, Q is therefre separating for Fq.

Note that the conjugation operator J used above has a meaningful explicit form.

Specifically, it can be shown to act on pure tensors by "reversing the order":

J(fi(1) 0 - - - 0 fi(n)) = fi(n) 0 ... 0 fA(1),

for all fi(1), ... , fi(n) E . Moreover, F' can be shown to be nothing else but the

algebra of the right field operators on q. Specifically, for f E Ye, define the right

creation operator aq,R(h)* as

aq,(h)*Q = h, aq,(h)*fl . .. f= fi . .. f h, (2.35)

and the corresponding right annihilation operator aq,R(h) as

aq,R(h)Q = 0, aq,(h)fl .. .0 fn = Eq"-k(h, fk), f 1 .. fk ...0 fn. (2.36)
k=1

To show that aq,R(h)* is indeed the adjoint of aq,R(h) in the usual inner product (, )q

on 9q, it is helpful to rewrite the latter recursively, as

n

(fiG. .. f , hi 9...h) = q"q-k(fn, hk) (f1@.. .of_ 1, h1 0. .. 0I9 k. g...Ohn)q.
k=1

(2.37)

The reader may verify that the above reformulation (2.37) is equivalent to the formu-

lations (2.22) and (2.19) of the previous section. With these elements, one can now

show that F' = vN{aq,R(h)* ± aq,R(h) I h E Ye}. In the case of the (q, t)-Gaussian
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algebras, which will be introduced and studied in Chapter 4, the commutant will be

more complicated than the right field operators. In fact, on account of the vacuum

expectation state <pq,t no longer being a trace, we will not have such convenient access

to a well-defined conjugation operator.

2.3.4 Factoriality

We conclude the present chapter with an aside on certain more advanced aspects of

the q-Gaussian algebra over a Hilbert space de, i.e. of Fq(IX) =: Eq. Beyond its

probabilistic interpretations, discussed in the upcoming Chapter 3, E, is an interesting

object in its own right and remains subject of a certain amount of speculation and

ongoing research in the field of von Neumann algebras.

For q E [-1, 1), Eq is a highly non-commutative object - it is a factor, that is, a

von Neumann algebra with a trivial center. In other words, there is no element of

Eq other a scalar multiple of the identity that commutes with all of Eq. Proving the

factoriality Eq for the same parameter range was, however, not a trivial matter.

It was long known that Eo is a factor of isomorphism type III (cf. Appendix

C). Moreover, as previously mentioned, P_ 1(e) is the Clifford algebra over 4F, and

therefore a hyperfinite II1 factor. For the full range q E [1, 1), the factoriality of Eq and

its isomorphism type 7 were first established in [BKS97], but only in the case when )X'

infinite-dimensional. The nature of Eq for finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces remained

elusive for several years, though it was highly suspected that Eq should indeed be a

factor as long as dim .X' > 2. (If dim A' = 1, then J-' is the one-dimensional vector

space over R and, on account of the multilinearity of the tensor product, Fq becomes

a commutative algebra.) In [$ni04], Sniady weakened the dimensionality assumption

to allow for the case where the dimension of -Ve exceeds a fixed function of q. Finally,

in the remarkably concise paper [RicO5], Ricard successfully proved the factoriality of

Fq in full generality.

Theorem 4 (Theorem 1 in [Ric05]). For q E (-1, 1) and dim)J' > 2, Eq is a factor.

'As expected, for q E [1,1), IFq is also of type I1, which stems from the fact that the vacuum
expectation state on rq is an ultraweakly continuous normalized faithful trace (cf. Appendix C).
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There also happens to be a second, as of yet unfinished chapter on the intrigue

surrounding the q-Gaussian algebras. It was long known that when dim V = n,

17o is is isomorphic to the free group factor of order n (cf. Appendices A and C)

and it is presently conjectured that the isomorphism extends to the full range q E

[-1, 1). The free group factors remain one of the most mysterious, yet also one of the

most assiduously studied objects in the field of operator algebras. One of the main

outstanding conjectures in this field is the so-called free group factor isomorphism

problem, which asks a seemingly simple question:

Is the free group factor of order n isomorphic to the free group factor of

order m, for all n, m E N?

It was, in fact, through his work on the free group factor isomorphism problem that

Voiculescu recognized the depth of the probabilistic structure that arises when [o

is equipped with the vacuum expectation state - the result was the theory of free

probability [Voi86, VDN92] - and this a priori purely operator algebraic question

keeps giving rise to new techniques that draw on diverse areas of mathematics. Such

a fertilization can also be observed at the level of an a priori simpler question, namely

that of ascertaining whether q-Gaussian algebra over an n-dimensional Hilbert space

is isomorphic to the free group factor of order n for general values q E [-1, 1).

An increasing amount of similarity was progressively shown to hold between rq and

the free group factor. For instance, both are IIi factors, both are also non-injective

([BKS97, Nou04]) and solid [Shl04]. In a very recent breakthrough, representing a

culmination of over two decades of work by various authors, Guionnet and Shlyakht-

enko [GS12] have shown that for sufficiently small values of q (with bounds depending

on the dimension of u'), 17, is indeed isomorphic to the free group factor. The proof

of Guionnet and Shlyakhtenko is based on new methods. In particular, as an answer

to an operator algebraic question of recognizing free group factors, it draws on the

probabilistic perspective in a novel way in that it hinges on the solution of the free

analogue of a certain classical stochastic differential equation (viz. the Monge-Ampire

equation). Understanding the structure of r, for the full range q E [-1, 1) may require
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further innovations, testifying to the richness and the depth of this object.
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Chapter 3

Non-commutative Probability

The setting of this thesis is principally that of non-commutative probability1 , which

may be viewed as the theory that arises when operator-algebraic frameworks are en-

dowed with probabilistic interpretations. Non-commutative probability takes root

in quantum probability [HP84] (see also [Bia95, Mey93]), which describes the prob-

abilistic aspects of quantum observables. The fundamental bosonic observables are

governed by the canonical commutation relations (CCR) and the underlying proba-

bilistic framework can be cast in the setting of classical probability. In particular,

the symmetric Fock space introduced in the previous chapter is intimately tied to

the so-called Wiener chaos decomposition, discussed shortly. In contrast, the analo-

gous fermionic observables are governed by the canonical anti-commutation relations

(CAR). Due to this inherent anti-commutativity, fermionic probability cannot be fully

described in the setting of classical probability - one must instead generalize the no-

tion of a random variable from a measurable function to an operator on a Hilbert

'Due to the subject's diversity and its relative youth, the bibliography for the present chapter
is spread between a number of essential references. Quantum probability is the focus of a St-Flour
course given in 1995 by Biane [Bia95] (in French) and of the monograph Quantum probability for
probabilists by Meyer [Mey93]. (See also Parthasarathy's original text [Par92].) Wiener chaos and
the symmetric Fock space are discussed in Janson's Gaussian Hilbert Spaces [Jan97]. Two excellent
texts for free probability are Voiculescu, Dykema, Nica's Free Random Variables [VDN92] and Nica
and Speicher's Lectures in the Combinatorics of Free Probability [NS06], while Biane's expository
paper Free probability for probabilists [Bia03] offers what is likely the most vibrant introduction to
the field. The present chapter does not discuss random matrix theory, and the reader is instead
encouraged to consult An introduction to random matrices by Anderson, Guionnet, and Zeitouni
[AGZ10]. The material on the q-Fock spaces is drawn from the various in-line references, with the
article [BKS97] by Bozejko, Kfimmerer, and Speicher as the recommended introductory reference.
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space. The resulting framework may be considered as that of anti-commutative prob-

ability, whose probabilistic depth as the natural counterpart of classical probability

is well understood (e.g. [Bia95, Mey93, Par92]).

In its modern form, non-commutative probability is an abstract theory broadly

concerned with the properties of a state acting on an operator algebra. In partic-

ular, Kolmogorov's probability triple is replaced by a non-commutative probability

space (A, W), where A is a unital *-algebra (cf. Appendix C) whose elements are

interpreted as non-commutative random variables and the unital linear functional

W : A -+ C plays the role of the expectation. As will be seen shortly, many clas-

sical scenarios can be recast in this setting, though the real strength of the theory

comes in ascribing probabilistic intuition to a far broader class of objects. While

the the non-commutative probability is significantly more general than the quantum

probabilistic setting from which it arose, it is nevertheless the case that the richest

non-commutative probability theories known today can be viewed as arising from

some deformation of the bosonic/fermionic structure. In particular, this is the case

of both the free probability of Voiculescu [Voi86, VDN92] and of the q-deformed

probability of Bozejko and Speicher [BS91]. It is also the case of the two-parameter

continuum of probability theories introduced in this thesis. Specifically, all of the

aforementioned theories (including also the bosonic and the fermionic settings) are

realized on non-commutative probability spaces where A is an algebra of bounded

linear operators on a suitable Fock space and V is the vacuum expectation state.

The relevant Fock spaces, the algebras of operators on these spaces, and the

properties of the vacuum expectation state were the subject of the previous chapter.

At present, we focus on the probabilistic aspects of these objects. The discussion will

begin with the role of the symmetric (bosonic) Fock space in classical probability,

and the chaos decomposition to which it gives rise. Further on in the chapter, we

will see that unlike in the bosonic case, the probabilistic intuition in the fermionic,

free, and q-deformed setting will not be carried by the Fock space itself, but by the

bounded linear operators on this space. Following a review of general results in non-

commutative probability and a discussion of "non-commutative independence", the
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remainder of the chapter will focus on the non-commutative probability theory that

arises from the algebra of bounded linear operators on the q-Fock space (comprising

the fermionic and the free cases) when equipped with the vacuum expectation state.

Note that combinatorics will make their first appearance in this chapter, through

the classical and quantum Wick formulas. At this point, the objects we will need are

pair-partitions, which are partitions of a set into parts of size two. The collection of

pair-partitions of [2n] will be denoted 9 2(2n) with 1Y E Y 2 (2n) usually written as

Y = {{w 1 , z 1 }, . . ., {wn, z}}. In the non-commutative setting, we will need to impose

an order on the elements of each part and, frequently, also on the parts themselves.

In that case, -Y will be written as {(w 1 , z 1 ),... , (wn, zn)}, ordered so that wi < zi, or

even ((w 1 , z 1),... , (wn, zn)) with the understanding that, additionally, wi < ... < wn.

Despite the fact that the proofs of many of the results presented in this chapter are

in essence largely combinatorial, we will not discuss the combinatorial point of view

much further until Chapter 4. At that point, the view of combinatorics as one of the

tools of choice in non-commutative probability will become more apparent.

3.1 Symmetric Fock space and the Wiener chaos

Recall that the classical Gaussian random variable can be viewed as an element of the

Hilbert space YR(R, B, A), for B the Borel o--field on R and A the Lebesgue measure;

in particular, for given p E R and o' > 0, the Gaussian density is the function

(27ro-)~ 1 / 2 exp(-(x - p)/2or2 ). A Gaussian has as characteristic function (Fourier

transform) the map t -± exp(iIt - o,2t2 /2). Of course, the desired characteristic

function can be realized on a broad class of measure spaces and (R, B, A) will from

now on be replaced by whichever suitable measure space (Q, XF, P).

A Gaussian element of mean zero (i.e. t = 0) is said to be centered. If ( .. , (m)

is a centered Gaussian family, i.e. a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian, the joint

moments of the (;'s are given as the sum of all possible factorizations as a product of
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covariances, i.e.

E(&I . 1) = 0 (3.1)

E(I. .. (i 2) = E E(( ,(3w)... E((iz(,), (3.2)
'YE92(2n)

for 2n < m, where each pair-partition -Y E Y 2 (2n) is written as Y =

{{zi, w1}, ... ,{z, wn}}. In physics, (3.2) is typically referred to as the Wick for-

mula.

The more general setting in which to discuss classical interpretations of "Gaus-

sian elements" is provided by the Gaussian Hilbert spaces. These also happen to be

the central objects connecting the symmetric Fock spaces to the setting of classical

probability. As we will for the sake of simplicity be working with real Gaussian ran-

dom variables, the symmetric Fock spaces appearing in this section will not be taken

over a complexification of a real Hilbert space, but over the real Hilbert space itself.

However, the results are readily adaptable to the case of complex Gaussian random

variables, in which case the complexification of the underlying Hilbert space will ap-

pear. For the statements of the relevant results in the complex case, the reader is

referred to [Jan97].

Definition 2. Given a probability space (Q, , P) and V some linear subspace of

(Q, IP) consisting of centered Gaussian elements, the closure A' of V with re-

spect to the norm on 2(, 'I', TP) is said to be a (real) Gaussian Hilbert space.

In particular, if (1,1... , 6m) is a centered Gaussian family, then the closure of

their linear span {El 1 aoj I a E R} is a finite-dimensional Gaussian Hilbert space.

Conversely, any finite-dimensional Gaussian Hilbert space is easily seen to be of this

form.

From now on, fix JV to be a Gaussian Hilbert space defined on a probability space

(Q, T, P). Let -Pn( ) be the linear space of all elements of the form p(hi,... , hm),

taken over polynomials p of degree at most n and all hi, ... , hm E V (m E N).

Since the elements of .V belong to 2R(, 7IT(JV), P) for all p > 1, H6lder's inequality
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implies that any finite product of elements of 3-' belongs to 42(Q, IF (JY), P). Then,

letting 15,(J') be the closure in .24(Q, T (,X), P) of P,(,Ye), set

H :n: := Tn( Y) n !n_1(.Y)-L. (3.3)

The subspace j":n: is referred to as the homogeneous chaos of order n. One may

readily verify that 0:0: = R and Ye" = V.

As a recapitulative example, consider the probability space (R, B, -), where B is

the Borel a--field and y a non-degenerate centered Gaussian measure (i.e. p = 0,

o.2 > 0). Then, the map x - x is a non-degenerate centered Gaussian element of

.. 2(R, -y) and J.#' = {tx I t E R} is a Gaussian Hilbert space. The subspace Pn( y)

is the space of polynomials of degree at most n. Since the dimension of P,(Jr) is

n + 1, it follows from the definition (3.3) that dr:n: is one-dimensional. In fact, e:n:

can be seen to be spanned by Hn, the nth term in the Hermite orthogonal polynomial

sequence, introduced in the previous chapter. As it happens, H 1, H2,... form an

orthonormal basis of 42(R, B,7 y), but this is not a coincidence.

More generally , given a Gaussian Hilbert space 3-" over a probability space

(Q, T, P), the spaces )V:n: (n E NO) are readily seen to be mutually orthogonal,

closed subspaces of 2( T, P). Moreover, {5P(e)}n>0 is an increasing sequence

of closed subspaces in 2 I(, T, P) and one can show that -(Dn) = k:

It follows that ej|' _V:k: equals the closure in 2 I( , P) of U00 o (-). Now

let I(JV) be the (coarser) a--field generated by the elements of Jve. Clearly,

n (Ye) G 2(Q, 'I(dr), P) and therefore o on 0 _k 2(Q, T (J)F), P). But, it

is also possible to show the reverse inclusion (cf. Theorem 2.6 in [Jan97}). This fact

is at the core of the following celebrated result.

Theorem 5 ([Wie38, Ito5l, Seg56], see also Corollary 2.8 in [Jan97]). If de is a

Gaussian Hilbert space and T(Jye) the a--field generated by J', then 2-ar '),P)

has the orthogonal decomposition

00

(=$ (3.4)
n=o
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The above result is referred to as the Wiener chaos decomposition. The chaos

decomposition can be also carried out at the level of individual elements. For that,

let r., be the orthogonal projection of 22(0, T (J'), P) onto F': = This allows us to

write down the chaos decomposition of a random variable 6 E L2 (Q, IF(Jr), P), as

00

n=O

with the sum converging in the Y2 sense. Note that 7[o(() =

Next, the Wick product of 6,..., ( E dr is given by

:61- .. := (1,... , 6n), (3.5)

where irn is again the orthogonal projection of Y2(, T(J), P) onto V:". (Also, let

: := 1 E H:O=.) There is a general expression for : 61... 6 : that can be written down

as a sum of Feynman diagrams or incomplete pair partitions. For now, we simply

point out a few examples, namely:

: hi := hi

: h1h2 := h1h2 - E(hih2)

: h1h2h3 := h1h2 h3 - hiE(h2 h3 ) - E(hih3 )h2 - E(hih2 )h3

One may show that the Wick product : ... : is the same for every Gaussian

Hilbert space J-' containing 1,..., .. It is the Wick products that now yield the

desired correspondence between the symmetric Fock spaces and the Hilbert spaces of

classical probability.

Theorem 6 ([Seg56, DM77]). If de is a real Gaussian Hilbert space, then the map

hi (D... (D h, -: hi... h, :

defines a Hilbert-space isometry of jy0" onto dgf"=; this extends to the tensor alge-

bras and then further to an isometry of the symmetric Fock space e'12r0" onto
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The correspondence between the symmetric Fock space and the spaces of classical

probability can be interpreted much further. For instance, working with the func-

tion space £i2(R+, B, A) as a setting for classical Brownian motion, the annihilation

operator ai (h) can be shown to correspond in this framework to the Malliavin deriva-

tive (also known as the Cameron-Gross-Malliavin derivative) in the direction of h.

We will not pursue these analogies further, but the interested reader is referred to

[Bia95, Mey93].

3.2 Non-commutative probability spaces

The classical random variables are measurable functions, and the algebras formed by

classical random variables are therefore commutative. In non-commutative probability,

measurable functions are replaced by operators on Hilbert spaces or, more generally,

elements of a (non-commutative) algebra. The classical probability triple is therefore

replaced by a pair consisting of an algebra, containing the "non-commutative random

variables", and of a linear functional playing the role of expectation. More precisely:

Definition 3. A non-commutative probability space is a pair (A, W), where A is a

unital algebra over C and p : A -+ C a linear functional such that P(1A) = 1. The

elements of A are referred to as non-commutative random variables.

Given an element a E A, applying p to the monomials a" E A yields the analogue

of the moments of a classical random variable. In the setting of (A, p), the natural

notion of a "distribution" of a non-commutative random variable is therefore a de-

scription (in whichever form) of its moment sequence {p(a")}" 1. If A is an *-algebra,

the corresponding notion must be extended to p evaluated on all non-commutative

monomials in a and a*. More generally, at the level of joint distributions (i.e. joint

moments), the relevant notions are the following.

Definition 4. Given a non-commutative probability space (A, V), the joint moments
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of a 1, ... , a,, are all expressions of the form

Sp(ai, ... ai), with k >0 and i1,...,ik E [n].

If A is an *-algebra, the joint *-moments are of the form

p(a .. an), withk , ii,... , ik E [n} and l, ... ,Ek E ,*}.

In the non-commutative setting, it is important to realize that the product

ail ... aik is a non-commutative word; in particular, repetitions of indices are al-

lowed and the ordering of the letters is fixed. Of course, at this point there is no

rule preventing us from taking A to be a commutative algebra 2 and, in fact, much of

the classical probability can be cast in this framework. But, so can various algebraic

objects that carry no classical probabilistic intuition.

Example 3 Let (Q,<b, P) be a classical probability space. Letting A =

2O*(Q,<b, P) and W = E encompasses all essentially bounded classical random

variables. A more useful setting is instead obtained by letting A be the algebra of

classical random variables with finite moments of all orders, i.e. n,>IL(Q,b D, P)

(frequently denoted Y -(Q,<b, P)). (The reader should check that A is indeed

closed under multiplication.) It is certainly not the case that all classical random

variables of interest have moments of all orders and such exceptions will not be

comprised within the non-commutative framework.

Example 4 Consider the non-commutative probability space formed by an al-

gebra Mn(C) of n x n complex matrices (under usual matrix multiplication) and

the normalized trace Mn(C), i.e. let V be the map

a '-+ n ci,i, for a = (aij) E Mn(C). (3.6)
i=1

2The picture will be different when we get to the notion of non-commutative independence.
Specifically, free independence will turn out to be powerful for dealing with matricial limits, but of
little use in the classical setting.
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It follows that the n x n matrices form a natural non-commutative probability

space.

Combined with the previous example, one may also consider the algebra

Mn(Y -(, 4b, P)) of random matrices over (Q, <D, P) and the linear functional

a -+ Jtr(a(w))dP(w), for a = (aoj) E Mn(Y** (Q,<,P)). (3.7)

The non-commutative probability space is now that of random n x n matrices. *

Of course, most of the examples considered in the previous chapters give rise to

non-commutative probability spaces. Here are two more particularly relevant ones.

Example 5 Let dr be a Hilbert space and set A to be R(J'). A natural choice

for W (but, by far not the only one) is the vector-state, i.e. the linear functional

a F4 (ae, e), for some (fixed) unit vector e. If the Hilbert space in question is a

Fock space, the unit vector is taken to be the vacuum vector Q and the vector-state

becomes the usual vacuum expectation state (cf. Section 2.3.3). 0

Example 6 If G is a group, let A be the group algebra CG and V be the

functional -rG given by TG(> agg) = ae. For further details, the reader is referred

to Example 33 of Appendix A. 0

Of course, additional assumptions on A and W will yield a richer theory. For

example, the algebras given in the previous examples are * algebras, with the involu-

tion given as complex conjugation (Example 3), conjugate (Hermitian) transposition

(Example 4), taking operator adjoints (Example 3), and (E agg)* = (E -dg-1) in Ex-

ample 6. The functionals so in Examples 3, 4, and 6 are positive, faithful traces. The

additional structure that comes with such refinements is discussed in the remainder

of this section.
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3.2.1 C* probability spaces

In the framework of non-commutative probability spaces, there will be a distinct

advantage to working in the setting of a C* probability space.

Definition 5 (Definition 3.7 in [NS06|). A non-commutative probability space (A, p)

is a C* probability space if A is a C* algebra and the functional Wp is positive, i.e.

<p(a*a) > 0 for all a e A.

In a sense, the C* probability spaces provide the simplest non-commutative frame-

work with a probabilistic intuiton starting to resemble that found in the classical set-

ting. For instance, if x is a classical random variable, functional composition and chain

rule lend meaning to f(x) for any measurable function f. For any non-commutative

random variable a, one may analogously consider the random variable g(a), where g

is now any continuous function on sp(a) and g(a) is defined by functional calculus (cf.

Appendix C). Moreover, via functional calculus and the fact that every C* algebra

has a Hilbert-space representation, one can show that every normal element of A is

now associated with a bona fide measure that encodes its moments:

Theorem 7 (e.g. Proposition 3.13 in [NS06]). Let (A, <) be a C* probability space and

let a be a normal element of A. Then, there exists a compactly supported probability

measure t on C such that

p(ak(a*)') = fzkY dp(z), Vk, E N. (3.8)

The support of p is contained in the spectrum of a. Furthermore, for f any complex-

valued continuous function on the spectrum of a,

<p(f (a)) = jf dt. (3.9)

The reader may verify that above proposition follows immediately from the de-

velopments of the previous chapter. Indeed, letting X = sp(a) and p : C(X) -+ A
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be the usual functional calculus, then <p o p is a positive linear functional on C(X).

By the result of Example 17, it follows that there exists a positive measure p with

support in X and such that <pop(f) = fX f dp for every f E C(X). To obtain (3.8), it

then suffices to take f(z) = zk-t. Note that if <p additionally happens to be faithful,

i.e. if <p(a*a) = 0 only if a = 0, then one may show (e.g. Proposition 3.15 in [NS06])

that the support of p equals sp(a).

Using the fact that < is positive, one can show (e.g. Proposition 3.8 in [NS06])

that p(a)I < |ail for all a E A. If <p is additionally faithful, there is an alternative

description for the operator norm, that is often useful:

Proposition 2 (e.g. Proposition 3.17 in [NS06]). If (A, <p) is a C* probability space

and <p is faithful, then for evey a E A,

||all = lim <p((a*a)n)1/2n. (3.10)

3.3 Non-commutative independence

As previously stated, in the non-commutative setting, the notion of a joint distribution

of a collection of random variables is given by their joint moments. In particular, the

idea that the marginal laws of "independent" random variables should completely

characterize the joint law translates into a description of a rule on the factoring of the

joint moments. That is, we are looking for possible rules by which an expression of the

type <p(ari ... arm) can be uniquely written as a product of the individual (marginal)

moments of arI,..., arm-

In the general (non-commutative) setting, there are many possible notions of in-

dependence and the choice of a definition seems to be largely driven by the na-

ture of the framework at hand. For example, the free probability of Voiculescu

[Voi86, VDN92], which has shown extraordinary depth and has re-invigorated the

field of non-commutative probability, arises naturally in settings where there is an

absence of commutative structure (in a sense that will be made precise shortly). In

contrast, as further discussed in Section 3.4, there is presently no natural notion
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of independence in the presence of q-commutation relations, but there are different

specialized approaches that provide useful substitutes.

The quest for general notions of non-commutative independence is, in a concrete

sense, doomed from the get-go. Specifically, as shown by Speicher in [Spe97], there

are only three possible general moment-factoring frameworks that behave as a uni-

versal product; these correspond to classical, free, and boolean independence. Later,

Muraki [Mur96, Mur97] and Lu and De Giosa [Lu97, DGL97, DGL98] relaxed one

of Speicher's assumptions (an inherent ordering assumption) and showed that there

are two more sensible general notions of independence, viz. the monotone and anti-

monotone independence.

The underlying idea behind the notion of a universal product is that one should be

able to describe an associative factoring rule that, when applied to the joint moment

W(al ... an), only takes into account the structural properties of the string a1 ... an.

For example, if ai, a2 , and a3 are all "independent" and identically distributed, then

the moment 1(aia2 ai) should be the same as p(a 3 ala 3 ) (which need not be the same

as W(a3 a3 a1)). More generally, let 7r be the partition of [n] that determines the

repetition pattern in a1 ... an, where two elements i1 , i 2 of [n] will belong to the same

part (block) in 7r if and only if ao, = ai. Furthermore, letting Y(n) denote the

partially ordered set (in fact, lattice) of partitions of [n] with the ordering relation

given by the reverse inclusion order, one may further refine 7 as a partition o- < ir.

Now, let p, (a1 ... an) denote the factoring of p over the product a1 ... an according

to the blocks in o- in a manner that respects the natural ordering. (For a precise

definition, the reader is referred to [Spe97] or to Chapter 5, which uses the factoring

of moments over interval partitions.) How much each ,(a,1. .. an) contributes to the

moment W(a1 ... an) is controlled by the weight t(o-; 7) and one wishes to write

W (a1 . . .an) = E t(o-; 7r)V, (a1... an).
aER(n)

a<r

One can then formalize the notion of a universal product as follows.

Definition 6 ([Spe97]). Given a family of non-commutative probability spaces
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{(Al, 'Pi)}iEI, a universal product of two non-commutative probability spaces, (Ai, Soi)

and (Aj, pW ), is formed by an algebra A given as the free product (with identification

of units if Aj, A are unital) and the expectation denoted Vi - oj such that:

i. For all triples (Aj, Ws), (As, soj), (Ak, WO),

Vi* O -WO= ((Pi - j) - (k-

ii. For each n E N and partitions ,r, o- of [n] with o- < ,r, there are constants

t(o-; r) such that for all all ... aeI (with ae. E Atm and f 1, ... n E {i, j}) with

repetition pattern 7r,

o(a, .e.. aeI) = [ t(-;ir)p,(ae...ae.), (3.11)
aEe(n)

where Y(n) denotes the collection (in fact, lattice) of partitions of [n] with the

ordering relation given by the reverse inclusion order.

Different choices of the weight function t(o-; 7r) then give rise to different notions

of independence. As discussed previously, there are only five choices available, but we

will focus on two: the classical (tensor) independence and the free independence. As

previously discussed, the classical framework can be realized on the symmetric Fock

space, whereas free framework will correspond to the full Fock space. The reader

may wish to note that the Boolean independence and the two forms of monotone

independence also have representations on suitable Fock spaces (see [Mur97, Lu97]

and [BSO4], respectively).

3.3.1 Classical (tensor) independence

Consider a family of subalgebras A. of A indexed over some set I. Subalgebras {Ai}

are said to be tensor independent if

a {A} commute with each other, i.e. [ai, aj] = 0 if i # j for every as E Ai and

a3 E Aj;
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p(ail ... ai.) = p(ail) ... W(ai) whenever ai, E A-, (k = 1, ... ,n) and there are

no repeated elements in i1 , .. . , in E I.

The terminology comes from the fact that given two non-commutative probability

spaces (A 1, 1) and (A2, W2), their tensor product (A1 9A 2, i W0Q2) (where A1 DA 2

is the tensor product of algebras and 0 ( W2 a tensor product of linear maps - cf.

Appendix A) naturally contains a pair of independent subalgebras, namely A 1 0 1

and 1 0 A2. If Ai happen to be algebras of classical random variables with moments

of all orders, then the tensor independence is readily seen to be equivalent to classical

independence.

In the framework of universal products, tensor independence is given by (3.11)

with weighting

t(7r; o) = 7r = (3.12)
0 a- < 7r.

Indeed, each partition 7r gives the repetition patterns of elements in the product

a1 ... an, but W will not factor further over each underlying product of identical ele-

ments.

3.3.2 Free independence

A family of subalgebras Ai G of A indexed over some set I is said to be freely

independent (or free) if p(ai, . . .ain) = 0 whenever ai, E Aik (k = 1, ... , n) and

i1 # i 2 5 i3 5 - - - # in. (Note that the condition allows for the case where i1 = i3 or

i= in, as it concerns only the adjoining indices.)

If (A, W) is a C* probability space {Ai}jEI are free as *-algebras, one may easily

check that the C* algebras {C* (Ai)}EI are free as well. Similarly, if {Ai}iEI and A are

von Neumann algebras and A; are self-adjoint, then one may show (e.g. Proposition

2.5.6 in [VDN92]) that {Ai} being free implies that {A'} are free. Note that if A is

a von Neumann algebra, (A, W) is usually said to be a W* probability space.

To compare the tensor to free independence, fix a non-commutative probability

space (A, W) and consider two subalgebras algebras A 1 and A 2 - If A 1 and A 2 are
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tensor-independent in (A, W), then for every ai, a' E A, and a 2 , a' E A2, we have

1(aja2a'') = i(aj1')(a 2a'). (3.13)

In contrast, one may easily verify that if two algebras A1 and A 2 are instead freely

independent,

'= W(&1Q1)W(2)W(&'2) + (1)()( 20') - (1) '1(2)('

(3.14)

In the framework of universal products, the weight function t(ir, o) is clearly somewhat

more complicated to describe, though one may easily compute it for 7r = o-:

t(o; -)= , o- is non-crossing (3.15)

0 otherwise.

In the above example, the partition 7r for aia 2aa' is {{1, 3},{2, 4}}, which is not a

non-crossing partition. From (3.14), it is clear that the moment W (aia2a/a') indeed

factors over refinements of 7r and that, furthermore, the factoring S(aja1)W(a2a2)'

(corresponding to o- = 7r) is not present.

Returning to the above example of two algebras A 1 and A 2 that are free, note

that if p(51) = o(&2) = 0, then W(01&2*0a*) = 0- If Ai and A 2 happen to be algebras

of classical random variables and p is the usual expectation, it then follows that

E(I&1&2 12 ) = 0, i.e. the random variable 5152 is degenerate. In other words, free

independence is not a useful notion for classical random variables.

In contrast, freeness arises naturally in the "absence of commutative structure".

Specifically, one may show that given a group free product G = *iErGj (cf. Appendix

A), the corresponding group von Neumann algebras {L(Gj)}iEI are free in (L(G), OG).

(For notations and details, the reader is referred to Proposition 5.11 and Remark 5.12

in [NS06].) Freeness also arises naturally in the Fock space setting. Namely, letting

go(dr) denote the full Fock space and { r}iEJ be a family of mutually orthogonal

subspaces of Jr', then the operator algebras {2(4)};i; are free in (V(Jye), Po) (e.g.
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Proposition 7.15 in [NS06]), where <po is again the vacuum expectation state on the

full Fock space. Finally, freeness also arises in familiar asymptotic settings; in partic-

ular, finite collections of independent self-adjoint Gaussian matrices can shown to be

asymptotically free in the limit of increasing matrix size (see Lecture 22 in [NS06]).

Perhaps more surprisingly, there is also asymtotic freeness between two sequences of

constant matrices which are "rotated against each other" via a Haar unitary random

matrix (see Lecture 23 in [NS06]). From the point of view of matrix spectra, the

consquences of this fact are astounding as free probability (via the machinery of free

additive convolution) now provides means of approximating the spectra of sums of

large matrices (see [Bia03] and concrete implementations in [RE08]).

3.3.3 Non-universal notions

The five notions of universal products can be cast as instances of more general frame-

works [Len98, Fra03]. In particular, in [Fra03], a general framework is used to describe

Livy processes, viz. processes with independent and stationary increments, for the

five forms of the universal product.

But, depending on the application at hand, the full strength of a universal product

is frequently not needed. As further discussed shortly, in the setting of operators on

the q-Fock space, there is no natural notion of independence that arises (despite

the fact that the five universal products have natural Fock-space representations);

nevertheless, there is a natural form of Levy processes based on suitably deformed

cumulants.3 To define Brownian motion in the q-Fock space setting, one may also

adopt a different approach, relying on a natural notion of filtration on the q-Gaussian

algebra. The result is surprisingly natural, as the analogy to classical Brownian

motion carries through on many levels. Both the q-Levy processes and the q-Brownian

motions are discussed later in this chapter.

3 We will not be discussing cumulants much other than to mention that analogously to the classical

cumulants, one can define non-commutative cumulants. As in the classical setting, the basic idea

is that "independence" should linearize the cumulants of products of non-commutative random

variables. For the mechanics of the free cinnulants, the reader is referred to [NS06] and to [Ans0l]

for the broader notion of partition-dependent cumulants.
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Finally, in the setting of Chapter 5, yet another notion of non-commutative inde-

pendence will be of use. There, all elements of a sequence will obey a commutation

relation of the type aa,' = p,(j, i)asaj', where the pE,E(j, i) will be real numbers.

To factor a moment of the type p(a 1 ... an), one will need to apply the commutation

relation (incurring in the process some product of commutation coefficients) until

the underlying wr becomes an interval-partition (as defined in Chapter 5), and then

factor according to intervals. If a product a 1 ... an already corresponds to an interval

partition, the factoring rule will match that of tensor independence as well as free

independence; otherwise, there is some product of commutation coefficients that was

incurred in the process and the rule is therefore generally different from the familiar

notions.

3.4 Probability on the q-Fock space

The two natural non-commutative probability spaces arising from the q-Fock space

J (d) are (-(gq(Xr)), (pq) and (Fq (dX), (Pq), where Wq is the vacuum expectation

taking an operator a to (aQ, Q)q and F q(dF) is the von Neumann algebra generated

by the q-Gaussian elements {sq(h) I h E d}. Both algebras are C* algebras and

Pq is easily seen to be positive on V(q(kY)), and therefore also when restricted to

q(,3f). However, ,oq is not faithful on 9($q(J)Y)), as Pq(a(h)*a(h)) = 0 for any

h E -Ye. Since the vacuum vector Q is separating for Fq(,V) (cf. Appendix C), it can

be easily seen that ,q is faithful on the q-Gaussian algebra Iq(aXe). What is more, the

restriction of Wg to FPq(J) was also previously shown to be tracial. The distinction

between (2(q(X)), (q) and (q(F'), (pq) will not matter from the point of view of

discussing moments of elements, but (Fq()-'), pq) will provide the natural setting in

which to define Brownian motion and stochastic calculus.

3.4.1 Joint *-moments and measures

The joint *-moments of the creation and annihilation operators on the q-Fock space

are given by a Wick-type formula derived in Bozejko and Speicher's original article
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[BS91]. Summing these moments over all *-types then readily yields the q- Wick

formula for the q-Gaussian elements. The latter differs from its classical counterpart

in that the pair-partitions are now refined to count the number of crossings. In

particular, given a pair-partition )v E Y 2 (2n) written as )v = {(wi, zi), . . . , (W., zn)},

the number of crossings in IV, denoted cross(7-), is the cardinality of the set {1 < i <

j <; n I wi < wj < z < z}. Crossings, as well as certain natural counterparts thereof,

will play an important role in Chapters 4 and 5, where they are discussed in more

detail. In the present notation, the joint *-moments of interest are the following:

Lemma 1. For all n E N and E(1),..., E(2n) E {1, *}2n,

pq(aq(hi)e(') ... aq(h2n-1)e(2n-)) = 0

<pq(aq(hi)e(l ... aq(h2n)E(2n)) c=ss(-Y) <pq(aq(hms)e(wi)aq(hz)E(zi)),
YE-92(2n)

where each 1 is (uniquely) written as a collection of pairs {(w 1, z 1 ), ... , (wzn)}

with w1 < ... <wn and wi < zi.

Similarly, the joint and marginal moments of the q-Gaussian elements can be

expressed as follows.

Lemma 2 (The q-Wick Formula). For all n E N and hi,..., h2n E Ae,

<pq(s(hi).. .sq(h2n-1)) = 0

<pq(s(hi)... Sq(h2n)) = qcross(lY) $(hes, hz).-
-I/E2(2n) =
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Lemma 3. The moments of the q-Gaussian element s,(h) are given by

(pq(s,(h)2n- 1 ) = 0 (3.16)

1
(pq(sq(h)2") = ||hI|2n qcross(lY) = ||hI|2 [z"] ,(3.17)

-E92(2n) [1]qz

1 - [2]qz

1 [3]qz

where [Zn] (-) denotes the coefficient of the z" term in the power series expansion of

(-).

Since the classical probability can be realized on the symmetric Fock space, the

moments of the classical Gaussian element, given in (3.2), match those in (3.17)

for o- = ||h|| and q = 1. Barring the scalar 11h|12, the even moments simply count

all pair-partitions of [2n], which are readily seen to be given as (2n - 1)!!. For

general q, the generating function of crossings in pair-partitions is well known in

the combinatorial litterature, and the moment Pq (sq(h)2") can therefore be written

in (mostly) closed-form. The corresponding expression was implicit in the work of

Touchard [Tou52, Tou50a, Tou50b] and distilled by Riordan [Rio75]. The resulting

expression for 'rE.2 2 (2n) qo"(') is known as the Touchard-Riordan formula. For the

modern proofs of the formula, the reader is referred to [Rea79, Pen95, Jos08].

Lemma 4 (Follows from [Rio75, Tou52]). For n E N,

2n nn _1kkkl/ 2n
(pq(sq(h)2 ") = |h||2n 1 1)kqk(k-1)/2( . (3.18)

(- q)n kn-n f+lk

The fact that the elements of Eq are normal (in fact, self-adjoint) provides means

of identifying the elements of the resulting non-commutative random variables with

bona fide probability measures. By Theorem 7, for element of x E "q, there exists

a compactly-supported measure p on the Borel subsets of R with the property that
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pq(x") = fa x dp(x). Letting e E J be a unit vector, one typically refers to the

measure of sq(e) as the (normalized) q-Gaussian measure, denoted p.. The q-Gaussian

measure can be shown to be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue

measure; in fact, its density is known to be given by

dpq(x) = 1 - q sin H(1 - q)|1 - q e 2 2 dx, (3.19)
n=1

with
2

X= cos 0 for 0 E [0,r]. (3.20)

The above density is also that of the orthogonalizing measure for the q-Hermite

orthogonal polynomial sequence discussed in the previous chapter. The link between

the moments of the q-Gaussian elements and the q-Hermite orthogonal polynomials

can also be inferred from the continued-fraction expansion (3.17) (see [Vie85, ISV87]).

For further discussion of the q-Gaussian measure, the reader is referred to [BKS97]

and the references therein.

3.4.2 q-Brownian motion and stochastic calculus

The framework for a stochastic calculus on the q-Fock space was laid out by Bozejko,

Kfimmerer and Speicher in [BKS97]. The basic idea is the following. Let V =

-!2(R+) with respect to Lebesgue measure on the Borel sets and set

Xt = Sq(1[0,tl). (3.21)

The q-Brownian motion on (Fq,e), <Pq) is then the process (xt)t>O.

Next, one must also define a suitable conditional expectation. For that, let At]

be the von Neumann algebra generated by {x, I u < t} and let Pt be the orthogonal

projection .)Ye -+ JX t], where drt is the closed linear span of {1[o,u] I u < t}. The

conditional expectation with respect to At] should then (somehow) correspond, at the

level of Fq(3r), to the passage from hi 9 ... 0 hn E /** to (Pt ]hi) 0... 9 (Pt I h) E

(.Xt]) n C X n. Thinking more generally of Pt] as a contraction T from .) to some
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Hilbert space A', consider first the map F(T) : )9... 0 Ae -+ rX@ 9... 0 9 given

by F(T)(fi 0 ... 0 fn) = Tfi 0 ... 9 Tfn. Since T is a contraction, one may verify

that F(T) extends to a bounded linear operator on (A)

Recall that for every n E N and any tensor h1 ... 0 hn E ", there is a unique

element Q(hi 0 ... 0 hn) of F,(Jr) with the property that 'I(hi 0 ... 0 hn) =

hi 0 ... 0 hn. Then, I extends to an injective map r.(ar)O Q Fq(JF). Conversely,

since Pg is separating, the map Fq()-r) -+ 1Pq(a')Q given by x - xQ is also injective.

It is now clear how to "translate" the map F(T) (in particular, 7(Pt])) to a map

Fq(T) : Fq(J) -+ Fq('X). Namely, one should use the above correspondence and

require that

(I'q(T )x )G = F,(T )(x0),

for all x E q(X'). Indeed, I'q(T) is well defined whenever T is a contraction and it

fulfills the intended goal:

Theorem 8 (Theorem 2.11 in [BKS97]). Let T : J-Y -+ At" be a contraction between

real Hilbert spaces.

i. There exists a unique map P,(T) : Fq( 'X) -+ FPq(J'-) such that

(F (T)x)Q = F,(T (xQ),

for all x E I'q(AX). The map r,(v) is linear, bounded, completely positive,

and preserves the canonical trace (eq.

ii. If T is an orthogonal projection onto a subspace, P,(T) is a conditional expec-

tation.

One may now set

pq(x | At) = I'q(Pt])x, (3.22)

for all x E rq(d-e).

To pass from q-Brownian motion to stochastic integrals, consider first the following

result.
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Proposition 3 (Corollary 4.7 in [BKS97]). The process Mn9)(t)

tn/2Hn(xtvt; q) = 9(1[", ) has the property that p,(M19)(t) | A,]) = M )(s)

for all s < t. (That is, Mne)(t) is a martingale with respect to <,(-| At).)

Analogously to the special case of q = t1, i.e. to the quantum stochastic calculus

[HP84] (see also the introductory treatments in [Bia95, Mey93, Par92]), it would be

reasonable to expect Mne) to be the value of the multiple stochastic integral

I ..- IJ dxt,. dxtn~

0<tl,...,tn<t
tifti (ifj)

Of course, developing stochastic integration in this setting is a delicate task, as the

integrand need not generally commute with the increments dxt, .. .dxt,. For the q = 0

case, the definitive version of free stochastic calculus was developped by Biane and

Speicher in [BS98]. Passing to the framework of bioperators (elements of A 0 A)

and of the simple adapted biprocesses (piecewise constant functions R+ -+ A 0 A

that vanish at large enough time), one can multiply the integrand on both sides by

the increments. This choice ends up being natural, allowing for the free analogues of

familiar representation theorems and an It6 formula (an integration by parts formula).

Building on these ideas, Anshelevich [Ans01] and Sniady [Sni0l] independently

defined two versions of a q-deformed stochastic calculus with respect to four basic

processes: annihilation, creation, gauge and time. The framework of Anshelevich

can be seen as more natural as the corresponding gauge operator is self-adjoint. A

general framework was introduced in Donati-Martin [DM03], along with the funda-

mental properties of the Wiener-space analysis in this setting, viz. decomposition in

chaos and related representation theorems. Recently, Deya, Noreddine, and Nourdin

[DNN] further developed the resulting stochastic calculus, proving the analogues of

the Fourth Moment Theorem, transfer principle, and q-version of the Breuer-Major

formula (see [NP05, BM83, Nua06] for the corresponding results in the classical set-

ting and [KNPS] for those of free probability).

We will not further discuss the stochastic calculus in the setting of q-Gaussian
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algebras, other than to emphasize the fact that the conditional expectation <pq(x I At)

was defined relying heavily on the fact that Q was a separating vector for lq'),

which, in turn, was previously shown using the traciality of the vacuum expectation.

Chapter 6 considers the question of conditional expectation in the non-tracial setting,

in the relation to the two-parameter family of Fock spaces introduced in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

The (q, t)-Gaussian Process

The goal of this chapter is to introduce a second-parameter refinement of the q-Fock

space, formulated as the (q, t)-Fock space q,t. The (q, t)-Fock Space is constructed

via a direct refinement of Boiejko and Speicher's framework [BS91], yielding the q-

Fock space when t = 1. Before overviewing the details of the construction and the

main results, we take a moment to point out why the present refinement is, in fact,

particularly natural.

" At the structural level, the permutation inversions underlying the q-Fock space

construction are now replaced by the joint statistics of permutation inversions

and co-inversions. Accordingly, the crossings in pair partitions that index the

relevant moment formulae now become the joint statistics of crossings and nest-

ings. While the permutation co-inversions are the complements of the permuta-

tion inversions, a satisfying characterization of the joint distribution of crossings

and nestings in pair partitions is an open problem in combinatorics, of relevance

to broader combinatorial questions, e.g. [KZ06, Kla06, CDD+07].

" The commutation relation satisfied by the creation and annihilation oper-

ators on the (q, t)-Fock space is that of the Chakrabarti-Jagannathan de-

formed oscillator algebra [CJ91], which encompasses both the q-CR and

the "physics" q-relations [Bie89, Mac89]. The special functions and or-

thogonal polynomials arising in the setting of the q-CR become their nat-
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ural two-parameter generalizations in the present framework. In particu-

lar, the q-Hermite orthogonal polynomials given by the three-term recurrence

zH.(z; q,t) = Hn+1(z; q,t) + [n]qH._1(z; q, t) become the (q,t)-Hermite orthog-

onal polynomials zHn(z; q, t) = Hn+1(z; q, t) + [n]q,tHn_1(z; q, t). Note that the

latter were previously considered in the setting of [CJ91], and are also a spe-

cialization of the octabasic Laguerre family [SS96].

* The q = 0 < t case corresponds to a new single-parameter deformation of

the full Boltzmann Fock space of free probability [Voi86, VDN92] and of the

corresponding semicircular operator. The corresponding measure is encoded, in

various forms, via the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction (e.g. [And98]), the

Rogers-Ramanujan identities (e.g. [And98]), the t-Airy function [IsmO5], the t-

Catalan numbers of Carlitz-Riordan [FH85, CR64], and the first-order statistics

of the reduced Wigner processes [KhoOl, MP02].

At this point, it is also important to note that the (q, t)-deformed framework

independently arises in a more general asymptotic setting, through non-commutative

central limit thms and random matrix models. This is the subject of Chapter 5. In

particular, analogously to the q-annihilation and creation operators which arise as

weak limits in the non-commutative Central Limit Theorem introduced by Speicher

[Spe92], the (q, t)-annihilation and creation operators appear in the generalized non-

commutative Central Limit Theorem of Chapter 5. In broad terms, this second-

parameter refinement is a consequence of the passage from a commutation structure

built around commutation signs, taking values in {-1, 1}, to a more general structure

based on commutation coefficients taking values in R.

However, it should also be remarked that, despite many analogies with the original

formulation, the (q, t)-Fock space is an altogether different object from the q-Fock

space when t # 1. For instance, the vacuum expectation state p (cf. Section 4.3) is

not tracial on the *-algebra generated by the field operators {sq,t (h)}hes .
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4.1 Main results

The following is an overview of the main results in this chapter, encompassing an

overview of the (q, t)-Fock space construction.

Definition/Theorem 1. Let 7r -+ Ul") denote the unitary representation of the

symmetric group S,, on Y'* given by Ul") h1 9 ... 0 hn = h,(1) 0 ... 0 hrin) and, for

every permutation 7r E S, let inv(7r) and cinv(ir) respectively denote the inversions

and co-inversions of a permutation (cf. Section 4.2). Given the tensor algebra 9 :=

F(GV), consider the "projection" operator Pq,t : F given by Pq,t = o qt

with p ygn : + *e**, with

P,: qin"(*)tcinv(r) n). (4.1)
irESn

Consider, further, the sesquilinear form {(, },t on 9 given, via the usual inner prod-

uct ( , )0 on the full Fock space (cf. Section 4.3), by (, ')q,t = (, Pq,tq )o V, 9 E .

Then, for all n E N, P(n) is strictly positive definite for all Iq| <t, ( , is an

inner product, and the (q, t)-Fock space is the completion of 9 with respect to the

norm induced by ( , },,t.

Definition/Theorem 2. Define the creation operators {aq,t(f)* I f E JV} and the

annihilation operators {aq,t(f) I f E JV} on F by linear extension of:

aq,t(f)*Q = f, aq,t(f)*hi 0... 0 hn = f 0 hi 0 ... 0 hn (4.2)

and

aq,t(f)Q = 0, aq,t(f)hi 0... 0kn = qk-ltnk(f, hk), hi 0...hk 0... n.
k=1

(4.3)

In the following parameter ranges, (4.2) and (4.3) extend to bounded linear operators
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on Fqt, with norm

(n. + 1) t** ||f 1|,

t-fq If ix',

-t < q < 0 < t < 1

0 < g < t = 1

(4.4)

O < q = t < 1

O < q < t < 1

for

n* = Lt/(1 - 0)J, I log (1 - q) - log (1 - t) (45)
n log (t) - log (q) _

with aq,t(f)* becoming the adjoint of aq,t(f) on F,, .

For all f, g E A, the creation and annihilation operators satisfy the (q, t) -

commutation relation

aq,t(f)aq,t(g)* - q aq,t(g)*aq,t(f) = (f, g), tN, ((q, t)-CR)

where tN is the operator on 9q,t defined by the linear extension of tNQ _ Q and

tNhi 9 ... 9 h = thi 0...9 hfor all h,...hnE 2 .

Finally, for all n E N and e(1),..., E(2n) E {1, *}, the corresponding mixed mo-

ments of the creation and annihilation operators on Fq,t are

(pq,t (aq,t(hi)'(1) ... aq,t(h2n-1) (2n-1)) = 0

Pq,t(aq,t(h1) (1 ) ... aq,t(h2n)E(2n)) = 1
'YE-52(2n)

(4.6)

qcross(iY)tnest(1) (p(aq,t(hwl)e(w1)aq,t(hz1 )e(z)) ...

(4.7)

where P2(2n) is the collection of pair partitions of [2n] (cf. Section 4.2), each I E

P2(2n) is (uniquely) written as a collection of pairs {(w 1 , z1), ... , (wn, zn)} with w1 <
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... < wn and wi < zi, with cross(l-') and nest(-I) denoting the numbers of crossings

and nestings, respectively, in IY (cf. Section 4.2).

Definition/Theorem 3. For h E de, the (q, t)-Gaussian element sq,t(h) E cV(9q,t)

is given by sq,t(h) := aq,t(h) + aq,t(h)*. The (q,t)-Gaussian is self-adjoint, with mo-

ments given by

= 0 (4.8)

= Ih112n qcross(Y) tne(') = 11h1|2n [zn] 1
Ae PE2(2n) de[1]q,tz

1 - [2]q,t

1 - [3]q,tz

where [zn] (-) denotes the coefficient of the zn term in the power series expansion of

(.) and for all n E N,

(4.10)[n]q,t := q- - = q
i= t -q

Furthermore, the distribution of sq,t(e), with ||e||j = 1, is the unique real probability

measure that orthogonalizes the (q, t)-Hermite orthogonal polynomial sequence given

by the recurrence

zHn(z; q, t) = Hn+1 (z; q, t) + [n]q,tHn_1(z; q, t), (4.11)

with H(z; q, t) = 1, H1(z; q, t) = z.

Definition/Theorem 4. For q = 0 < t < 1, 9(9,t) is the von Neumann algebra

generated by {aq,t(h)}hCEy. The t-semicircular element is the corresponding special-

ization of the (q, t)-Gaussian element so,t(h) E 2(go,t). Its moments are

t (so't (h) 2n-1) = 0

wo,t(so,t(h) 2n) = |1hi2n
rENC2 (2n)
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where NC 2(2n) denotes the lattice of non-crossing pair-partitions and C$t) are re-

ferred to as the Carlitz-Riordan t-Catalan numbers [FH85, CR64], determined by the

recurrence

C(t) =$tk~lC1t)1C(t,- Z tk- lInk (4.12)
k=1

with C( = 1. The moments of the normalized t-semicircular element so,t := so,t(e),

for ||e||g = 1, are encoded by the generalized Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction

1
( <p,t(s,t(h)")z" = (4.13)

n>O tO z 2

1 -
tP z2

1 -
t2 z2

1--

The Cauchy transform of the corresponding normalized t-semicircular measure y1o,t is

1 1 En>o(-1)n t ) -2n 1 At(1/z2)
I -d/Io,t (77) = - > (j-t)(1-t2) ... (1-tn)Z -1 1z) (4.14)

Rz - 77do z n(1(n-) _ z- 2  z At(1/(z 2 t))'

where At denotes the t-Airy function of [IsmO5], given by

At(z) = E (-z)". (4.15)
nO (1 - t) .. .(1 - tn)

Letting {zj}jEN denote the sequence of zeros of the rescaled t-Airy function At(z/t),

the measure po,t is a discrete probability measure with atoms at

t1/f/zj, j E N

with corresponding mass
At(zj)

2 z jt

where A' (z) :=AAt(z). The only accumulation point of po,t is the origin.

The normalized t-semicircular measure po,t is also the unique probability measure
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orthogonalizing the t-Chebyshev II orthogonal polynomial sequence {Un(z; t)};>0 ,

a specialization of the orthogonal polynomials of Al-Salam and Ismail [AS183] and

determined by the three-term recurrence

zUn(z; t) = Un+1 (z; t) + t- 1 Un_ 1 (z; t),

with Uo(z; t) = 1, Ui(z; t) = z.

Finally, t-semicircular measure yo,t is the weak limit of the first-order statistics of

the reduced Wigner process [KhoOl, MP02]. Specifically, for all p E [0,1] and n E N,

lim N WN,p(1) WN,p(2) WN,p(n) - n|2 0,t s t)N-+oo N N N
for t = P2 , (4.16)

where S0N = -kTr 0 E and {WN,p(k)}kEN is a sequence of Wigner matrices with cor-

relations

1,m

0,

= p-k

(i, j) = (i', j') or (i, j) = (j', i')

otherwise

for m > k,

(4.17)

(4.18)

with wi,j(k) denoting the (i,j)' entry of WN,p(k).

Finally, recall that the crux of the upcoming Chapter 5 is the extension of Spe-

icher's Non-commutative Central Limit Theorem [Spe92], giving rise to an an asymp-

totic model for operators satisfying the commutation relation (q, t)-CR. It should be

emphasized that this asymptotic model provides an existence proof, independent of

the explicit construction of Section 4.3, and provides an alternative reason for the

fundamental ordering bound present throughout, namely Iql < t.
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4.1.1 Deformed Quantum Harmonic Oscillators

In physics, the oscillator algebra of the quantum harmonic oscillator is generated by

elements {1, a, a*, N} satisfying the canonical commutation relations

[a,a*] = 1, [N,a] = -a, [N,a*] =a*,

where a*, a, and N can be identified with the creation, annihilation, and number op-

erators on the Bosonic Fock space. Physicists may also speak of generalized deformed

oscillator algebras, which are instead generated by elements satisfying the deformed

relations

a*a = f(N), aa* = f(N + 1), [N, a] = -a, [N, a*] = a*,

where f is typically referred to as the structure function of the deformation. While an

in-depth review of single-parameter deformations of the quantum oscillator algebra

is available in [Dod02], of particular interest are the so-called Arik-Coon q-deformed

oscillator algebra [AC76] given by

aa* - qa*a = 1, [N, a] = -a, [N, a*] = a*, f(n) q q E R+

and the Biedengarn-Macfarlane q-deformed oscillator algebra [Bie89, Mac89] given

by

aa* - qa*a= q-N, [N, a] = -a, [N, a*] = a*, f (n) = q , q E R+-
q- 1 - q 7

For q E [-1, 1], the Hilbert space representation of the Arik-Coon algebra, generalized

to an infinite-dimensional setting, is given by the q-Fock space of Bozejko and Speicher

[BS91]. Manipulating Definition/Theorem 1 and 2, the reader may readily verify

that for q E (0, 1], a Hilbert space realization of the Biedengarn-Macfarlane algebra

is similarly given by the (q, t)-Fock space specialized to t = q-1. More generally, the
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Chakrabarti-Jagganathan oscillator algebra [CJ91] is given by

aa* - qa*a = p-N [N, a] = -a, [N, a* = a*, f (n) = _, , gp E R+-
p - q

For 0 < Iql < p-1, the reader may also verify that the (q, t)-Fock space again provides

the desired Hilbert space realization for for t = p-1 . A Bargmann-Fock representation

of this algebra was previously considered in [IB93} for the case of a single oscillator,

but no explicit underlying Hilbert space was constructed nor shown to exist in the

parameter range considered. Instead, an explicit representation was provided in the

space of analytic functions via suitably deformed differential operators. Note that the

two-parameter deformation of the Hermite orthogonal polynomial sequence given by

(4.11) also appears as recurrence (15) in [IB93].

4.1.2 General Brownian Motion

From a high-level perspective, the (q, t)-Gaussian processes fall under the framework

of Generalized Brownian Motion [BS961. The latter is described by families of self-

adjoint operators G(f), where f belongs to some real Hilbert space //, and a state

<p on the algebra generated by the G(f), given by

(G(f). . .G (n))= T (Y) HI (fifj)d,
YEY2(2n) (ij)Ely

for some positive definite function r : 92(2n) - R. Thus, the q-Brownian motion

is given by rq(1K) = qcros(/), whereas in the present context, the (q, t)-Brownian

motion corresponds to Tq,t('I) = q"c (1)tnes(r). Many other known r functions

exist. Most generally, a beautiful framework by Gute and Maassen [GM02a, GM02b],

proceeding via the combinatorial theory of species of structures [Joy8l], encompasses

the familiar deformations (Bosonic, Fermionic, free, as well as [BS91, BS96]). It is

foreseeable, though not presently clear, whether (or how) the current formulation can

be encompassed within the same framework.

Arguably the most closely-related framework to that of the (q, t)-Gaussians is pro-
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vided by Bozejko in [Boz07], introduced with the goal of extending the q-commutation

relations beyond the q E [-1, 11 parameter range. In particular, Bozejko studied op-

erators satisfying two types of deformed commutation relations, namely

A(f)A*(g) - A*(g)A(f) = qN(fg) forq>1

and

B(f)B*(g) +B*(g)B(f) = qN(fg), for q < -1.

Comparing Bozejko's creation and annihilation operators and his q-deformed inner

product with the present defns, Bozejko's setting turns out to be that of the (q, t)-

Fock space for q -+ 1 an t -+ q. The difficulty encountered by Bozejko, pertaining

to the fact that the Gaussian element is no longer self-adjoint, is consistent with the

fact that for t > 1, the creation and annihilation operators are no longer bounded.

As later found, a relevant two-parameter deformation of the canonical commuta-

tion and anti-commutation relations was previously studied by Bozejko and Yoshida

[BY06], as part of a more general framework. In [BY06], a general version of the

n-dimensional "projection" operator P was given by 1J=1 Ti Zxesn qi(), where

{t} is any sequence of positive numbers. The reader may readily verify that the

(q, t)-projection operator P is recovered for T = t'- 1 and by substituting q '-+ q/t.

Instead, Bozejko and Yoshida focus on the specialization r = s2n and q -+ q, yield-

ing the so-called (q, s)-Fock space. The corresponding combinatorial structure (now

given in terms of crossings and inner points), the Wick-type formulas, and continued

fractions are considered in [BY06].

In the context of the generalized Brownian motion, the point of the present pair

of articles, which construct and describe various aspects of the (q, t)-Fock space, is

to argue that the framework at hand is ultimately a highly natural refinement of the

q-Fock space. This argument is based on the structural depth of the (q,t)-deformed

framework, as evidenced by its intimate ties to various fundamental mathematical

objects, as well as to the correspondence with the natural generalizations of non-

commutative asymptotic frameworks (developped in Chapter 5).
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4.2 Combinatorial Preliminaries

The present section briefly reviews the key combinatorial constructs that will, in the

subsequent sections, be used to encode the structure of the (q, t)-Fock space, the

creation, annihilation, and field operators on this space, as well as the mechanics of

the relevant limit theorems. In broad terms, the objects of interest are set partitions,

permutations, lattice paths, and certain combinatorial statistics thereof.

4.2.1 Partitions

Denote by Y(n) the set of partitions of [n] := {1, ... ,n} and by Y 2 (2n) the set of

pair partitions of [2n}, that is, the set of partitions of [2n} with each part containing

exactly two elements. (Note that the pair partitions are also referred to as pairings

or perfect matchings.) It will be convenient to represent a pair partition as a list

of ordered pairs, that is, 2 (2n) 3 1Y = {(w 1 , zi),..., (wn, zn)}, where wi < zi for

i e [n] and wi < ... < wn. Of particular interest are the following two statistics on

2(2n).

Definition 7 (Crossings and Nestings). For -Y= {(wi, zi),..., (wa, z,)} E 2 (2n),

pairs (wi, zi) and (wj, zj) are said to cross if wi < wj < zi < z3 . The corresponding

crossing is encoded by (wi, w, zI, z) with

Cross(-Y) := {(wi, w, zi, z) I (wi, zi), (wj, zj) E ' with wi < w; < zi < zj},

cross(-Y) ICross(-Y)|.

For 1" = {(wi, zi),.. . , (w,, zn)} E Y 2 (2n), pairs (wi, zi) and (wj, zj) are said to nest

if wi < w < zj < zi. The corresponding nesting is encoded by (wi, wj, zj, zi) with

Nest(I') := {(wi,wj, z, zi) I (wi, zi), (wj, zj) E 1' with wi < w < zj < zi},

nest(V) : Nest(2k')|.

The two concepts are illustrated in Figures 4-1 and 4-2, by visualizing the pair parti-
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1e. e .z .Z 2n

I , J

0 o
1 e e z Z 2n

IJ J I

Figure 4-1: An example of a crossing [left] and nesting [right] of a pair partition

1-' = {(ei, zi),.. ., (en, zn)} of [2n].

6 6 O O oo
I 6 1

1

6 1 6
2 3

Figure 4-2: Example of three pair partitions on [2n] = {1,...,6}: cross(i) =

3, nest( 1') = 0 [left], cross(-Y2) = 2, nest(1/2) = 1 [middle], cross(-Y3) = 0, nest(1/3) =

3 [right].

tions as collections of disjoint chords with end-points labeled (increasing from left to

right) by elements in [2n].

Note that the above terminology is becoming relatively standard (e.g. [KZ06, Kla06,

CDD+07]), though nestings may also appear in the literature as "pair embracings"

(e.g. [dMV94, Nic96, Boz07]). Next, let [n]q,t denote the (q, t)-analogue of a positive

integer n, given by

[n]q, l := t" n + qt"~2 +... + qnl= (t" - q")/(t- q). (4.19)

Then, t = 1 recovers the usual q-analogue of integers, i.e. [n] = nq,1. In this notation,

both the generating functions of crossings in 9 2(2n) and the joint generating function

of crossings and nestings in Y 2 (2n) admit elegant continued fractions, given by

qcross(-)zn - 1
nEN, [1]qz

-/EY2(2n) 1

1 - [2]qz

1 - [3]qz

1
q gcross(-Y) tnest(Y)zn =

nEN, [1]qtz
-YE. 2(2n) 1

1 - [2]q,tz

S[3]q,tz

The above continued fractions can be obtained via a classic encoding of weighted
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Dyck paths (see [Fla80], also in a more relevant context [Bia97b, KZ06, KD951).

The generating function of crossings in 9 2 (2n) admits an interesting explicit (even

if not closed-form) expression, namely

q coss(%1) - 1(_1)kqk(k-1)/2
E2(2n)(1 - q) _,n

known as the Touchard-Riordan formula [Tou52, Tou50a, Tou50b, Rio75]. No ana-

logue of the above expression is presently known for the joint generating function of

crossings and nestings.

4.2.2 Permutations

Let Sn denote the permutation group on n letters.

Definition 8 (Inversions and Coinversions). Given a E Sn, for n > 2, the pair

ij E [n] with i < j is an inversion in o- if o-(i) > -(j). The corresponding inversion

is encoded by (i, j) and the set of inversions of o- is given by Inv(o-) := {(i, j) I

i,j E [n), i < j, -(i) > o-(j)} with cardinality inv(-) := |Inv(o-)|. Analogously, the

pair ij E [n] with i < j is a coinversion in o if o-(i) < o-(j). The corresponding

coinversion is encoded by (i,j) and contained in the set Cinv(a) := {(i,j) I ij E

[n], i < j, o(i) < o(j)} with cardinality cinv(o-) := |Cinv(a)|. For n = 1, the sets of

inversions and coinversions are taken to be empty.

It is well known that the generating function of the permutation inversions is the

so-called q-factorial, namely

Z qi"v(") - $[i]q. (4.20)
aES, i=1

The above expression is in fact readily obtained as a product of the generat-

ing functions of the crossings incurred by the "chord" i -+ o-(i) from the chords

j - o(j) for j > i. By adapting this reasoning to coinversions, or by realizing that
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1 2 3
1 2 3 3' 21' 1

' 2' 3'

Figure 4-3: Example of transforming the permutation o = (231) into a pair-partition,
with permutation inversions corresponding to crossings and coinversions to nestings.

cinv(o-) = ( - inv(a), the reader may verify that

n

q gi"v(o")cinv(O) = $[i]q,t. (4.21)
oESn i=1

For n > 2 and o- E S, it is convenient to visually represent o in a two-line

notation. Then, o corresponds to a bipartite perfect matching and the inversions

correspond to crossings in the diagram and the coinversions to "non-crossings". For

instance, in adopting this representation, it becomes clear that a permutation and its

inverse have the same number of inversions (and therefore also of coinversions).

Remark 3 Representing a permutation o E Sn in a two-line notation, aligning

the two rows, and relabeling yields a unique pair-partition ir E 4 2 (2n). By addition-

ally reversing the order of the bottom line, as illustrated in Figure 4-3, the inversions

will correspond to crossings of the pair partition and the co-inversions to the nestings.

Indeed, given an inversion i < j, o-(i) > o-(j), this transformation yields the pairs

(i, 2n+1-o-(i)) and (j, 2n+1-o(j)). Since i < j < 2n+1-o-(i) < 2n+1-o(j), the two

pairs now form a crossing in 7r. Similarly, given a co-inversion k < m, o(k) < a(m),

the transformation yields the pairs (k, 2n+ 1- o-(k)) and (m, 2n+ 1- o(m)), resulting

in the ordering k < m < 2n + 1 - a(m) < 2n + 1 - -(k) and yielding an inversion in

7w.

Naturally, this transformation of a permutation into a pair partition is by no

means surjective, and is illustrative of the reasons why the set partitions (with the

crossings and nestings) and the permutations (with inversions and coinversions) will

both be found to feature in the algebraic structure of the (q, t)-Fock space. 0
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4.2.3 Paths

In the present context, paths will refer to finite sequences of coordinates in the

lattice Z x Z. A North-East/South-East (NE/SE) path will refer to a path

(Xo, yO), (i, y),..., (xn, y) where (xo, yo) = (0, 0), xi = xi1 + 1 and yi+1 E

{yi+1 + 1, yi+1 - 1} for i E [n]. Indeed, interpreting the coordinates as vertices and

introducing an edge between (Xi; 1 , yi_1) and (xi, yi) for i E [n] yields a trajectory of

a walker in the plane, starting out at the origin and moving, at each step of length

v/2, either in the NE or SE direction. A Dyck path of length 2n is NE/SE path

(xO, yo), (X 1 , X 2 ), ... , (Xn, Yn) where yi > 0 for all i E [n - 1] and y, = 0. Given n E N,

the set of Dyck paths of length 2n will be denoted by D,. The reader is referred to

Figure 4-5 of Section 4.4 for an illustration.

Dyck paths of length 2n are counted by the Catalan number Cn = (n + 1)- (2n)

and are found to be in bijective correspondence with a surprising number of combi-

natorial objects. In the present context, in Section 4.4, weighted Dyck paths will be

found to encode the moments of the creation and field operators on the (q, t)-Fock

space.

4.3 The (q, t)-Fock Space

The present section constructs the (q, t)-Fock space as a refinement of the construction

introduced in [BS91].

Consider a real, separable Hilbert space )Y' and some distinguished vector Q

disjoint from JX'. Let 9 = (CQ) E GD> * where c is the complexification of

,ye and both the direct sum and tensor product are understood to be algebraic. In

particular, F can be viewed as the vector space over C generated by {} U {hi 9

.9.. 0 hn}hiE,nEN-

For f E Ae and q, t E R, define the operators a(f)* and a(f) on 9 by linear
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extension of:

a(f)*Q = f, a(f)*hl 9 ... 9 hn=f Ohl 0... 0 hn (4.22)

and

n

a(f)Q = 0, a(f)hi0.. = qk-Itn-k(f, hk), hi o... .9..o.. .9 hn, (4.23)
k~l

where the superscript hk indicates that hk has been deleted from the product. Note

that the creation operator a(f)* is defined identically to the operator c*(f) in [BS91],

whereas the "twisted" annihilation operator a(f) is the refinement of the operator

c(f) in [BS91] by a second parameter, t. Next, define the operator tN on J by linear

extension of

tNQ =Q, N hD....hn=tn hi ...0 hn. (4.24)

Since t > 0, the operator can be written in a somewhat more natural form as e N

where a = log(t).

Lemma 5. For all f, g E oX0 , the operators a(f ), a(g)* on 9 fulfill the relation

a(f)a(g)* - q a(g)*a(f) = (f, g), tN

Proof. For any n E N and g, hi,..., hn E ),

a(f)a(g)*hi (9... 0 hn = a(f)g (9 hi o9 ... @9 kn
n+1

=t"{(f7 g),h1i... hn+ 1]q k-in+1-k f, hk-1),g 9h109)... (I h-_109... (9hn
k=2

n0

=n ("f, g), h1 (9 ...@ ghn+9 g ~ @ kt"~k (f7 hk),h1 n). Iy0..@h

= t" (f, g), hi 9 . .. @9 kn + q a(g)*a(f)hi (9 . hn
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Define the sesquilinear form (,),,t on F by

(9 ... 9 g, hi 9... 0 h,,,q,t = 0 for m # n (4.25)

and otherwise recursively by

n
(g1. .. Ogn, hi0. .. h = E q ~1 t 4-(g 1 , hk),y(g2- .. -g, hi®. .. Qhk. . .hn)q,t.

k=1
(4.26)

Remark 4 For all q, setting t = 1 recovers the usual inner product on the

q-Fock space of [BS91}. Letting t = 0 yields the following sesquilinear form on the

full Fock space:

(91 (9 ... (9 gn, hi 0 ... @ hn),o = q 2 (gi, 7h.), .. gn, hi),,e

which does not generally satisfy the positivity requirement of an inner product. .

The range of t required for (,)q,t to be an inner product will be characterized

shortly, in Lemma 8. But, first, note that for all f E Ye, a(f)* is indeed the adjoint

of a(f) with respect to (, ),t.

Lemma 6. For all f E 3r, , ?7 E F,

(a(f)*%, 7),,t = ((, a(f)q)q,t.

Proof. It suffices to note that, directly from the previous definitions,

(a~f)*gi (&. .. 0 gn, hi (9 . .. @9 hn+1)q,t = (f (9 gi 0 -. -2 -g 9, hi 0 . .. 9 kn+ 1),,

n+1
= E qk-1 t n+1-k(f , hk), (g .@gh @.. zkO.. hn+1)q,t

k=1

Si (9 .. -i gn, a(f)hi i... is c n+)et

Still in line with {BS91], it is convenient define the operator Pq,t : F - allowing
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one to express the sesquilinear form (, )q,, via the usual scalar product (, )o on the full

Fock space. Consider the unitary representation 7r F-+ U ") of the symmetric group

S. on dr*", given as

U( n) hi 0... (9 h. = hr(1) (9... 0 h-,().

Recalling the permutation statistics given by inversions and co-inversions, defined in

the previous section (cf. Definition 8), let

00

Pq, P with P4,2: a** -+
n=O

Po) : qinv()tciv(r) U"), (4.27)7r
irESn

where for the unique 7r E Si, it is understood that inv(7r) = cinv(7r) = 0. Thus,

P(1) = 1 and there is no change to the scalar product on the single-particle space.

For n > 2, note that for every 1 < i < j < n, the pair (i, j, wr(i), r(j)) is either an

inversion or a coinversion, and therefore inv(wr) + cinv(ir) = (). It follows that for

n 2 and t = 0, the operator Pn can equivalently be expressed as

p~~n) t~~n inv(70Ux) (n)p)

P(,) = t(2) E ( ) = t()Pq,4, (4.28)
7rESn

where P(") denotes the analogous operator on the subspace " of the q-Fock space

(see [BS91]).

Lemma 7. For all (, E 9,

( "t),, = (, P,?7)o.
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Proof. It suffices to prove that for all n E N and all gi, hj E JY,

(g,1 -gn, hi o. .. hn)q,t = (9 ... 9 gn, P,thi (g... 9 h)o

= Z ginv(7r)tcinv(r) (gi, hrti))* ... (gn, hr (n) ) Ae
irESn

The claim clearly holds for n = 1. Proceeding by induction on n, recall that from the

definition of (, )q,t,

(ig... 9 gn, hi ... Oh)q,t

= $ qk*-It"-*C(gi, h),(g2 0 - - gn, hi 9 ... 0 h9 @... 0 hn),.
k=1

Letting Sik) denote all bijections from {2,... , n} to {1, ... , k,..., n}, note that, for

all n E N, every 7r E Sn can be uniquely decomposed as a pair (k, a-) for some k E [n]

and o- E Sn1 and, conversely, that any such pair gives a distinct element of Sn.

Specifically, let r(1) = k and r(e) = o-(e) for f E {2,... ,n}. Then, noting that

the natural correspondences [n - 1] ++ {2, ... , n} and [n - 1] a {1, ... , k,...n} are

order-preserving, the inductive hypothesis on n - 1 can be written as

(g2.- - -0gn, hi0- .-.. k... Ohn)q,t = q(92, ho(2)) -.-.- (gn, ha(n))de,

cYES(k)

where inv(o-) counts all the pairs (i, j) E {2, ... , n} x {1, ... , k,..., n} with i < j

and ir(i) > r(j) and cinv(a) is defined analogously. Furthermore, observing that

inv(7r) = inv(o) + k -1 and cinv(7r) = cinv(o-) +n - k, as demonstrated in the caption

of Figure 4-4, it follows that

(9 1 0- gn, hi0 ... hn)q,t

= Z qk-itn-k(gi, hk), qinv(a)tcin(o)(g 2 , ho( 2)) -..- (gn, h (n))g
k=1 (Es(k)

= E qinv(*)tcinv(7r)(gi, h~r(1)).o(g2 , h~r(2))j ... (gn, hir(n)).yl
7rESn
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n
0 0 C* .-. 0 0

c~~i...oo
-- " O---O

k - 1 additional n - k additional
inversions coinversions

Figure 4-4: If 7i(1) = k, then there are exactly k - 1 elements from the set {2, ... , n} that

map under 7r to an element in {1, . .. , k - 1} and exactly n - k elements from {2, ... In}
that map to {k + 1, . .., n}. Thus, there are k - 1 elements j > 1 for which 7r(j) <7r(1) and
n - k elements f > 1 for which 7r(e) > 7r(1). For any other pair (i, j) E [n]2 with i f 1, the

corresponding inversion or coinversion is accounted for in a : {2,.. ., n} - {1,... k, ... , n}.

It follows that inv(7r) = k - 1 + inv(-) and cinv(7r) = n - k + cinv(o-).

While the following facts, contained in Lemmas 8 through 9, have direct proofs

analogous to those in [BS91], it is more convenient to use (4.28) and derive the desired

properties from those of the q-Fock space.

Lemma 8. a) The operator Pq,t is positive for all |q| < t.

b) The operator Pq,t is strictly positive for all jqj < t.

Proof. Since Pqt = Pt, it suffices to consider the positivity of P(n) Since

t(2 > 0, the positivity of P(,t for jqj < t follows from (4.28) by the positivity

([BS91]) of P~n) for |q/t| < 1 and the strict positivity of P,) for |qj < t follows from

the strict positivity ([BS91]) of P(%) for |q/tj < 1.

Since (, )t, is an inner product on F, the completion of 9 yields the desired (q, t)-

Fock space.

Definition 9. The (q, t)-Fock space q,t is the completion of 9 with respect to ( , )q,t.

Remark 5 For dim(-) > 2, the conditions of Lemma 8 are also necessary. In

particular, let ei, e2 be two unit vectors in JV with (ei, e2)q,t = 0. Note that

liei 0 e 2 + e 2 1 eiI|,t = 2t + 2q, and liei e 2 - e 2 8 el|, = 2t - 2q.
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Thus, (, ),,t is positive (resp. strictly positive) only if |ql < t (resp. |q| < t). 0

Letting q = t = 1 recovers the bosonic Fock space. Returning to (4.22) and (4.23),

in the bosonic case, the operators a(f)* and a(f) are unbounded and defined only on

the dense domain $. The values of q and t that instead give rise to bounded linear

operators on q4,t are as follows.

Lemma 9. For the following parameter ranges,

linear operators on gq,t, with norms

(n, + 1) tn* ||fII|f,

n, = [t/(1 - t),

{a(f) I f E dr} extend to bounded

-t < q < 0 < t < 1

0 < g < t = 1

0 < q = t < 1

0 < q < t < 1

[ log(I-q)-log( -t0]
. log (t) - log (q)

Proof. Let q E [--1, 0] and |ql 5 t < 1. For (a E )-**', by Lemma 5,

(a(f)*n, a(f)*%n),,t = ( n, a(f)a(f)*(n)q,t = t" (f, f)e (6n, n)q,t + q(6n, a(f)*a(f)(n)qt

= t* If|I2 || ,IjIIf + f , < |IfI2 216nI12

as q 0 and 0 < t < 1. Next, for an element ( = 'o ai & E 9, where ai E C and

(i E -Yeo', that a(f)* is linear and ((n, ,n)q,t = 0 whenever n : m implies that

n n

(a(f)*6, a(f)*6)q,t = E |ail2(a(f)*(4, a(f)*6i)q,t | IaI|2 J qt 2= 2 2

Finally, since (a(f)*Q, a(f)*D)q,, = If||21, it follows that ||a(f)II = ||a(f)*| = If||,-.
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For q E (0, 1), analogously to the previous case, it suffices to focus on ( E F**.

Again, (a(f)*Q, a(f)*f2)q,t = ||f 1| and, for n E N, (4.28) yields

(a(f)*%, a(f)*%)q,t = (a(f), a(f)*(, P "t+a(f)*%)o

= t("hP) (a(f)*%, a(f)*),t.

Recalling that the creation operators on the (q, t)-Fock and pL-Fock spaces (for y E

[-1, 1]) are defined by the linear extension of the same operator on the dense linear

subspace F, it follows that

(a(f)*%, a(f)*%)q, = (aq/t(f)*%, aqt(f)*%)qt,

where a*t(f) analogously denotes the creation operator on the (q/t)-Fock space.

Applying next the familiar bounds on ||a*1t(f)(|jq|t (e.g. Lemma 4 in [BS91]),

n+1 k- 1 2$ (n +1)|f |(f 11g11 , q t
( a fl , ~ f % )~ t 2 k=1 t - 1 ( n$ 1- q/t)n+ 1 f 11|t 1

But,

| || = ( n )o = -(n)(( PCn )o = t- |(n2 | 1 ,,,t

and so,

t" (n + 1)||1f||12 |(||1,2, q = t
(a(f)*%,a(f)* %)q,t < 11f112 1II 2,± q <

It follows that a(f)* is bounded for 0 < q < t < 1 and 0 < q = t < 1. To recover the

corresponding expressions for the norm, let = f 0 ... 0 f = f*f E *'*. Then,

n+1

(a(f)*f*, a(f)*f*n)q,t = (fn+1f on+ k-1tn+1-k On=2

k=1

t(n + 1)||1f||kl| ,112 q = t

tnlq~ lf||1|2 | ,112' q < t
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For 0 < q < t = 1,

(a(f)*f*na(f)*f*n)q,t 1 12
nEN ~q,t 1-

For 0 < q = t < 1, one is looking for n E N U {0} that maximizes sn := t"(n + 1).

Since sn > sn- 1 iff n < t/(1 - t), the desired maximum is achieved at n = [t/(1 - t)].

Otherwise, for 0 < q < t < 1, it remains to maximize tn+ 1 _ qn+1. Let

rn := n ,l+ n E NU {0},

and note that, since 0 < q < t, both the numerator and the denominator are strictly

positive. Furthermore, {rn}n>o forms a strictly increasing sequence as

tn (1 - t) t
rn (Iq) - rIn1 > rn_1.

Now, note that rn < 1 iff tn+ 1 _ qn+1 > r - q". Therefore, if ri > 1, then tn+1 - qn+l

is maximized for n = 0; otherwise, the expression is maximized for the greatest non-

negative integer n for which rn < 1. A straightforward calculation then yields that

tn+1 _ gn+ 1 is maximized for n = il, where

log (1 - q) - log (1 - t)
. log (t) - log (q)

4.4 The (q, t)-Gaussian Processes

The natural starting point to the probabilistic considerations of this section is the

*-probability space (Wq,t, q,t), discussed next, formed by the *-algebra generated by

the creation and annihilation operators on #q,t and the vacuum-state expectation on

the algebra. The *-probability space (W,t, Wqt) provides a convenient setting in which

the (q, t)-Gaussian family is subsequently introduced and studied.
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4.4.1 The (Wq,t, pq,) *-probability space

For a clear introduction to non-commutative probability spaces, the reader is referred

to the monograph [NS06}. In the present context, the setting of interest is that of the

(Wq,t, q,t) *-probability space, formed by:

" the unital *-algebra W,t generated by {a(h) I h E ff};

" the unital linear functional Oq,t : Wqt -+ C, b -+ (E, bf2)q,t (i.e. the vacuum

expectation state on Wet.).

In this non-commutative setting, random variables are understood to be the elements

of Wq,t and of particular interest are their joint mixed moments, i.e. expressions

4,t(b'... b'sk')) for bi,... , bk E W9 q,t, k E N and E(1),..., e(k) E {1, *}. Since q,t is

linear, one is allowed to focus on the joint moments pq,t(a(hi)"N) ... a(hk)e(k)). These

turn out to be intimately connected with two combinatorial objects, discussed next.

For n E N, consider first the map V/n from {1, *}" to the set of all NE/SE paths of

length n (cf. Section 4.2), by which every "*" maps to a NE step and every "1" maps

to a SE step. Clearly, on is a bijection and of particular interest is the set #inl(Dn),
where Dn denotes the set of Dyck paths of length 2n. An example of an element in

{1, *}" mapping into D7 is shown in Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5: #/'(*, *, *,*,*,1,1, *, 1,1,1,1, *, 1).

Given (c(1),..., e(2n)) e 4-'(Dn), let each * encode an "opening" and each 1

encode a "closure" and, given some such string of openings and closures, consider

all the ways in which the elements of the string can be organized into disjoint pairs

so that (1) an opening is always to the left of the corresponding closure and (2)

no opening is left unpaired. Clearly, each fixed (c(1), ... , E(2n)) E 0~1 (Dn) is thus
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associated with a distinct set of pair-partitions of [2n], that is, a subset of Y 2 (2n)

(cf. Section 4.2). Conversely, every pair partition naturally corresponds to a unique

string of openings/closures belonging to V~~'(Dn). Thus, writing "Y ~p 1/' for any

7, IY' E Y 2(2n) for which the corresponding strings of openings and closures both

encode the same string in ?l-'(Do) defines an equivalence relation. Figure 4-6 shows

the six pairings in the equivalence class of the string (*,*,*,1, 1,1) E ?/-'(D6 ).

1 6 1 6 1 6

1 6 1 6 1 6

Figure 4-6: The equivalence class of (*, *, *, 1, 1, 1) E V)~ (D) in P2(6).

Next, recalling that the purpose is calculating the value of the mixed moment

<p,t(a(hi)E() ... (2n

fix a string (e(1), . .. ,c(2n)) E #'n(D,) and jointly consider some underlying choice of

hi, .. ., h2n E #'. Each pairing -Y = {(w 1 , z 1),..., (wn, zn)} in the equivalence class

of (c(1), .. . , c(2n)) is then assigned the weight

n

wt(1/; hi, h2n) := qcros()tnest(/) (h, hzi),

where cross(-%") and nest(k) correspond, respectively, to the numbers of crossings

and nestings in 2/, as defined in Section 4.2. For example, the top left-most pairing

in Figure 4-6 is thus given the weight q3 (g1,94)A(92,g5 )dr(g3 ,g 6 )v. For n E N, let

T4,t(hi,..., h2n; C(1),... , e(2n)) denote the generating function of the weighted pair-
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partitions of [2n], namely

T,,t(hi, .. ., h2n; IE(1), ... E(2n)) := E wt()V; hi, . .,h2.)
rEY 2 (2n)
..~...(...(1),---,........e(2n))

= Z qcross(-Y)tnest() 1l(hw1 , hzfj429)
'Y E 2(2n) i=1
..~,(E....... ... ,E(2n))

where I/ -, (e(1), E.. , e(2n)) is meant to indicate that I/ is in the equivalence class of

(c(1), ... , c(2n)) under ~p (i.e. -Y has (((1),:..., e(2n)) as its opening/closure string).

Writing the weight of a pairing as a product of weights of its pairs, as in the following

lemma, is the remaining ingredient in connecting the combinatorial structures at hand

to the moments <q,t(a(hi)') ... a(h2n y(2n)).

Lemma 10. For 11 = {(zi, wi),... , (zn, wn)} E Y 2(2n) with w1 < W2 < < Wn

(i.e. with pairs indexed in the increasing order of closures) and h1 ,..., h2n E dr,

i=1wt(-fl; hi 7 .h 271) =~ z ]JIZi ~<Zi<Wi'3>iji tlljI'-j<i~lI(z w d

Proof. Consider the following procedure for assigning weights to a pairing. Starting

with the left-most closure wi, suppose that it connects to some opening zi (where

z1 < wi). Since wi is indeed the left-most closure, exactly w, - zi pairs will cross the

pair (zi, wi) and exactly zi - 1 pairs will nest with it. Thus, assign the pair (zi, wi)

the weight qi-zitzi-1(hz , hw )*. Consider now the ith closure from the left, wi, and

let 1' be the pairing from which all pairs (zk, Wk) for k < i have been removed. Then,

assigning the pair (zi, wi) its weight in -Y' according to the previous recipe does not

take into account any crossings or nestings that have already been accounted for by

the previous pairs. It now suffices to note that, by the end of the procedure, all

the crossings and nestings have been taken into account and that the product of the

weights of the pairs indeed equals the expression for wt(1/; hi,...,h 2n) in (4.29). E
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? 
*

1 2 3 4{
generate generate

available available nestings crossings

Figure 4-7: The sequential pairing of openings and closures corresponding to the

Dyck path of Figure 4-5, with an arrow denoting the currently considered closure.

In the left figure, there are four available (i.e. as of yet unpaired) openings. In the

right figure, the current closure is paired to the indicated opening, thus incurring

two crossings and one nesting. Note that the crossings and nestings incurred by the

current closure never include any crossings or nestings already counted in the previous
closure.

The sequential procedure for assigning weights to pairings is illustrated in Figure 4-

7. We are now ready to calculate the joint mixed moments of interest.

Lemma 11. For all n E N and c(1),... ,E(2n) E {1, *}2n,

(p,t(a(hi)"(') ... a(h 2n-1 )E(2n-)) = 0

n 0, (e(2n), ... ,c(1)) g V#-1(Dn)

= E Pq,t (a(hmi)"(*1)a(hzi )E z)) - - - et(a(h.. )"C""la(hzn )e(z))qcoss('l)tnesto,
rE=2(2n)

where each I is (uniquely) written as a collection of pairs {(w(1, z),..., (wn, z)}

with w1 < ... < wn and wi < z2 .

Proof. Given the mixed moment W,t(a(h1 )e(1) ... a(hk)f(k)), consider the reverse string

E(k), E(k - 1), .. . , (1) and the corresponding NE/SE path (e(k), c(k - 1), ... , E(1)).

Since a(h)Q = 0 for all h E dr, by recursively expanding the mixed moment

pq,t(a(hi)e(1) ... a(hk)e(k)) via (4.22) and (4.23), it immediately follows that the mo-

ment is zero if for any 1 < i < k, the number of SE steps in ?i (e(k), e(k -1),. . . E(i))

exceeds the corresponding number of NE steps. Moreover, since for all hi, gi E ar',

(hi 0 ... 9 hn, 91 0 ... 0 gm)q,t = 0 whenever n = m, it follows that the moment

vanishes unless the total number of NE steps in #k(e(k),..., e(1)) equals the corre-

sponding number of SE steps. This shows that the moment W,t(a(hi)f(l) .. .a(hk)e(k))
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vanishes if Ok(E(k),..., E(1)) is not a Dyck path. In particular, the mixed moment

vanishes if k is odd.

Now let k be even with 0(E(k),..., 6(1)) E D,. For some m > 1, let E(m + 1)

correspond to the first * from the left in the reverse string (E(k),... , E(1)) (that is,

corresponding to the right-most creation operator in a(hi)*(l) ... a(hk)e(k)). Then, by

(4.22), a(hm+1) acts on hm0. ..Oh1 to produce a weighted sum of (m-1)-dimensional

products, that is,

a(hm+1)hm @0... 0 hi = qmi-ti(hm+1 , hi),jrhm 0 ... h 09 ... 9 hi.

At the same time, diagrammatically, E(m + 1) corresponds to the first closure from

the left in k(e(k),...,e(1)). Supposing that this closure pairs to the ith opening

(from the left), for 1 < i < m, the weight of the resulting pair in the sense of

Lemma 10 is then qm-iti-l (hm+1, hi).)g. Furthermore, the act of removing hi from

the product hm 0 ... 0 hi diagrammatically corresponds to removing the previously

completed pairs in the procedure of Lemma 10 and, in both cases, the same iteration

is subsequently repeated on the thus reduced object. Now, by definition, summing

the weights wt(Y; hk, ... , hi) over all pairings -Y ~ (e(k),..., E(1)) is equivalent to

summing the products of the weights of the individual pairs over all the possible ways

of matching all closures to openings (and thus, in the above notation, over all choices

of i and analogous choices made on the subsequent iterations). Thus,

S wt(; hk, ... , hi)
-YE 2 (2n)

is exactly the sum of weights obtained by unfolding the expression

Wq,t(a(hi):(')... a(hk)E(k)) via the recursive definitions (4.22) and (4.23). In

other words, we have shown that

pq,t(a(hi)"() ... a(h2 ):(2n)) = Tq,t(h 2n,... , hi; e(2n), .. ,(1))
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whenever (e(2n),..., e(1)) E $/'(Dn).

Finally, that pq,t(a(hi( 1) ... a(h 2n),(2n)) also equals

E Pq,t (a(hw1 )e(w1)a(hzi )"(zi)) ... pq,t(a(h Wn )e:(wn)a(hzn )E(zi) ) q cross(Y)tnest(Y)

-EP 2 (2n)

follows immediately from the fact that pq,t(a(hw,)E(w)a(h,)e(Zi)) = 0 unless e(wj) = 1

and e(zy) = *; in other words, unless Y ~p (E(2n), ... (1)).

Much structure will subsequently be derived from the following encoding of the

moments of a single element a(h).

Lemma 12. Given a Dyck path V$n(e(2n),...,E(1)) and h E dl', let

wt(E(2n)..., e(1); h) denote the weight of the path taken as the product of the weights

of the individual steps, with each NE step assigned unit weight and each SE step

falling from height m to height m - 1 assigned weight

[m],,1:= (q*-iti = ~m  *. (4.30)
i=1 t - q

(See the illustration of Figure 4-8.) Then, Vq,t(a(h)(' ... a(h)e(2n))

wt(c(2n), .. , e(1); h).

Proof. Returning to the sequential procedure in the proof of Lemma 10, note that

when hi = ... = h2n = h, the choice of an opening for any given closure only affects

the weight of the present pair and does not affect that of the subsequently considered

pairs. In particular, for any given closure and m available (previously unpaired)

openings to the left of it, the generating function of the weight of the current pair

is therefore 'm1 qm-iti- 1|hI|2 . By the same token, the sum of weights of all the

pairings 7' in the equivalence class of a fixed (c(2n),..., e(1)) E V#n- 1(Dn) is given

by the product of the corresponding generating functions. Finally, note that for any

given closure, the "m" is determined by the underlying (c(2n), ... , E(1)); specifically,

the reader may verify that m is exactly the height of the Dyck path preceding the
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13 q, 9'N

1[21[2}

ql

Figure 4-8: Weighted path corresponding to Figure 4-5 for ||hi|g = 1.

corresponding given SE step encoding the given closure.

Figure 4-8 provides an example of assigning weights to the steps of the Dyck

path given by 0p14 (*, *, *, *, *, 1,1, *,7 ,1,1,17 *, 1) according to the rules defined in

the above proof. In particular, in light of Lemma 12, the product of the weights of

the individual steps then yields the moment

<q,t(a(h)a(h)*(a(h))4 a(h)* (a(h))2 (a(h)*)5 ).

At this point it is also interesting to note the combinatorial statistics featuring

prominently in the previous section, given by inversions and coinversions of permu-

tations, are intimately related to those of crossings and nestings in pair partitions

considered presently. In particular, by Lemma 7,

(gn ... - gi, hi 0 ... 0 hn)q,t =E I"(7r)tciv(7r)(gn, h,( 1))g .. (gi, hr(n)) de,
wrESn

while, at the same time,

(gn 0 - h, hi0 ... hhn)q,t =(,a(gi)...a(gn)a*(hi) ... a(hn)Q),,

qcross(Y)tnest(r) (g, z
PEY2 (2n) i=1

~p (1,1, ...,11, *,)*,...,'*)

where the second equality follows by Lemma 11. In other words, the value of (gn 0

... - 91, hi . .. 09 hn)q,t is computed by summing the weights over pairings 17 in
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the equivalence class of (1, 1,..., 1, *, *,... , *). Writing each such 1' in the two-line

notation of the previous section, with the E(i) = 1 corresponding to the top row and

E(j) = * to the bottom row, the reader may readily verify that the crossings turn into

inversions and nestings into coinversions, and vice-versa.

4.4.2 Joint and marginal statistics of (q, t)-Gaussian elements

Analogously to both classical and free probability and, more generally, to the

non-commutative probability constructed over the q-Fock space of [BS91], the so-

called "Gaussian elements" will turn out to occupy a fundamental role in the non-

commutative probability built over the (q, t)-Fock space. More precisely, for h E )Y',

the (q, t)-Gaussian element sq,t(h) is defined as the (self-adjoint) element a(h) + a(h)*

of 9,,. In Chapter 5, the (q, t)-Gaussian family will be tied to an extended non-

commutative Central Limit Theorem and, in particular, will be identified with the

limit of certain normalized sums of random matrix models. Meanwhile, note that

the joint moments of the (q, t)-Gaussian elements come in a form that is the (q, t)-

analogue of the familiar Wick formula (e.g. [NS06]).

Definition 10. For h E At", let the (q, t)-Gaussian element sq,t(h) E q,t be given by

sq,t(h) := a(h) + a(h)*.

Lemma 13 (The q, t-Wick Formula). For all n E N and hi,... , h2n E ,

pq,t(sq,t(hi)... s,t(h2n-1)) = 0

P,t(s,t(hi) .. . Sq,t(h2n)) = qcross() t***( $)(hw2 , hzx-
={(w1,zi),..-(Wz)}E 2(2n)i=1

Proof. It suffices to note that

P,t(s,t(hi) ... sq,t(hn)) = qp,t(a(hi)'(l ... a(h2n)E(2n))
e(1),..,(n)e{1,1}

from which the result follows directly by Lemma 11 and (4.29). 0
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Focusing on a single element sq,t(h), the corresponding moments can be expressed

in a particularly elegant form. In particular, in light of Lemma 12, the moment

<Oq,t(sq,t(h) ... sq,t(h)) is expressible via generating functions of weighted Dyck paths,

which one can then interpret as a continued fraction via a well-known correspondence

[Fla80]. Note that the continued-fraction formulation in the following lemma already

features in [KZ06], in a more general combinatorial context.

Lemma 14. The moments of the (q, t)-Gaussian element sq,t(h) are

<pVt(s,,t(h)2"1) = 0

1
= ||h, 1|2 qcwss(Y) tnest(l) = Ih|12" [z"]

-YEY 2(2n) [1]q,tz

1 - [2]q,tz

1 - [3q,tz

where [zn] (-) denotes the coefficient of the z' term in the power series expansion of

(-).

Proof.

Expanding the moment and applying Lemma 12,

= 5 wt(f
e(1),..e"E *

= E
(e(k),..e1)t-(

wt(E(k), .. . , E(1); h).

The continued fraction expansion of En0o p,t(s,t(h)2n)z" is then obtained by the

classic encoding of weighted Dyck paths (see [Fla80], also in a more relevant context

[Bia97b] and [KZ06]). 0
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By the previous lemma, the first four even moments of sq,t(h) are thus

<p,t(s,t(h)0 ) = 1

<pq,t(sq,t(h)2 ) = ||h 1|2

pq,t(sq,t(h)4) = ||hI|4I (1 + q + t)

pq,t(sq,t(h)6 ) = ||h||16 (1 + 2q + 2t + 2qt + q2 + t2 + 2q 2 t + 2qt 2 ± q3 + t3),

which may be verified by enumerating all chord-crossing diagrams with, respectively,

between 0 and 3 chords and counting the corresponding crossings and nestings.

Remark 6 For |iell = 1, <p,t(sq,t(e)2") is equal to the generating function of

crossings and nestings in 9 2 (2n), that is,

(p,t(sq,t(e)2 n) = 1 qcrowS(%) tnest(y),

YEY2(2n)

whose continued-fraction encoding, as previously noted, already explicitly features in

[KZ06].

Since [n]q,t = [nTt,q, the continued-fraction expansion shows that the joint gener-

ating function is in fact symmetric in the two variables, that is,

E q cross(Y) tnest(-) = E tcross(') qnest(Y).

-YE2(2n) YE Y2(2n)

Given the fundamental constraint |qJ < t, necessary for the positivity of the sesquilin-

ear form (,)q,t, this symmetry is surprising. Indeed, let

Tqt (n) E Z~'yE.2(f) q cross(Y) tnest(r) n even

0 n odd

and note that associating Tq,t(n) with the moments of a self-adjoint element (viz.

sq,t(e)) in a C* probability space ensures the positive-definiteness of (Tq,t(n))nEN (as a

number sequence) in the range |ql < t [Akh65]. The above symmetry then yields the

positive-definiteness of T,,(n) for |ql < t, which, in turn, guarantees the existence of a
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real measure whose moments are given by T,,(n) [Akh65]. This observation naturally

beckons the construction of spaces that would give rise to such "reflected" Gaussian

algebras.

In the combinatorial theory pioneered by Flajolet and Viennot [Fla80, Vie85], the

continued fraction 2- I - - -. . . and the orthogonal polynomial sequence

yo(z) = 1, y1(z) = z, zyn(z) = yn+1(z) + Anyn-1(z) are both encodings of the same,

familiar combinatorial object - namely, they both encode the collection of Dyck paths

with NE steps carrying unit weight and each SE step of height n - n - 1 carrying

weight An. Consider therefore the following (further) deformation of the classical and

quantum Hermite orthogonal polynomials.

Definition 11. The (q, t)-Hermite orthogonal polynomial sequence {H.(z; q, t)}}> 0

is determined by the following three-term recurrence:

zHn(z; q, t) = H.+1(z; q, t) + [n]q,tHn_1 (z; q, t),

with H(z; q, t) = 1, H1(z; q, t) = z.

It now follows from either the classical or the combinatorial theory (e.g. [Akh65]

or [Vie85]) that the moments of the orthogonalizing linear functional for the (q, t)-

Hermite polynomial sequence are those of sq,t(e). In the parameter range for which

sq,t is a bounded operator (cf. Lemma 9), the corresponding measure is compactly

supported and is therefore uniquely determined by this moment sequence. Thus:

Lemma 15. The distribution of the (q,t)-Gaussian element sq,t(e) E 9(q,,t), where

||e||tg = 1, is the unique real measure that orthogonalizes the (q, t)-Hermite orthogonal

polynomial sequence.

Remark 7 For t = 1, the (q, t)-Hermite orthogonal polynomials are a rescal-

ing of the continuous q-Hermite polynomials of Rogers, belonging to the broader

Askey-Wilson scheme of q-hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials (e.g. [KLS1O]).

Considering families built around the more general hypergeometric functions, the
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(q, t)-Hermite sequence is readily seen to belong to the octabasic Laguerre family in-

troduced by Simion and Stanton [SS96]. In physics, the (q, t)-Hermite appear in the

setting of the Chakrabarti-Jagannathan oscillator algebra [CJ91] (see e.g. recurrence

(15) in [IB93]).

The continuous q-Hermite have been extensively studied in the past, thereby yield-

ing explicit expressions for the q-Gaussian density [BKS97]. Analogous expressions

for the (q, t)-Gaussian measure do not appear to be available at present, beyond the

0 = q < t <1 case (cf. Lemma 19 of Section 4.5).

4.4.3 The (rq,t, tp,t) *-probability space

While the pair (%W,t, pq,t) provides a natural setting in which one can discuss the

mixed moments of the creation operators and field operators, it is not an especially

well-behaved non-commutative probability space. In particular, the functional (q,t

is neither faithful nor tracial, as pq,t(a(h)*a(h)) = 0 5 pq,t(a(h)a(h)*) = I1f||a. As

in the full Fock space and, more generally, the q-Fock space, one may wish instead

to focus on a subalgebra of non-commutative random variables generated by the

(q, t)-Gaussian elements of Definition 10. In particular, consider the unital *-algebra

generated by {sq,t(h) I h E dr} and let Fq,t denote its weak closure in g(J4,t). In

other words, Fq,t is the (q, t)-Gaussian von Neumann algebra. While the vacuum

expectation state on the corresponding algebra on the q-Fock space, corresponding

to the t = 1 case in the present setting, is tracial [BS94], the same does not hold in

the more general case.

Proposition 4. For dim(Ye) > 2, f,,t is tracial if and only if t = 1.

Proof. The forward direction is established in [BS94] in a more general setting. For

the converse, it suffices to consider some four vectors hi, h2 , h3 , h 4 E 9q,t. Using

Lemma 13,

Pq,t (sq,t(hi)sq,t(h2)Sq,t(h3)Sq,t(h4))q,t

= (hi, h2)dr(h 3, h4)ar + t(hi, h 4),y(h2, h3 )de + q(hi, h3 )dr(h2 , h4)O
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and

Pq,t (sq,t(h4)sq,t(hi)sq,t(h2)sq,t(ha))q,t

= (h4, hi);(h 2, h) + t(h 4, h3 ) (hi, h2)r + q(h 4, h2)e(hi, h3 )r--

Since JV is a real Hilbert space, the terms in q are equal in both of the above

expressions, but the terms in 1 and t are interchanged. Denoting by {ej} the basis of

X' and taking hi = = ei and ha =h4 = e2, it follows that the two expressions are

equal if and only if t = 1. 5

Remark 8 The fact that the term in q in the previous ex-

ample remained the same for both (sq,t(hi)sq,t(h2)Sq,t(h3)Sq,t(h4) )q,t and

(Q, Sqt(h4)Sqt(hi)Sqt(h2)Sqt(h3)2)qt is not coincidental. Indeed, from a combinato-

rial viewpoint, commuting two products of Gaussian elements is equivalent to rotat-

ing (by a fixed number of positions) the chord diagrams corresponding to each of the

non-vanishing products of the underlying creation and annihilation operators. The

observed equality then follows from the fact that the crossings in a chord diagram are

preserved under diagram rotations. The same is however not true of nestings, which

is the combinatorial reason for the overall loss of traciality of W for t < 1. 0

4.5 Case 0 = q < t: "t-deformed Free Probability"

The remainder of the paper considers the case 0 = q < t < 1, corresponding to a

new single-parameter deformation of the full Boltzmann Fock space of free probabil-

ity [Voi86, VDN92]. Once again, this deformation will turn out to be particularly

natural. In particular, the statistics of the t-deformed semicircular element will be

described in an elegant form afforded by the deformed Catalan numbers of Carlitz

and Riordan [CR64], the generalized Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction, and the

t-Airy function of Ismail [Ism05J. Moreover, this setting will give rise to a natural

counterpart of the result of Wigner [Wig55], as the t-deformed semicircular element
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will be seen to encode the first-order statistics of correlated Wigner processes. Prior

to delving into these properties, we take a moment to show that the von Neumann

algebra of bounded linear operators on A,t(dr) is generated by the annihilation

operators {ao,t(h)}hEdr.

Lemma 16. For q = 0 < t < 1, the von Neumann algebra 110, generated by

{ao,t(h)}hEV is (o,(.)).

Proof. The proof follows analogously to the full Boltzmann Fock space setting, namely

the q = 0, t = 1 case. For concreteness, the following sketch adapts the proof of

Theorem 5 of [Kem05]. Let {eg}ej denote an orthonormal basis for J)e and note that

tN E 01,t, as ao,t(ei)ao,t(ei)*Q = tOD and ao,t(ei)ao,t(e1)*ei 1O. . .@ei, = tnei 1 0.. .ei .

Consider now the operator PQ 1 = tN EJ ao,t(ej)*ao,t(ej) E Yto,. Since

ao,t(ej)Q = 0 and ao,t(ej)eil 9 ... 0 ein = 'f o1 i 7

t"-le i2 0 ... - ei0 7 i1 = 3

it follows that Po2 = 0 and Pa ei1 0 ... 0 ei, = 0. Therefore,

PQ is the projection onto the vacuum. Thus, Yot contains the operator

ao,t(eil)* ... ao,t(ein)*Po ao,t(ejy) ... ao,t(e,,), which is a rank-one operator with im-

age spanned by egi 0 ... 9 ei0 and kernel orthogonal to eg, 0 ... 0 ej,. It follows that

11,t contains all finite-rank operators. Taking closures, Y0,t 2 (Jo,t(X)) and the

result follows.

4.5.1 The t-semicircular element

In light of its present interpretation in the context of deformed free probability, the

t-semicircular element is a renaming of the (0, t)-Gaussian element so,t(h) E 0fot.

Specializing accordingly the spectral properties derived in the previous section, the

t-semicircular element turns out to encode certain familiar objects in combinatorics

and number theory.
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Lemma 17. The moments of the t-semicircular element so,t(h) are

Wo,t(so,t(h) 2n- 1) = 0

po,t(so,t(h)2") = ||h, In t***') = |Ih,In C(t

1'ENC2(2n)

where NC 2(2n) denotes the lattice of non-crossing pair-partitions and Cn0 are referred

to as the Carlitz-Riordan t-Catalan (or, rather, q-Catalan') numbers[FH85, CR64],

given by the recurrence
n

Cn - >i tk-1C(t )iC , (4.31)
k=1

with Ct) = 1.

Proof. The first two equalities are obtained by Lemma 14, substituting q = 0. Next,

set an := L7 ENC 2 (2n) tnet(1) and note that a0 = 1. For 7r E NC 2 (2n), consider

the pair (1, #) E 7r and note that, since 7r is non-crossing, (1) # is even, and (2)

the remaining pairs either belong to the interval I = {2,... , - 1} or to I' =

{# + 1, ... , n}. Thus, given a nesting in 7r, either both participating pairs belong to

I or both belong to I' or one of those pairs is in fact equal to {1, #}. In the latter

case, the nesting must be formed by drawing a second pair from I. Summing over

all 7r E NC 2 (2n) and conditioning on the choice of 2,# E {1, 2, ... , n} recovers the

recurrence in (4.31). The corresponding argument is illustrated in Figure 4-9. O

The first few even moments of so,t(h) are thus Wq,t(sq,t(h)
2 ) = ||hI2,

W,t(Sq,t(h)
4) = I|hI|2I(1 + t), (pq,t(sq,t(h)6 ) = ||hI|2I(1 + 2t + t2 + t3). The deformed

Catalan numbers of the above lemma are known to be related to, among other statis-

tics, inversions of Catalan words, Catalan permutations, and the area below lattice

paths [FH85].

The generating function of the above moment sequence, particularly its continued-

fraction expansion, yields an object of still further interest. Note that for notational

'In keeping with the original objects in [CR64], the q-Catalan numbers of Carlitz-Riordan are

more frequently written as q-)C 2 ), i.e. with reversed coefficients compared to the present

definition.
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Chord (1, 2k) generating k-1
additional nestings

0 0 0 0-000
2k 2n

k-1 chords generating n-k chords generating
m nestings m' nestings

Figure 4-9: Recurrence (4.31): given 7r E NC 2 (2n) with (1,2k) E 7r such that the

chords contained in the interval I = {2,... ,2k - 1} generate m nestings and those

contained in I' = {2k + 1,...,n} generate m' nestings, the total number of nestings

in 7r is then m + m'+ k - 1.

convenience, and without loss of generality, the remainder of the section considers the

normalized t-semicirculars so,t := so,t(e), where e is a unit vector in J-Y.

Lemma 18. The moments of the normalized t-semicircular element so,t are encoded

by the generalized Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction as

1
Z po,t(so,t(h)")z"

n>O tO Z2

t1 z21 -

t2 z
21 -

The Cauchy transform of the t-semicircular measure yo,t associated with so,t is

1 _ 1 En 0 (1) -t)(1- -t2 ) z-2n

aIz - r/ dpo,t() = z - (-1)n t""~_ z-2n
En>0 (1-t)(1-t2)--.(-(1-)Z

Proof. The continued fraction follows immediately from Lemma 14 by letting q = 0.

Since so,t(e) is bounded, the measure po,t is compactly supported. Therefore, the

Cauchy transform of so,t has the power series expansion

S 1 sdo,() = = M(/z),
R Z - n>O zn+ z

where M(z) = En>o Wo,t(so",)z" (e.g. [NS06]). It is well known (e.g. [And98]) that
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the above Rogers-Ramanujan continued-fraction can be written as

En>_____________ 2n

Recalling that the continued fraction encodes M(z) and performing the required

change of variable yields the desired Cauchy transform. 0

In turn, the functions governing the numerator and denominator of the Cauchy-

transform of LO,t turn out to have an interpretation as single-parameter deformations

of the Airy function. Specifically, let the t-Airy function [IsmO5] be given by

At(z) = 1 _ t) (I _ (-z). (432)

Then:

Corollary 1.
1 dpot(7) - 1 At(1/z 2 )

R z- 7 z At (1/(z 2t))

2

Remark 9 While the function Aq(z) = En>0 o _.-_ (-z)" features at vari-

ous points in Ramanujan's work, the nomenclature is more recent. It was proposed by

Ismail [IsmO5] upon discovering the fact that, analogously to the Airy function in the

classical case, the function Aq is involved in the large degree Plancherel-Rotach-type

asymptotics for the q-polynomials of the Askey scheme.

Since the moments of the t-semicircular measure are given by the t-deformed

Catalan numbers, the q = 0 subfamily of the (q, t)-Hermite orthogonal polynomials

of Definition 11 can be viewed as a t-deformed version of the Chebyshev II orthogonal

polynomials:

Definition 12. The t-Chebyshev 11 orthogonal polynomial sequence {U.(z;t)}}>o is

determined by the following three-term recurrence:

zUn(z; t) = Un+ (z; t) + t"-'Ul_(z; t),
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with Uo(z; t) = 1, U(z; t) = z.

Remark 10 The orthogonal polynomial sequence encoded by the generalized

Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction was considered by Al-Salam and Ismail in

[AS183], and the polynomial U,(z; t) is the special case of their polynomial U,(z; a, b)

for a = 0, b = 1. Similarly to the previous section, it again follows from the classical

theory [Akh65] that the t-semicircular measure po,t is the unique positive measure on

R orthogonalizing the t-Chebyshev II orthogonal polynomial sequence. 0

The elegant form of the Cauchy transform of the previous lemma provides means

of describing this measure via the zeros of the t-Airy function. This was indeed done

in [AS183] and, adapted to the present setting, is formulated as follows.

Lemma 19 (Corollary 4.5 in [AS183]). Let {Zj}jEN denote the sequence of zeros of the

rescaled t-Airy function At(z/t). The measure JLo,t is a discrete probability measure

with atoms at

i1/z-j, j e N

with corresponding mass
At(zj)

zj A'(zj/t j'
where A'(z) := - At(z). The unique accumulation point of po,t is the origin.

4.5.2 First-order statistics of the Wigner process

For the purpose of this section, consider a Wigner matrix WN [wij] E

MN(Loo.(R,, P)) to be a self-adjoint random matrix with elements {Wi,j}1 i:j<N

forming a jointly independent collection of centered random variables with unit

variance and uniformly bounded 2 moments, i.e. for all i, j E [N], E(wi,5) = 0,

E(Iwi, |2) = 1 and E(Iwi, I) < c, E R for all n E N. The asymptotics of the

distribution of WN remain an object of extensive study, taking root in the work

2The uniform bounds substitute for any assumptions on the identical distribution of the matrix
entries. For the (weaker) moment assumptions in the case of identically distributed entries, see e.g.
Theorem 2.1.21 in [AGZ10].
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of Wigner [Wig55] and further evolving over the following decades. In particu-

lar, considering an expectation functional 50 N : MN(Lo- (R, , P)) -+ R given by

WN = 'Tr 9 E, the following result is known as Wigner's Semicircle Law.

Theorem (e.g. Theorem 2.1.1 and Lemma 2.1.6 in [AGZ1O]). For WN a Wigner

matrix, the empirical spectral measure of WN := WN/N converges in probability to

the semicircle distribution, with

lim WN(W?,Vn 1 ) = 0
N-+oo

~2 1 2n
lim <SO(Wh") = 1

N-+oo n±l+ n

In particular, WN converges in moments to the familiar semicircular element s0,.

It is natural to expect that by introducing some correlation into Wigner's framework,

some deformation of the semicircle law, with an analogous refinement of the Catalan

numbers, may be achieved. Indeed, this was obtained by Khorunzhy [Kho0l] and

further developed by Mazza and Piau [MPO2] in relation to the following setup. Let

a Wigner process refer to the sequence of {WN,p(k) }kEN of Wigner matrices satisfying

the following conditions:

" The moments of WN,p(k) are uniformly bounded in k, i.e. for all n E N and all

i,j E [N], E(wij(k)|") < cn E R, where wi,5(k) corresponds to the (i, ph entry

of the matrix WN,p(k) and cn does not depend on k.

" The processes (wj,(k))kEN for i < j form a triangular array of independent

processes.

" Each process (wi,j(k))kEN is p-correlated, i.e. for some |p[ < 1 and any 1 < k <

M,

E(wi'j(k)wj,(m)) = p-k. (433)

Note that for p = 0, {WN,o(p)} is a sequence independent, identically distributed

Wigner matrices, whereas for p = 1, the situation reduces to having copies of the
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same matrix with WN,1(1) = WN,1(k) for all k E N. Let

B.,:=WN(WN,po(1)WN,p(2) 
WN,p(n)

BnN N N N ''' N )'

The convergence in N of the sequence Bn,N was previously established in [KhoOl,

MPO2] and the corresponding limits computed explicitly. The surprise is that the

limiting moments are, in fact, those of the t-semicircular element.

Lemma 20. For n E N and jpl < 1,

li NWN,p(1) WN,p(2) WN,p(2n - 1 4-4
N-+oo N N N

limWN (WN,p(1) WN,p(2) WN,p(2n) pn 2nest(7Y).

limo NN - - -p p -(4.35)
N-oo k N N N 1 YENC 2 (2n)

In particular, for p E (0,1],

lim N WN,p()WN,p(2) WNp(n) n
N-m N N ' N "'/(s"'t(h

for t = p2 and ||h|| = Vf.

Proof. Expressions (4.34) and (4.35) can be recovered from [KhoOl, MPO2] (cf. The-

orem 1 [MPO2]) via Lemma 17. The following self-contained sketch is included for

completeness. First note that the general form of both expressions follows analogously

to Wigner's proof of the Semicircle Law. In particular, unrolling the normalized trace

(PN,

1
(PN(WN,p(1)WN,p( 2 ) . . . WN,p(n)) = - E(wi 1, 2 (1)Wi 2 ,i3 (2) ... W.,i (n)).

i.......in E[N]

(4.36)

For a fixed choice of i1, ... 'in E [N], the typical argument then proceeds by consid-

ering index pairs {ij, ij+1} which repeat and viewing the corresponding pattern as

a partition of [n]. Since the individual elements wij(k) are centered, any partition

containing a singleton, i.e. a block formed by a single element, does not contribute to
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the sum. Next, by counting all the choices of indices i1 , ... , in E [N] corresponding to

a given partition and taking into account the normalization factors, it can be shown

that only the non-crossing pair partitions contribute in the limit. (Note that the

counting argument is warranted by the fact that there are uniform bounds, in the

time variable n, on the higher moments.) This yields (4.34) and the general form of

(4.35).

Considering the left-hand side of (4.36), note that for any index choice i1 , i.. .,in E

[N] such that the repetitions in {ii, i 2}, {i 2 , i3 }, ... i, { i} encode a pair-partition,

the expectation E(w 1,i2 (1)wi 2 ,i, (2) ... win, 1(n)) factors into second moments. Fur-

thermore, recalling that for all ij, E(wjj(k)wj,j(m)) = pm-k, one obtains that

lim N (WN,p(1) WN,p(2) WN,p(2n ) Pb1-a1 ... pbn-an

N-+ N N Y E NC2(2n}

where -Y = { (a1, bi),7 ...,7 (an, bn)} with 1 = ai < ... < an and ai < b .

It remains to rewrite the above sum in terms of nestings. But, that - is non-

crossing implies that for any i E [n], p bi-ai = P1+2xnest(aj,b'), where nest(a , bj;1V)

denotes the number of nestings that include the pair (ai, bi), i.e. nest(ai, bi; Y) :=

{j E [n] | ai < aj < by < b}|. Thus, for any 1- E NC 2(2n), it follows that

S1-a 1.. .- an pn+2nest(Y). This yields (4.35) and completes the sketch. O

Remark 11 Taking a process formed from a copy of the same matrix, viz.

WN,1(n) = WN a.e. for all n E N, yields p = 1 = t and recovers the result of Wigner.

In particular, denoting WN = WN/N, the t-Catalan numbers become the (usual)

Catalan numbers and

WN,1 (1) WN,1(2) WN,1(n) . n) = So,1 (SOai n)1m oN N N '' N N-+oo N(N)=0,(,1)

i.e. {limN.oo WN( N }nEN is the moment sequence of the semicircular ele-

ment in free probability. However, for p E (0, 11, it is not obvious that

{limN+oo WN(WN,p(1) WN,p(2) ... N,p(n))}nEN should still form a moment sequence.

Yet, this is indeed the case, and the moments turn out to be those of a t-semicircular
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element with t = p2 . A deeper principle underlying this fact is presently unclear.

Nevertheless, given their ties to an array of fascinating algebraic and combinatorial

objects, their appearance in relation to limits of Wigner processes, and their funda-

mental role in the generalized non-commutative Central Limit Theorem of Chapter 5,

the (q, t)-Gaussians may harbor an additional potential for capturing a broader range

of behaviors.
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Chapter 5

Two-parameter Non-commutative

Central Limit Theorem

In [Spe92], Speicher showed a non-commutative version of the classical Central Limit

Theorem (CLT) for mixtures of commuting and anti-commuting elements. Speicher's

CLT concerns a sequence of elements bi, b2 ... E A whose terms pair-wise satisfy the

deformed commutation relation biby = s(j,i)bjbi with s(j,i) E {-1,1}. It is not a

priori clear that the partial sums

b ... + bN
SN:=(

should converge in some reasonable sense, nor that the limit should turn out to be

a natural refinement of the Wick formula for classical Gaussians, but that indeed

turns out to be the case. The following theorem is the "almost sure" version of the

Central Limit Theorem of Speicher, presented as an amalgamation of Theorem 1

of [Spe92] and Lemma 1 of [Spe92]. Throughout this paper, Y 2(2n) will denote

the collection of pair-partitions of [2n], with each -Y E Y 2 (2n) uniquely written as

1 = {(w, zi), . .. , (wn, zn)} for wi < ... < wn and wi < zi (i = 1, *. ,n). For further

prerequisite definitions, the reader is referred to Section 4.2 of the previous chapter.

Condition 1. Given a *-algebra .c/ and a state <p : W -+ C, consider a sequence

{bi}iEN of elements of W satisfying the following:
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i. for all i E N, W(bi) = p(b*) = 0;

ii. for all for all i, j E N with i < j and c,F' E {1,*}, p(blb') = W (bjb');

iii. for all nE N and all j(1),...,j(n) EN, E(1),... E(n) E {1, *}, the correspond-

ing mixed moment is uniformly bounded, viz. |p (LW 1 b() I ; a for some

non-negative real an;

iv. W factors over the naturally ordered products in {bi}ieN, in the sense of Defini-

tion 13.

Assume that for all i 4 j and all c, c' E {1, *}, bE and bj' satisfy the commutation

relation

beb ' = s(j, i) bj'bf, s(j, i) E {-1, 1}. (5.2)

Theorem 9 (Non-commutative CLT [Spe92]). Consider a non-commutative proba-

bility space (A, W) and a sequence of elements {bi}iEN in A satisfying Condition 1.

Fixing q E [-1,1], let the commutation signs {s(ij)}1i<j be drawn from the collec-

tion of independent, identically distributed random variables taking values in { -1, 1}

with E(s(i, j)) = q. Then, for almost every sign sequence {s(i, j)}1 i<i, the following

holds: for every n E N and all c(1),. .. 7E(2n) E {1, *},

lim ep(S .... S:2n-1))=0, (5.3)
N-+oo

lim o(S 1) .. .Y)2) c""*)$ p(bE(w')bE(z)) (54)
N-o 1/EYP2(2n)i=

with SN E A as given in (5.1), ' = {(wi, zi),.. (Wn, z) and where cross(-Y)

denotes the number of crossings in 1" (cf. Definition 7).

The moment expressions in (5.3) and (5.4) may seem familiar. Indeed, this

stochastic setting with the average value of the commutation coefficient set to q

turns out to be, from the point of view of limiting distributions, equivalent to the

setting of bounded linear operators on the the q-Fock space $(o') of Bozejko and
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Speicher [BS91]. Specifically, given a real, separable Hilbert space Xd and two el-

ements f, g E J', the creation and annihilation operators on 9q(cX'), aq(f)* and

aq(g) respectively, satisfy the q-commutation relation:

aq(f)aq(g)* - q aq(g)*aq(f) = (f, g)o1. (5.5)

The mixed moments with respect to the vacuum expectation state q of these opera-

tors are given by a Wick-type formula which, compared against (5.3) and (5.4), yields

that for a unit vector e in d?", limN-+o, O('N ... = pq(aq(e)E' ... aq(e) ()) for

all n E N and E(1),. .. ,c(2n) E {1,*}. As described in [Spe92], Theorem 9 can be

used to provide a general asymptotic model for operators realizing the relation (5.5),

thus providing non-constructive means of settling the conjecture in [FB70].

Finally, any sequence {bi}E[n satisfying Condition 1 has a *-representation on

.an := M 2 (R)*", where M 2 (R) denotes the algebra of 2 x 2 real matrices. Matricial

models for operators satisfying the canonical anti-commutation relation, i.e. the

fermionic case corresponding to q = -1 in (5.5), are well known and are provided by

the so-called Jordan-Wigner transform (see e.g. [CL93] for its appearance in a closely-

related context). By extending the transform to the setting where there are both

commuting and anti-commuting elements and by applying Theorem 9 , Biane [Bia97a}

obtained a random matrix model for operators satisfying the q-commutation relation

(5.5). By replacing 2 x 2 matrices with 4 x 4 block-diagonal matrices, Kemp [Kem05]

similarly obtained models for the corresponding complex family (a(f) + ia(g))/V/2.

To describe the extended Jordan-Wigner model, we make the identification .4e _

M 2 - (R) and let the * operation be the conjugate transpose on M 2- (R). Furthermore,

let p,, : M 2 -(R) -+ C be the positive map a -+ (aeo,eo),, where (, ), is the usual

inner product on R' and eo = (1, 0,... , 0) an element of the standard basis.

Lemma 21 (Extended Jordan-Wigner Transform [Bia97a]). Fix q E [-1, 1] and con-

sider a sequence of commutation coefficients {s(i, j)} 3 drawn from {-1, 1}. Con-
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sider the 2 x 2 matrices {0-}XER, -Y given as

1 0

0 X
-Y= 0 1

0 0

and, for i = 1,... , n, let the element bn,j E M 2 (C)** be given by

bn,i = o-s(l,i) 0 O's(2,i) 0 ... 0 Os(i-1,i) 0 7 9 C-1 0 .0 . (5.6)

Then, for every n E N, the non-commutative probablity space (An, <On) and the ele-

ments bn,1 , bn,2 , . .. , bn,n E An satisfy Condition 1.

5.1 Main Results

This chapter derives a general form of the Non-commutative Central Limit Theorem

of [Spe92]. The setting now concerns a sequence {bi}iEN of non-commutative random

variables satisfying the commutation relation

bib = pe,,(j, i) b bi with c, ' E {1, *}, p',E(i, j) E R,

for i 5 j. The consistency of the above commutation relation is ensured

that for all i < j and c, c' E {1, *}

i,,(i,j) = .,

p t,,r(j, i) = . .,

(5.7)

by requiring

(5.8)

(5.9)

where t > 0 is a fixed parameter that will appear explicitly in the limits of interest.

The reader is referred to the beginning of Section 5.2 and the Remark 14 of Section 5.3

for a discussion of the relations (5.8)-(5.9). The conditions underlying the extended

non-commutative CLT are now the following.

Condition 2. Given a *-algebra al and a state <p : -+ C, consider a sequence
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{bi}ieN of elements of .0f satisfying the following:

i. for all i E N, cp(bj) = p(b*) = p(bibi) = (bibi) = W(bi'bi) = 0;

ii. for all i, j E N and e, c' E {1, *}, p(bsbf') = W(bjbj');

iii. for all n E N and all j(1),...,j(n) E N, E(1), ... ,E(n) E {1,*}, the correspond-

ing mixed moment is uniformly bounded, i.e. I(H~[1 b) < an for some

non-negative real an;

iv. W factors over the naturally ordered products in {bi}iEN, in the sense of Defini-

tion 13.

Assume that for all i 5 j and all e, c' E {1, *}, b and b;( satisfy the commuta-

tion relation

bib ' = pE,,(j, i)b'b , pei) E R. (5.10)

Theorem 10 (Extended Non-commutative CLT). Consider a noncommutative prob-

ability space (A, W) and a sequence of elements {bi}iEN in A satisfying Condition 2.

Fix q E R, t > 0 and let {p(ij)}I1i<j be drawn from a collection of independent,

identically distributed, non-vanishing random variables, with

E(p(i, j)) = qt-1 E R, E(p(i, j) 2) = 1. (5.11)

Letting p.*,,(i, j) = p(i, j) for 1 < i < j, populate the remaining p,,, (i, j), for E, E' E

{1, *} and i 4 j (i, j E N), by (5.8) and (5.9).

Then, for almost every sequence {p(i, j)}jj , the following holds: for every n E N

and all c(1),. . , c(2n) E {1, *},

lim W(S$'1 ... SE(2n- 1) 0, (5.12)
N->oo

lim W (SE1l ... SZ2n) qcros()tnest() [ 1/ (b'b') (5.13)
N-+oo 1 'E92(2n) i=113
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with SN E A as given in (5.1), 1 = {(wi,z 1 ),...,(wn,zn)}, and where cross(1/)

denotes the number of crossings in I and nest(II) the number of nestings in 11 (cf.

Definition 7).

The generalized commutation structure of Theorem 10, compared to Theorem 9,

generates a second combinatorial statistic in the limiting moments - that of nestings

in pair partitions. This refinement also extends to the Fock-space level, with the

above limits realized as moments of creation and annihilation operators on the (q, t)-

Fock space introduced in the previous chapter. Compared to (5.5), the operators of

interest now satisfy the commutation relation

aq,t(f)aq,t(g)* - q aq,t(g)*aq,t(f) = (f, g), t N (5.14)

where N is the number operator. Note that (5.11), together with the fact that t > 0,

recovers the fundamental constraint that Iql < t in order for the (q, t)-Fock space to

be a bona fide Hilbert space.

The extended non-commutative CLT of Theorem 10 requires that p(bjbj) =

(bibi) = p(bbi) = 0 (cf. Condition 2), not generally needed in Speicher's set-

ting (Condition 1) except in the asymptotic models for the q-commutation relation

(5.5). Remark 12 of Section 5.2 and Remark 15 of Section 5.3 discuss the existence of

the limits (5.12) and (5.13) and the form they take in the absence of this requirement.

Nevertheless, this additional condition is in fact consistent with the natural choice

of matrix models - specifically, extending Lemma 21, the following is a generalized

Jordan-Wigner construction. The underlying probability space (An, Vn) remains that

of the previous section.

Lemma 22 (Two-parameter Jordan-Wigner Transform). Fix q E R, t > 0 and

let {IpE,e(i,j)},ge1,,} be a sequence of commutation coefficients, i.e. a sequence

of non-zero real numbers satisfying (5.8) and (5.9). Consider the 2 x 2 matrices
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{O-x}xER, 7 given by

1 0 0 1

00x 00 7=

For i = 1,... ,n, let p(ij) := p.,,(i,j) and consider the element bn,j E .M 2 (R)®O

given by

bn,i = cp(l,i) 0 o-p(2,i) 0 ... 0 O-I(i-1,i) 0 7 0 -- 0 ... 0 0 . (5.15)

Then, for every n E N, the non-commutative probablity space (An, Wn) and the ele-

ments bn,1 , bn,2 , ... , bn,n E An satisfy Condition 2.

Finally, analogously to [Bia97a], Theorem 10 and Lemma 22 together yield an

asymptotic random matrix models for the creation, annihilation, and field operators

on the (q, t)-Fock space:

Corollary 2. Consider a sequence of commutation coefficients drawn according to

Theorem 10 and the corresponding matrix construction of Lemma 22. Let

1£N
SN,k bNk,i- (5.16)

i=N(k-1)+1

Then, for any choice of k,i(1), .. .,i(k) E N, c(1),. .. , E(k) E {1,*

lim WNk (S gl) - - i(k) = ,t (aq,t (eiE() . .. aq,t(ek)e(k)) (5.17)

and

im 'PNk ((SN,i(1) ± SV,ig()) ... (SN,i(k) ± SN,i(k))) = (q,t(sq,t(ei) ... sq,t (ek)) (5.18)

where 'Pq,t is the vacuum expectation state on the (q, t)-Fock space F,t( )Y), operator

aq,t(ei) is the twisted annihilation operator on $9,t(') associated with the element ej

of the orthonormal basis of .X", and sq,t(ei) := aq,t(ei) + aq,t(ei)* is the corresponding

field operator.
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(8, 8, 1, 8, 1, 6) (1, 1, 3, 1, 3, 10)

Figure 5-1: Two elements of [N]' (for N = 10, r = 6) that belong to the same
equivalence class, where the latter is represented as the corresponding partition 1" E
Y(r) given by Y = {(1, 2, 4), (3, 5), (6)}.

5.1.1 Notation

As previously, denote by Y(n) the collection of partitions of [n] {1,...,n}. In

this chapter, set partitions will be extensively used to encode equivalence classes of

products of random variables, based on the repetition patterns of individual elements.

Specifically, any two r-vectors will be declared equivalent if element repetitions occur

at same locations in both vectors; i.e. for (i(1), ... , i(r)), (j(1), ... , j(r)) E [N],

(i(1), ...,i(r)) - (j(1), ..., j(r)) = for all 1 ki < k2 < r,

i(ki) = i(k 2) iff j(ki) = j(k 2). (5.19)

It then immediately follows that the equivalence classes of "~" can be identified with

the set Y(r) of the partitions of [r]. An example is shown in Figure 5-1. Note that

writing "(i(1),... ,i(r)) ~ -" will indicate that (i(1),... ,i(r)) is in the equivalence

class identified with the partition IY E Y(r).

5.2 Two-parameter Non-commutative Central

Limit Theorem

The goal of this section is to extend the "deterministic formulation" of the non-

commutative Central Limit Theorem of Speicher [Spe92]. The deterministic result

differs from the previously stated Theorem 9 in that the sequence of commutation

signs (s(i, j))ij, taking values in {-1, 1} and associated with the commutation rela-

tions bb = s(j, i)bs'4, is now fixed. In [Spe92], an analogous Wick-type formula is
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nevertheless shown to exist, provided the existence of the following limit:

1
lim 2

N-+oo N 2n S Is(i (wJ), i(Wk)) :=v
i(1),...,i(2n)E[N] s.t. (w,,wk,z,,zk)ECross(r)

(i(1).--i2)~

for each pair partition -' E Y(2n).

At present, the focus is on a sequence (bi)iEN of non-commutative random variables

satisfying a more general type of commutation relations, where for all i 4 j and

E, C' E {1, *},

biJ = p,(j, i) bb for some pe,e(i, j) E R. (5.20)

At the outset, the sequence of commutation coefficients {pM(i,j)}igge,ee{1,,} must

satisfy certain properties. In particular, interchanging the roles of i and j in the

commutation relation implies that

pEE( ) . (A)

Similarly, conjugating (via the * operator) both sides of the commutation relation

yields

(For example, bibj = pi,1(j, i)bjbi and therefore bjbi = (bibg)* = pi,1(j, i)bib, but also

b = p,,(i, j)b!bj.) Therefore, by (A),

1 1
p,,,(iA j) = . .' , y 1(i, j) = ... (B)

pi,1(i,3) pi,,z 3)

The second key ingredient in a non-commutative CLT is a moment-factoring as-

sumption. As in [Spe92], the factoring is assumed to follow the underlying partition

structure. Drawing on the notation of Section 4.2, viz. the equivalence relation "~"

on the set [N]' of r-tuples in [N] := {1,... , N}, the two relevant ways in which the
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moments may be assumed to factor are defined as follows.

Definition 13. Consider a sequence {bi}iEN of random variables, elements of

some non-commutative probability space (A, p). The element b ... bE(n) for

e(1),...,c(n) E {1,*} and i(1),...,i(n) E N, is said to be an interval-ordered

product if (i(1),...,i(n)) ~. where -Y = {{1,...,ki},{ki + 1, ... , k2 , . . . ,

{kr1 1 _1 + 1..., k-yl}} is an interval partition of [n]. The same element is said to

be a naturally ordered product if, in addition, i(1) < i(ki + 1) ... < i(kiri_1 + 1).

The state W is said to factor over naturally (resp. interval) ordered products in

{b;}iEN if

V b.' (1) On) - p(b' bf'(1).. *i) b.. p(Oj'y~1+1) .. b E'k'''j)p( 1)$y ... bign) - (1 . .bE(ki) - - (kii -1+1) i(kiri)

whenever bf? ... b(n) is a naturally (resp. interval) ordered product.i(n)

The following remark ensures that the commutation relations (5.20) are consistent

with the moment factoring assumptions.

Remark 12 In assuming sp factors over naturally ordered products, one must

be able to bring a moment sp(bjib, b/b j) for i > j into naturally-ordered form. Alter-

natively, should it be further assumed that sp factors over interval-ordered products

of the sequence {bi}iEN, one must allow that (b b b b s = (b0 b b for all

i, j and c, e' E {1, *}. When commutation coefficients are constrained to take values

in {-1, 1}, it is in fact the case that bf'b& commutes with b lbf, and the moment-
3 3'7

factoring assumptions are consistent with the commutativity structure. However, this

need not be the case for the general setting. In particular,

pb = ps,e.(j, i)es,,3 (j, i)p (j, i)pe,,,(j, i) so(b b bbfb).

The reader may verify that any sequence of real-valued commutation coefficients for

which the above product evaluates to unity regardless of the choice of E, 6' must in

fact take values in {-1, 1}.

Instead, rather than imposing additional restrictions on the sign sequence, the
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alternative approach is that of restricting the range of W when applied to the sequence

{bi}. In particular, by (A)-(B),

se il(j, i)peiE(j, i)pe"gE(j, i)pe,Ej Ui) 1

whenever c :4 c'. Thus, by imposing that p(bibi) = ,p(bjbj) = 0 for all i E N, the as-

sumption on the factoring of naturally-ordered second moments conveniently becomes

equivalent to factoring of interval-ordered second moments. Note that factoring an

interval-ordered product containing higher moments generally still incurs a product of

commutation coefficients. However, as will become apparent shortly, the contribution

of such expressions vanishes in the limits of interest.

The stage is now set for the main result of this section.

Theorem 11 (Extended Non-commutative CLT). Consider a noncommutative prob-

ability space (A, p) and a sequence {bi}iEN of elements of A satisfying Condi-

tion 2, with the real-valued commutation coefficients {pe', (i, J)} satisfying the con-

sistency conditions (A)-(B). For n E N, fix e(1),...,f(2n) E {1,*} and, let-

ting Y 2 (2n) denote the collection of pair partitions of [2n], assume that for all

= {(w 1 , z 1),..., (w,,, zn)} E Y 2 (2n) the following limit exists:

AY,,e(1),...,e(2n) := lim N-" E p(Zi),e (Wk)(iWz), i (Wk))N-+co i(1),...,i(2n)E[N] s.t. (W,,wk,zy,zk)

(i(1),..i(2n))~ E Cross(%')

H pe(z),e(Zm) (i(z), i (zm))pAe(z,),e(Wm) (i(zy), i(WM)), (5.21)
(U,,wmZm,z,)

E Nest(1')

where Cross(11) and Nest(1) denote, respectively, the sets of crossings and nestings

in I/ (cf. Definition 7) and where the equivalence relation - is given by (5.19).
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Then, for every n E N and all E(1), ... E(2n) E {1, *},

lim ( SE(2n- 1)) = 0, (5.22)
N->oo

lim W(S ... SN2n)) - Z Ai,(,...,(2) 171 (p(bE(w)bE(zt)), (5.23)
N-+oo -YER2 (2n) i=1

for SN E A as given in (5.1) and with each )v E Y 2 (2n) written as 2 =

{ (w1,7 zi),7..., (wn, zn)}I for wi < ... < wn and wi < zi (i = 1,... ,n).

Proof of Theorem 11. The notation and the development follow closely those of

[Spe92].

Fix r E N and E(1),. .. , E(r) E {1, *} and recall that the focus is the N -+ oo limit

of the corresponding mixed moment of SN. Namely, let

MN W ("C~fli(1),...,i) r)E[N]

Making use of the previously-defined equivalence relation, MN can be rewritten as

1 E b-l r() 1 Y
MN Nr/ 2  r ) . . . 7b r/ MN

rE9(r) i(1),.,i(r)E[N] s.t. rYEY(r)
(i(1),--.~ )~

where

(i(1),-

Focusing on MN , suppose first that I/ contains a singleton, i.e. a single-element part

{k} b b. (r) cnb
{k} E I for some k E [r]. Via the commutation relation (5.10), b .. (r) can be

brought into a naturally ordered form (incurring, in the process, a multiplying factor

given by the corresponding product of the commutation coefficients). In turn, by the

assumption on the factoring of the naturally ordered products (cf. Definition 13),

p (br ... br) factors according to the blocks in 11. Since p(bk) = sp(b*) = 0, it

follows that for all N E N, MN = 0 for all partitions I/ containing a singleton block.

Focus next on partitions of [r] containing blocks with two or more elements or,
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equivalently, partitions 'Y" E Y(r) with |1' Lr/21, where |IY| denotes the number

of blocks in -Y. Recalling that, by the assumption on the existence of uniform bounds

on the moments, we have that for all I" E Y(r),

for some ay E R. Thus, for a partition I/ with f blocks, summing over all

i(1), ...,I i (r) E [N] with (i (1),.. i(r)) ~ -Y yields

N

and therefore

(N
|MN N a Yr .

YEY(r)

Noting that (1) the above sum is taken over a fixed (finite) index r, (2) that the

only N-dependent term in the above expression is the ratio (N) INr/2 and (3) that

() /Nr/ 2 -+ 0 as N -+ oo for f < [r/21, it follows that only those partitions 21 with

211 ;> [r/21 contribute to the N -* oo limit of MN. But, since I7| Lr/2], it follows

that the only non-vanishing contributions are obtained for r even and partitions with

exactly r/2 blocks - i.e. pair-partitions, 21 E p 2(r). Therefore, for r odd,

lim <p(S,' ... S' ) = 0
N-+oo N "

and, otherwise,

lim IMNI = lim N -<( .. b,.')
N-+oo N-+oo i(1).i(r)E[N] s.t.(r)

(i(1),--,. s))~

Next, fixing i(1), ... , i(r) E [N] and recalling that I' is a pair-partition of [r], consider

the following algorithm for transforming b ... bE(r) via the commutation relation
i(1) ir

(5.10), into an interval-ordered product. Starting with i(1) and recalling that 21 is a

pair-partition of [r], let 1 < ki < r denote the unique index for which i(ki) = i(1).
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Consider element b(ii) to be already in place and commute bi(k1 ) with the elements

to its left until bi(k,) is immediately to the right of b(ii), recording all the while the

commutation coefficients incurred in each transposition. The next iteration, proceed-

ing in the analogous manner, is carried out on the string of length r - 2 given by

i(2), ... ,Ii(1),..., i(r), where i(ki) indicates that i(ki) has been suppressed from the

string. Continuing in this manner, the algorithm terminates when the remaining

string is the empty string. The resulting moment is of the form

(b';1 b.. -r) #' '-' (b''E '''w1('-s)be EW/)C(Z,./2)
(1) - (r) 1 (r) ( i... (W/2) z/2)

where / = {(w 1 , zi),..., (wr/2, Zr/2)} with wi < ... < Wr/2 is the underlying pair-

partition and denotes the product of the commutation coefficients incurred

in this transformation. Note that though i(wj) = i(zy) for all j = 1,... r/2, in gen-

eral c(wj) # c(zy) and the above expression therefore also (artificially) distinguishes

between i(wy) and i(zj).

While it need not be the case that i(w1 ) < ... < i(Wr/ 2 ), and the moment

(w1)b(z1) - (wr/2) &(zr/2)

therefore need not be naturally ordered, p nevertheless factors over the pairs. Specifi-

cally, as p(bjbj) = W(b bs) = 0, it can be assumed that c(wj) : c(zj) for j = 1,..., r/2.

By Remark 12, it then follows that

p (b.(1 b - '' (bbO)e(z1 b (wr/2) bE(wr/2)
* ()-'- (r) ~ i()..i(r) i (wi) 'i(zi)) - O - - W r,/2) * rz,/2) -

Next, #(1).(r) can be expressed combinatorially as follows. Fixing some j E [r/2]

and considering the corresponding pair (wj, zy) E 11 (where wj < zy), note that for

every k E [r/21 for which wg < Wk < zi < zk, the above algorithm commutes zj

and Wk. Additionally note that this commutation is performed exactly once, on the

jth iteration, as the process does not revisit pairs that were brought into the desired

form in one of the previous steps. The corresponding contribution to.# . is
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therefore given by pLtc,),Ecwk)(i(zj), i(wk)). Similarly, for every m E [r/21 for which

wj < wm < zm < zy, the above algorithm commutes zy and zm as well as zj and

Wm, and both commutations occur exactly once. The corresponding contribution to

# . is therefore given by EIE(Zj)( (Zj) (Zm))Are(zj),6(Wm)(i(zj), i(wm)). Recall

now (cf. Definition 7) that the 4-tuple given by wj < Wk < zj < Zk is what is

referred to as a crossing in 1" and encoded by (wy, Wk, zj, Zk) E Cross (-f), whereas

the 4-tuple wg < wm < zm < zy is referred to as a nesting in Y and is encoded as

(wi, WM, ZM, zy) E Nest(1/). Finally, realizing that the algorithm performs no other

commutations than the two types described, it follows that

.(r) =_ ][ 1Pe(zy),e(tvk)(i(zj), i(Wk)) X

(wj,wk,zj,zk)
ECross(-Y)

II IE(Zj),e(Zm) (i (zA) i(Zin))I(Z),(Wm) (i (z) i (WM)).-
(w3 ,Wm,Zm ,z 3 )

ENest(Y)

The encoding of #.through nestings and crossings of 1- is illustrated in Fig-

ures 5-2 and 5-3.

Putting it all together,

By the assumption on the covariances

(5.21),

lim p(3 1 4 ... S ) =N-+oo E
'Y/E2(2n)

S lim N-1:5 #
rER2 (2n) i(1),...,i(r)E[N] s.t.\

(i(1),--i. )~

p (br w1bEz) . .. (p (O b " b (5.24)

of the bi's and the existence of the limit in

(bE w )bE(z1)) ... (b" ")b ' )

lim N-2 z # (r)

i(1),...,i(r)E[N] s.t.
(i(1),--.~)~
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0...- W0 0o 0 00... 0do%?0b0oAboW z z z w,.z
Naturally ordered on Unaffected
previous Iterations commut

Figure 5-2: The process of bringing a mixed moment into a naturally-ordered form in-
volves commuting all the inversions and all the nestings in each of the underlying pair
partitions. In commuting a crossing (Wj, Wk, zy, Zk), as depicted, the corresponding
moment incurs a factor pc(zj),E(wk) (i(zg), i(Wk)).

WW z z .W z. z.
Naturally ordered on Unaffected
previous Iterations commute comnute

Unaffected

Figure 5-3: The process of bringing a mixed moment into a naturally-ordered form in-
volves commuting all the inversions and all the nestings in each of the underlying pair
partitions. In commuting a nesting (wi, Wm, zm, zg), as depicted, the corresponding
moment incurs a factor pE(z,),E(Zm) (i7(z), (zM ))/E(zj),'E(Wm) (i(z ) 7 (WM

which yields (5.23) and completes the proof.

Remark 13 The assumption of Theorem 11 that the covariances of the bi's are

independent of i, namely, that p(b2'bi2 ) = p(b'bj2 ) for all i, j E N and ei,62 E {1, *},

was not used in obtaining (5.22) and (5.24). Provided the existence of the limit in

(5.24), the additional assumption is solely used for the purpose of simplifying (5.24)

as (5.23). e

The above Theorem 11 differs from Theorem 1 of [Spe92] in the following ways:

i. The more general commutation relation bibj' = p,, (j, i) b 'b with EE(i) E R

now replaces the commutation relation blb ' = s(i,j)bj'bi with spins s(i, j) E

{-1,1}.

ii. For the purpose of factoring naturally ordered second moments as interval-

ordered second moments, it is presently additionally assumed that p(bib!) =

W(bib;) = 0. (cf. Remark 12.)
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iii. The convergence of the moments now hinges on the existence of a more com-

plicated limit, which is not only a function of the commutation coefficients and

of the underlying partition, as was the case in [Spe92], but also on the pattern

of adjoints in the mixed moment of interest (i.e. on the string c(1), ... , e(n)).

Note that the assumption on the uniform bounds on the moments is not new, but is

instead implicit in [Spe92].

5.3 Stochastic Interpolation

Recall that, analogously to Theorem 1 in [Spe92], the "deterministic version" of the

non-commutative CLT hinges on an existence of the limit (5.21), which is determined

by the sequence of commutation coefficients {pE', (i, j) }. Rather than providing more

explicit conditions for the existence of the above limit, this section follows the philos-

ophy of [Spe92] and instead considers the scenario where the coefficients "may have

been chosen at random". The outcome will be that, starting with a probability law

for a single coefficient and extending it to a product measure on the entire coefficient

sequence, almost any choice of commutation coefficients will yield a finite and easily

describable limit. For this, it is first necessary to define a suitable product measure

on the coefficient sequence that is consistent with the dependency structure given

by (A)-(B), which is accomplished in Remark 14. In turn, Remark 15 considers the

effect on the limit achieved by imposing the vanishing of certain second moments.

Finally, Lemma 23 is the remaining ingredient in the "almost sure version" of the

non-commutative CLT (viz. the present Theorem 10).

Remark 14 Defining a measure on the sequence of commutation coefficients

by focusing on the triangular sequences {pM,,(i, j)}15i<j and attempting to fix the re-

maining coefficients via (A)-(B) still leaves one degree of freedom. Namely, P,,,(i, j)
was not until now explicitly related to yi, 1(i, j). The need for a third relation gov-

erning the sign sequence comes into play when considering positivity requirements.

Generally, p is assumed to be positive, that is, if p(aa*) 2 0 for all a E .W. Then,

W(bibi) > 0 and W(bibybjb) 0 for all ij E N. But, by the commutation relations
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and the factoring of naturally ordered moments,

(p(bibjbjbi) = p., 1(i, j)i.,,(i, j)p(bibi)p(byb).

If the sequence bi, b2, ... is such that p(bjbi) > 0 for all i, the commutation signs must

therefore also satisfy the following, third, requirement:

p .*,1 (i, A I A,i, j) (C)
I p.*,1(z, A) | | p.*,,(i,3 |

In the random setting, (C) translates to y,, 1 (ij) = -y(i,j)p*,(i,j) for some random

sequence {-y(i, j)} supported on (0, oo).

In assuming {-y(i, j)} to be independent of i,,(i, j) in line with the general phi-

losophy of this section, the reader may soon verify that only the expectation of 7(i, j)

will matter from the perspective of Lemma 23. Furthermore, since the expectations

of p.,,(i,j) and p., 1(ij) will be taken to not depend on the index (ij), one is free

to set t := E(-y(i, j)). Then, for i < j, (C) becomes:

p.,*1(ij) = tp.,,(i, j), t >0. (C')

Remark 15 Beyond the existence of the limit (5.21), the goal of the present

section is to develop a probabilistic framework in which this limit takes on a par-

ticularly natural form. For this purpose, the basic setting of Theorem 11 will need

to fulfill an additional requirement. Specifically, by the assumption of factoring of

naturally-ordered moments, p(bbjbibj) and p(bibjbby) for i < j are both brought

into their naturally ordered form by performing a single commutation. In the former

case, the commutation incurs a factor I, 1 (i, j) and, in the latter, the factor p.,, j).

Yet, in the combinatorial formulation, both products are in the equivalence class (in

the sense of "~") of the pair partition ir and both are brought into their nat-

urally ordered form by commuting the single crossing in 7r. Thus, in order for the
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combinatorial invariant to be preserved, either:

" the expected values of p.,1(i, j) and p.,(i, j) must be the same,

or,

" one of the two mixed moments vanishes, i.e. W(bibi') = 0 or p(bi'bi) = 0 for all

i E N.

By Remark 14, one may without loss of generality let p,, 1(i, j) = t p.,,(i, j). Thus, as

the reader may soon be able to verify, opting to make equal the means of p,., 1 (i, j) and

p.,,(i, j) by letting t = 1 reduces the statistics of the desired limit to those of crossings

and the outcome is the same as in the case of randomly chosen commutation signs in

[Spe92]. The formulation of Lemma 23 instead opts for the second alternative, and

the introduction of the second parameter t will give rise to the appearance of a second

combinatorial statistic, that of nestings.

Note that while W is assumed to be positive, it is not assumed to be faithful, and

there is no contradiction in assuming that o(bibj) = 0 while W(bibi') = 0. As further

discussed in the following section, letting p(blbj) = 0 and W(bibi') = 1 will provide an

asymptotic model for a family of "twisted" annihilation operators, whereas making

the opposite choice would yield the corresponding analogue for the creation operators.

Lemma 23. Fix 0 < Iq| < t and let {jp(i, j)}1<j<j be a collection of independent,

identically distributed non-vanishing random variables, with

E(p(ij)) = qt-1 E R, E(p(i, j) 2) = 1.

Letting p.,,(i, j) = p (i, j) for 1 < i < j, populate the remaining (i, j) for E, c' E

{1, *} by

1 1
i1i)= (i, ' pi,(i,j) = .

1
(i, j = t p.,,(i, j), PE,(j,) = .

pEe,,(i, A)
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Then, for any I/ E 9 2 (2n) and c(1),... ,e(2n) E {1,*}, the limit (5.21) exists

a.s. Moreover, if 1 is such as to satisfy (e(w),e(z)) = (1,*) for all blocks (w, z) E r,
the corresponding limit is given by

A.. ,()...,e(2n) = q Cross(-) t 'Y/ a.s.

where cross(11) = I Cross(Y) I and nest('Yl) = I Nest(-Y)

bers of crossings and nestings in I/ (cf. Definition 7).

denote, respectively, the num-

Proof. Fix I = {(w1 ,zi),...,(wn,zn)} and, recalling that i(wm) = i(zm) for all

m E [n], consider the (classical) random variable XN given by

XN :=
i(1),...,i(2n)E[N] s.t. (wy ,wkzy ,zk)

(i(1) ~ ECross(-Y)

(5.25)

ENest(Y)

where the sequence of random variables {pe,,-(i, j)},,E{1,,},i,jEN,igg is obtained by

letting p,,,(i, j) = p(i, j) for i < j and fixing the remaining coefficients as prescribed

by (5.8)-(5.9). The first goal is to compute E(XN). By the independence assumption,

since the overall product includes no repeated terms, the expectation factors over the

products. It therefore suffices to evaluate E(e(z,),e(wk) (i(wm), i(wk))) for each crossing

(wj,wk, zj, zk) and

E(pC(z,),e(zm)(i(wf), i(wm))Pe-(Z,),E(mm)(i(wi),i(wm))

for each nesting (we, wi, zm, ze) of a given pair-partition. At the outset, recall that

every pair-partition IY contributing to XN is such that (c(w), E(z)) = (1, *). Then,

starting with the crossings and assuming that i(wj) = i(zj) < i(wk) = i(Zk), the
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corresponding commutation coefficient in (5.25) and its expectation are given as

pI*,1(i(zj), i(wk)) = t I*,*(i(zj), i(Wk)) = t p(i(zj), i(wk))

- t(q/t) = q. (5.26)

When it is instead the case that i(w) = i(zg) > i(Wk) = i(zk), it suffices to notice

that by (A)-(B), p., 1(ij) = p.,1(j, i). The same conclusion then holds and each

crossing therefore contributes a factor of q on average. Moving on to nestings, let

(Wi, win Zm, z ) be a nesting. If i(wt) = zt < i(wm) = i(zm), the corresponding

commutation coefficient in (5.25) and its expectation are given as

[p.,,(i(ze), i(zm)).,1 (i(zi), i('wm)) = .,, (i(ze), i(zm)) t p.,(i(zi), i('wm))

= t(p(i(we), i(wm))) 2 44 t. (5.27)

If on the other hand i(w 1 ) = ze > i(wm) = i(zm), by (A)-(B) the commutation

coefficient and its expectation become

= (pi(zm), i(zI))) t Pi(j(zm), i(ze)) = t 4 t. (5.28)

Thus, each nesting also contributes a factor of t. It follows that E(XN) is given by

E(XN) = N-" E qcross/) tn*t() = qcross(Y) tn*t(*)N -n N nt. (5.29)
i(1),.,i(2n)E[N] s.t.

(i(1),..i2)~

Thus,

lim E(XN) = qcross(Y/) tnest(Y). (5.30)
N-+oo

It now remains to show that limN-too XN = limN-+o E(XN) a.s., that is, that for

every 7 > 0, P (AN>1 UM>N{IXM - E(XM)I 7 = 0. The calculation is analogous

to that in [Spe92]. By the subadditivity of P and a standard application of Markov
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inequality,

P( U[J{|XM-E(XMh2j !q 5 1:PQXM-E(XM )j"!
M>N ) M>N

1
< E E(|XM - E(XM)l 2). (5.31)

77 M>N

In turn, E(|XM - E(XM)12) = E(XM) - E(XM) 2 , with

E(XM) 2 = q 2 cross(Y) t2nest(Y)

and

E(X ) = M-2n E E *1(i(wk), i(we))
i(1),...,i(2n)E [N} s.t. (wk,we)E Cross Y)

(i(1),.,( )~ ,
j(1),...j(2n)E [N] s.t.

(j(1),-.j(2n))'Y

p.Z,1 (Wke), j p.,) /1, ((rnm), i (Wn)) JL,,1 ( (m), i (Wn))
(wm,wm)ENest(r)

(j(w m ), j(Wn)) .I*,i (j(W m ), i(Wn)) (5.32)

where, for convenience of notation, each crossing (Wk, w1, Zk, ze) was abbreviated as

(Wk, we), and similarly for the nestings. Now suppose that for two choices of indices

and the corresponding sets (not multisets) {i(1), ... , i(2n)} and {j(1), ... j(2n)},

there is at most one index in common, i.e. suppose that {i(1),... , i(2n)} n
{j(1), . .. , j(2n)} 1. In that case, (i(k), i(k')) $ (j(m), j(m')) for all k, k', m, m' E

[2n] with k $ k', m $i m'. By the independence assumption, the above expectation

factors over the product (up to the parenthesized terms) and the contribution of each

such {i(1),. .. , i(2n)}, {j(1), .. ., j(2n)} is simply q2ross(r) t2nest(r). Thus, the choices

of indices with {i(1), ... , i(2n)} n {j(1), . .. , j(2n)} 5 1 do not contribute to the vari-

ance E(IXM - E(XM)12). It now remains to consider the e(M 2n- 2) remaining terms

of the sum (5.32).

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the expectation of the product is bounded,
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and thus

C
E(IXM -- E(XM)| 2 ) <; M-2 "M 2 -2 C = -M2

where C does not depend on M. Since L'M>o M- 2 converges,

im E E(IXM - E(XM)12) -+ 0,
N-+oo M>N

and therefore by (5.31),

P n U {IXM-E(XMh 2!} limp U MXm-(XM)2 7 =0.
N>1 M>N N-xo (M>N

This completes the proof.

5.4 Random Matrix Models

Considering some prescribed sequence {po,,,(i, j)}e,e'E{1,*},i,jEN,iff of real-valued com-

mmutation coefficients satisfying (A)-(B), Lemma 21 exhibits a set of elements of

a matrix algebra that satisfy the corresponding commutativity structure. The con-

struction is analogous to the one given in Lemma 21 and the latter is in fact stated

in a form that renders the present generalization natural.

Proof of Lemma 22. To show that bf' = I'e(j, i) bj'be, it suffices to consider thei 2

defns in (5.15) and commute 2 x 2 matrices. Specifically, let i < j and, by elementary

manipulations on tensor products, write

bibj = (0- (1,i)oA(1,j)) 0 (0~p(j-1,i)04(i-,j) ( 70~(ij))

@ (0-1-(i+1,j))) 0 - -- (0-1-(--1,J))) 0 (c-y) , (0-10 1)®(n-) (5.33)

Now note that o-mo-, = o-,o-, for all x, y E R. Moreover, 70- = Vz o-2. Thus,

Top(i,5) = Vp(i, j)o-jj-y and -yy =
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and, therefore,

bib3 = 'bybZ = p.,,(i,j)bjbi = pi,1(j,i)bjbi.

Next, in commuting bi with bj, the only non-trivial commutations are that of -* with

o-,(ij) and o = o1 with -y. Since y*o-x = (Vt)-1 o-*, it follows that

1 1 1
bb=-- ..~1 b-b!= b.bjb* .. bb!

1
= . .bb b! =p,(j,iZ' jbi.
p.,1(zj)3)

The remaining relations now follow by taking adjoints, and the result is that bbE' -

pel, (j, i) b"' bl.

It remains to show that, in addition to the commutation relation, the resulting

matrix sequences also satisfy the assumptions (1)-(4) of Theorem 10. Start by noting

that for a 1,... , ak E W2, W(a1 (9. ..@ ak) = (a1 )1 1 - - - (ak)11, where (a), := (eia, ei) 2.

It therefore immediately follows that for all i E N, p(bi) = W(bi') = 0. By the same

token, it is also clear that for all i, j E N, V(bibi) = p(bjbj) = 1 and p(bibi') =

p(bi bi') = 0 for E, E' E {1, *} with (c, E') # (1, *), and, furthermore, |p(Hii b')) <; 1

for all n and all choices of exponents and indices. The factoring over naturally ordered

products also follows immediately, completing the proof. 0

Finally, combining Theorem 10 with Lemma 22 immediately yields the desired

asymptotic models for the creation, annihilation, and field operators on the (q, t)-Fock

space. For instance, the mixed moments of SN converge to those of the annihilation

operator a (ei), where ei is an element of the orthonormal basis of dr. More generally,

one may consider systems of operators, e.g. they specify the joint mixed moments of

annihilation operators a(ei),... , a(e,) associated with basis elements ei,... , en. In

order to asymptotically realize the joint moments of a(ei), ... , a(en) rather than the

moments of a(ei) alone, it suffices to consider a sequence SN,1, - - - , SN,n of partial

sums built from non-intersecting subsets of {bi}iEN. For instance, the fact that ei
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and ej are orthogonal for i 5 j and that the moment <pq,t(a(ei)a(ej)) vanishes follows

(in this asymptotic setting) from the fact that <p(bibj) = 0 for i 5 j. The general

formulation is found in Corollary 2.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Perspectives

The premise of this thesis are probability theories and matrix limits built around cer-

tain types of "commutation structure". From a practical perspective, the promise of

such theories is in providing tractable frameworks for dealing with the scaling limits

of large random objects. Indeed, as the amounts of available data in experimental

science and engineering increase, practictioners are increasingly turning towards ran-

dom matrix theory as a framework in which to extract the "asymptotic" features from

data sets. So far, free probability [Voi86, VDN92] in particular has proven enormously

successful in capturing and describing (both algebraically and in a manner yielding

efficient computational tools) the asymptotics of a large class of random matrices. As

the reader may recall, free probability is a non-commutative probability theory that

arises in settings characterized by a lack of commutative structure (in a sense made

precise in Chapter 3). As a result, while it describes many matrix limits of interest,

free probability cannot describe them all, as certain matrix ensembles still preserve a

degree of commutative structure in the limit. Instead, this thesis has focused on the

probability theories built around certain commutation relations and on the random

matrix limits described by the resulting frameworks.

Specifically, this thesis introduces a two-parameter family of Fock spaces - namely,

the (q, t)-Fock spaces - and studies the probabilistic aspects of the bounded linear

operators on them. The fundamental operators on the (q, t)-Fock space, viz. the cre-

ation and annihilation operators, now satisfy the (q, t)-commutation relation, known
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in physics as one of the defining relations of the Chakrabarti-Jagannathan deformed

oscillator algebra [CJ91]. This commutation relation unifies a number of the familiar

relations found in related contexts, including the q-CR discussed in Chapter 2 and

the "physics" q-relations [Bie89, Mac89].

The algebra of bounded linear operators on the (q, t)-Fock space, when endowed

with the vacuum expectation state (cf. Chapter 2) gives rise to a rich two-parameter

continuum of non-commutative probability theories. Most notably:

" The q = 0 < t case yields a new single-parameter deformation of the full

Boltzmann Fock space of free probability [Voi86, VDN92] that is particularly

noteworthy for its new and far-reaching ties to a number of well-known objects.

In particular, the corresponding deformation of the semicircular measure is en-

coded, in various forms, via the generalized Rogers-Ramanujan 'continued frac-

tion (e.g. [And98]), the Rogers-Ramanujan identities (e.g. [And98]), the t-Airy

function [IsmO5], and the t-Catalan numbers of Carlitz-Riordan [FH85, CR64].

Concerning random matrix limits, the (0, t)-Fock space provides a setting in

which to realize a generalization of Wigner's semicircle law [Wig55] to time-

correlated Wigner processes [MP02]. As discussed shortly, this result hints at

new layers of structure that arise from large-dimensional limits of certain ma-

tricial stochastic processes.

" The (q, t)-deformed probability naturally arises in the asymptotic setting. Anal-

ogously to the q-deformed case [BS91, Spe92], the (q, t)-Gaussian elements

can be realized as weak limits of matricial models, via the generalized non-

commutative Central Limit Theorem (CLT) theorem developed in Chapter 5.

Compared to the original form of the non-commutative CLT introduced in

[Spe92], this second-parameter refinement is a consequence of the passage from

a commutation structure built around commutation signs, taking values in

{-1, 1}, to a more general structure based on commutation coefficients taking

values in R. Beyond the (q, t)-Gaussian statistics, the non-commutative CLT

provides a general framework that may be used to derive new statistics along
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with the corresponding matrix models, thus opening up a number of avenues

for further work.

Further on the topic of the matrix limits arising from the present framework, the

random matrices obtained by the general Jordan-Wigner transform (cf. Lemma 22 in

Chapter 5) yield random matrix models for the creation and annihilation operators

on the (q, t)-Fock space (cf. Corollary 2). In this case, the commutative structure

does not altogether vanish in the limit of large matrix size, but instead remains

present in a relatively simple form, given by the (q, t)-commutation relations. We are

therefore dealing with random matrices that are too structured to be asymptotically

characterized in the setting of free probability, yet whose limits can nevertheless be

described by a well-founded non-commutative probability theory.

Note, however, that the Jordan-Wigner constructions may be taken as proto-

types, but not as the ultimate results on the type of matrix limits that fall within

the (q, t)-deformed framework. For instance, whereas the corresponding matrices were

constructed to satisfy the prescribed commutation relations regardless of their dimen-

sion, this requirement only comes into play for sufficiently large dimensions. One may

therefore foreseeably consider certain vanishing perturbations of the Jordan-Wigner

models, or altogether different models that eventually recover the desired commuta-

tion structure. At this point, the reader should also be warned that conjugating any

sequence of structured matrices by a fixed unitary matrix will alter the eigenspaces

while preserving the commutation relations. The result will be structured matrices

with a misleadingly "generic" appearance, whose limits may not fall within the scope

of free probability, but instead be described by an asymptotic framework realizing

some given type of commutation structure.

6.1 Perspectives

From the interdisciplinary viewpoint, the ultimate goal of non-commutative proba-

bility is to provide full and tractable descriptions of the scaling limits of large random

objects. However, it is important to note that contrary to the classical intuition,
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there is no single framework that promises to encompass all of the limits of interest,

as different frameworks are built around different types of relations that the limiting

objects may satisfy. The frameworks developed in this thesis bring us one step closer

to our ultimate goal by providing non-commutative probability theories, built around

a two-parameter family of commutation relations, that capture a broader class of ran-

dom matrix limits. These results, in turn, open up a number of avenues for further

work. In particular, one may seek to further develop the probabilistic aspects of the

present framework, or one may use the asymptotic tools introduced in this thesis to

arrive at new non-commutative probability theories and realize yet a broader class of

matrix limits.

As a natural generalization of a well-studied framework [BS91], the (q, t)-Fock

space provides a setting in which meaningful two-parameter analogues of known re-

sults may be derived. Starting at the combinatorial level, while the statistics of cross-

ings in pair partitions that index the relevant moment formulae in the q-deformed

setting have long been well understood [Rio75, Tou52, Tou50a, Tou50b], the combi-

natorics in the (q, t)-deformed setting have already proved more challenging. Specifi-

cally, the combinatorial statistics of crossings in pair partitions are presently replaced

by the joint statistics of crossings and nestings, whose characterization remains an

open problem in combinatorics and is of relevance to broader combinatorial questions

[KZ06, Kla06, CDD+07].

The special functions and orthogonal polynomials arising in the q-deformed set-

ting also become their natural two-parameter generalizations in the present frame-

work. In particular, the q-Hermite orthogonal polynomials given by the three-

term recurrence zHn(z; q, t) = Ha+1(z; q, t) + [n]qH,_1(z; q, t) (with Ho(z; q) = 1

and H1 (z; q) = z) become the (q, t)-Hermite orthogonal polynomials zHn(z; q, t) =

Hn+1 (z; q, t) + [n]q,tHn_1(z; q, t) (with the same initial conditions). Note that the

latter were previously considered in the setting of [CJ91], and are also a special-

ization of the octabasic Laguerre family [SS96]. However, while there is a known

expression for the orthogonalizing measure of the q-Hermite polynomials (namely,

the q-Gaussian measure, with density given as (3.19) of Chapter 3), no such ex-
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pression is currently known for that of the (q, t)-Hermite polynomials. One present

exception is the q = 0 < t < 1 case (cf. Definition/Theorem 4 of Chapter 4), where

the corresponding (q, t)-Gaussian measure happens to be expressed through a quan-

tum deformation of the Airy function. Characterizing this measure over a broader

parameter range may reveal a deeper structure and yet further connections to other

fundamental objects.

There are many more combinatorial objects and special functions arising in the

q-deformed setting that may admit interesting (q, t)-deformed analogues (see e.g.

[EP03]). There is also sophisticated probabilistic structure inherent to the q-deformed

setting that one may now hope to extend as well. This will be discussed shortly. But,

prior to considering the probabilistic aspects of the (q, t)-Gaussian algebra rq,t (e),

it is natural to ask how much of the operator algebraic structure transfers from the

q-deformed setting to the (q, t)-deformed one. As a starting point, it is not presently

clear whether the vacuum expectation is faithful on the rq,t(J7Y), nor whether the

vacuum is separating (though it may be readily shown to be cyclic). The vacuum

expectation state was shown to not be tracial on Fq,t(dF) (cf. Proposition 4 of Chap-

ter 4), but it is unclear whether it is possible to define a non-trivial trace on this

algebra. It is also not known whether r,t(dr) is a factor. The general structure of

Fq,t(JX) therefore still remains largely hidden, prompting further questions of opera-

tor algebraic interest.

6.1.1 Stochastic Integrals

Moving toward more advanced probabilistic aspects of the (q, t)-Gaussian probability

space (Fq,t(dr), (q,t), one may seek to define Brownian motion and stochastic inte-

grals. As in the q-Gaussian setting, the (q, t)-Brownian motion is readily defined by

letting J' = 2'(R) and X, := sq,t(1to,,j), where 1[0,, is the indicator corresponding

to the desired time interval 1[0,,j. In general, the difficulty arises at the level of con-

ditional expectations, as the natural state pOq,t on F,t(,V) is no longer tracial. One

may seek to develop the probabilistic aspects around some other state that does hap-

pen to be tracial, but, as discussed in the previous section, the latter need not exist.
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Nevertheless, there do exist well-developed notions of non-commutative LP spaces in

a non-tracial setting is well developed (see e.g. [Haa79, Kos84]) and, specifically, of

conditional expectations (see e.g. [AC82]).

Note that once the fundamental objects are defined, the more advanced results in

q-stochastic calculus (see [BS98, DM03, DNN]) make extensive use of the underlying

combinatorial structure. Analogously to [BKS97, DM03], one may then seek to define

the stochastic integral f dX, ... dX, via suitable "(q, t)-Wick products". As the

combinatorics arising in the (q, t)-deformed setting are a highly natural refinement of

those in the q-deformed setting [EP03], one may expect the "(q, t)-stochastic calculus"

to be a natural generalization of the q-stochastic calculus. But, the results may

nevertheless be surprising. Specifically, the role played by the number operator in

the present setting is the reason for the loss of traciality of the vacuum expectation

state. Moreover, at the combinatorial level, the appearance of the number operator

in the (q, t)-commutation relation yields an "interacting" term on account of which

one must consider the structural properties of an operator in conjunction with the

dimension of the vector on which it is acting. Yet while not a straightforward task,

developing the stochastic calculus in the present setting is warranted on account of

the structural depth of the (q, t)-deformed framework as currently revealed.

6.1.2 Matrix limits via the generalized non-commutative

CLT

One of the main contributions of this thesis is a generalized non-commutative Central

Limit Theorem (CLT) (Theorem 10 of Chapter 5) by which the stochastic mixtures of

elements satisfying deformed commutation relations (namely, commuting with respect

to some real-valued commutation coefficients) asymptotically obey the (q, t)-Gaussian

statistics. Buried underneath this result is in fact a much more general one, intro-

duced as Theorem 11 of Chapter 5). Specifically, Theorem 11 describes the CLT-type

limit in a non-commutative setting characterized by an arbitrary sequence of real-

valued commutation coefficients and formulates a condition under which such a limit
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exists. Then, Theorem 10 (via the probabilistic Lemma 23) states that such a limit

exists almost surely in the case where the commutation coefficients are taken to be a

sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables.

In the original case of Speicher [Spe92], where the commutation coefficients were

signs (taking values t1), the passage to the i.i.d. scenario was, in a sense, the most

natural one and one that ensured a tractable solution. At present, however, the

fact that the commutation coefficients are non-vanishing reals allows one to con-

sider a significantly broader range of probability distributions that may still yield a

tractable answer. In particular: what are the limiting (CLT-type) statistics of a non-

commutative ensemble with commutation coefficients described by a jointly Gaussian

law? How are these statistics affected by the underlying covariance structure?

One may expect to see interesting statistics arise for certain choices of the covari-

ance structure underlying the commutation coefficients. In the vein of Chapter 4,

such statistics may in turn have meaningful representations on new or existing types

of Fock spaces. More immediately, however, asymptotic random matrix models for

any such statistics are already in place - they are provided by the extended Jordan-

Wigner transform (cf. Lemma 22 of Chapter 5), which is presently formulated for

an arbitrary sequence of commutation coefficients satisfying the required consistency

conditions (cf. Condition 2). In that sense, the results of Chapter 5 form a concrete

framework in which to both discover new statistics and realize these as asymptotic

random matrix models.

6.1.3 Limits of correlated Wigner processes

One of the cornerstones of random matrix theory is Wigner's semicircle law [Wig55]

(with modern formulation as e.g. Theorem 2.1.1 and Lemma 2.1.6 in [AGZ10]),

according to which the moments of a Wigner matrix WN (in notation of Chapter 4)

converge to the Catalan numbers and the spectral measure of WN converges almost

surely to the semicircle law. With free probability, this fact has been extended to

a joint convergence of independent Wigner matrices to a system of free semicircular

elements (see e.g. Theorem 22.24 in [NS06]).
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Lemma 4.5.2 of Chapter 4 achieves something altogether different. Specifically, it

uses the (0, t)-Fock space framework in order to provide a Hilbert-space realization of

the result of Mazza and Piau [MP02] (see also Khorunzhy [Kho0l]) on the convergence

of the expectation of a correlated Wigner process. Rather than encoding the spectral

measure of a single Wigner matrix, the t-semicircular element of Chapter 4 now

realizes the first-order statistics of a Wigner process, with the parameter t set to the

square of the correlation coefficient for the process. As discussed in Remark 11 of

Chapter 4, it is not clear why these first-order statistics should correspond to moments

of some operator (though one may hope, as indeed it turns out to be the case, that

should such an operator exist, it will be intimately connected to the setting of free

probability). A number of questions immediately arise. For instance: Are there

operator realizations of the higher order statistics of the corelated Wigner process?

How are these related to the t-semicircular elements? A better understanding of the

asymptotics of the correlated Wigner process, as a meaningful model for correlated

noise, is likely to translate into concrete gains in many areas. Going further, one may

also consider replacing the Wigner matrices by covariance matrices and studying the

asymptotics of the processes that arise. It generally seems unlikely that the existence

of the operator realization for the first-order statistics of the correlated Wigner process

is coincidental, suggesting instead the possibility of developing operator algebraic

frameworks to describe the limits of a broader class of matricial stochastic processes.
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Appendix A

The present appendix provides the reader with a brief overview of the algebraic no-

tions used in this thesis.1 Given the interdisciplinary nature of the thesis, an effort

will be made to remain as grounded as possible. The discussion will therefore be re-

stricted to the relevant specializations of the more abstract constructs. For instance,

rather than discussing modules, we will be content to work with vector spaces, despite

the fact that, for the discussion at hand, the use of the former, more general concept

would not have required much additional expenditure in energy.2 Furthermore, all

sets in this chapter will implicitly be assumed non-empty.

Though we will be focusing on relatively advanced material, the pre-requisite

background will turn out to be minimal. Specifically, the reader is assumed to already

be familiar with the basic notions of groups and vector spaces. Algebras, which are

vector spaces that are also closed under some operation of vector multiplication that

is compatible with the addition and scalar multiplication, are further discussed in

Appendix C, in the context of algebras of operators on normed vector spaces. The

reader is also assumed to be comfortable thinking of a homomorphism as a structure-

preserving map between algebraic objects (with the exact nature of the structure

being preserved implied by the context). Similarly, an isomorphism is assumed to

'Regarding the sources of material for this chapter, most graduate algebra texts will contain the
relevant material (e.g. [Rotl0}). More specifically, however, the author has found Keith Conrad's
extraordinary expository papers, available on-line at [Con], to be brimming with insight on a number
of topics discussed presently.

2Note ahead of time that while the vector spaces in the present chapter will be taken with respect
to an arbitrary field F, starting with Appendix B, the symbol F will be taken to be a stand-in for
either C or R.
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trigger a reflex of thinking of structural equivalence, being a bijective homomorphism

whose inverse is also a homomorphism.

A.1 Generators and Relations

At the basic level, algebra is concerned with general structure arising from operations

and relations defined on a set. The present section adopts this point of view in order

to arrive at a general method for describing a group or a vector space. Note ahead

of time that the multiplication operations will not be assumed to be commutative,

unless indicated otherwise. In fact, much attention in the later chapters will be paid

to certain types of commutation relations and on algebras they generate.

As a review of some elementary notions, recall that a generating set of a group is a

subset that is not contained in any proper subgroup of the group. If S is a subset of a

group G, then the smallest subgroup of G containing S is referred to as the subgroup

generated by S and the elements of S are referred to as generators. These definitions

can be modified in the obvious way to apply to vector spaces instead of groups.

Now note that the relations between the elements of the generating set reflect on

the group that they generate. For example, the subgroup of the additive group Z2

generated by {(1, 0), (0, 1)} is very different from the one generated by {(1, 0), (2, 0)};

the first is in fact Z2 while the second can be identified with a copy of Z inside Z2.

Note that in the case of the second generating set, (2,0) = (1,0) + (1,0), while no

such relation exists between the elements of the first set.

When given an arbitrary set S and some group operation one wishes to impose,

the group that S generates will depend on the relations that the elements of S are

assumed to satisfy with respect to the group operation. Returning to the previous

example and letting S = {si, S2} be an arbitrary set, the generators {(1, 0), (0, 1)}

should somehow correspond to the case where there are no relations assumed between

si and S2, while the generators { (1, 0), (2, 0)} should correspond to the case where

s1 = S2. The remainder of this section is dedicated to making these observations

concrete.
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A.1.1 Free objects

Let us address the absence of relations first. Though most of the present chapter will

in fact be concerned with vector spaces, we start by considering a notion of a free

group, which will play a prominent role in Chapter 3. For that, consider the following

useful construction of a group that is generated by the symbol set S with no relations

imposed on the elements of S by the group structure.

Construction 1. Let S be a set of symbols and let S-1 = {x-' I x E S}, where the

elements of S- 1 are also symbols (which are only subsequently to be interpreted as

actual inverses). Let T be the set of all non-commutative words on the symbol set

S U S-1 , i.e. T is the set of words s 1 ... sn taken over all n E N and si,...,s, E

S U S-, with the additional inclusion of the empty word e. The set T, of reduced

words is obtained by removing from T all the words in which symbols x and x-1

appear consecutively. Lastly, define the binary operation of concatenation that takes

two words s1s2 ... sn and s' ... s' in T, creates the new word S1S2 ..- sns '... E T,

and iteratively removes from it all pairs of consecutive symbols that are of the form

xx-1 or x- 1 x for any x E S. It is clear that the resulting word is an element of Tr

and it is also clear that the concatenation defines a group structure on Tr, with the

empty word as the identity.

In the above structure, no relation is assumed between the elements of S. How-

ever, as an approach to generating objects from sets in the absence of relations, the

construction given is highly specific (in particular, the elements of the group and the

multiplication map are prescribed). It turns out that the above construction, is in a

certain sense, generic.

Definition/Theorem 5. Given a set S, there exists a group Fs containing S having

the following property: for any function f from S to a group H, there exists a unique

homomorphism O5 : Fs -+ H such that f = O5 o t, where t : S -+ Fs is the inclusion

map. The group Fs is unique up to isomorphism and it is termed the free group

generated by S. The set S is said to be a basis of Fs.
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In other words, there exists a group Fs containing S such that for any function f

from S to a group H, there exists a unique homomorphism Of making the following

diagram commute:

S.> Fs

H

The above definition is a typical type of definition by a universal property. In loose

terms, a universal property is an attribute that can be taken to prescribe the structure

of objects belonging to a certain category in that, when shared by two or more objects,

describes them up to equivalence. In the case of free groups, their universal property

is highly natural, as it amounts to requiring that every function defined on a basis S

of a free group and mapping into an arbitrary group H can be uniquely extended to

a group homomorphism.

The key remark at this point is that the group obtained in Construction 1 satisfies

the universal property. This is almost obvious; indeed, given a generating set S and

a function f from S into some group H, it suffices to extend f by setting its value

on any reduced word X1 X2 - - -Xn to be f(x1)f(x 2 ) - - f (xn). The universal property

therefore ensures that any free group over S is isomorphic to that of Construction 1.

Another immediate corollary of the universal property is that two free groups are

isomorphic if and only if their generating sets have the same cardinality.

Returning to the idea of having a function defined on a basis S of a group extending

uniquely to group homomorphism, it is clear that having relations present on S further

constrains such potential extensions when compared to the case of the free group. In

fact, by again comparing Construction 1 with Definition 1, the outcome is that, in

the presence of relations, such an extension can no longer be guaranteed.

At the same time as discussing free groups, it is also natural to discuss free products

of (arbitrary) groups. The free product is defined by its universal property as follows.

Definition/Theorem 6. Given some index set I and groups {G}i 1 , there exists

a group G together with unique homomorphisms pi : Gi -+ G (i E I), with the
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property that given any group H and homomorphisms fi : Gi -* H, there exists a

unique homomorphism Of : G -+ H such that fi = pi o Of. The group G is unique

up to isomorphism and is denoted *iErGi and referred to as the group free product of

{GjiEI-r

The group free product *iEIGi is particularly easy to describe. The reader may

verify that, as a set, *iEIGi is simply given as

*iErGj = {ejUIg1...gk I k E N, gj E Gi(), gj 0 ej, i(1) = i(2) $ ... / i(k)}, (A.1)

where e again denotes the empty word and ej the unit element in Gi. (Note that

"i(1) / i(2) $ ... j i(k)" stands for the consecutive indices being different, and does

not prohibit any non-consecutive index repetitions). Analogously to Construction 1,

the multiplication on *iEIGi is defined by word concatenation followed by reduction

of neighboring terms that come from the same group.

Finally, analogously to a free group, given some generating set S, we will also need

a notion of a free vector space on S. But, in the vector space setting, the notion we

seek is natural. It is due to the following fact: every vector space has a basis.

Definition 14. Given a set S, a vector space V is the free vector space on S if S is

a basis of V.

Vector spaces can also easily be seen to satisfy a universal property. Namely, given

a set S, denote by F(S) the free vector space on S and let t : S -+ F(S) denote the

inclusion map; then, given any function f from S to an arbitrary vector space W,

there clearly exists a unique (vector-space) homomorphism Of : F(S) -+ W such that

f = Of o t. It again follows that two free vector spaces are isomorphic if and only if

their generating sets have the same cardinality; in particular, every free vector space

on n generators is isomorphic to R".

Finally, given a set S, the third relevant construct is that of a free algebra on S.

It is obtained starting with the free vector space over the set of all words formed

by elements of S (including the empty word), and endowing this vector space with
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the multiplication operation defined on the basis elements by word concatenation.

The free algebra also satisfies a universal property and its isomorphism class is also

determined by the cardinality of its generating set.

A.1.2 Quotients and relations

Quotient spaces arise in settings where a vector space comes with a given partition

into equivalence classes and there is need to consider the object obtained by imposing

the natural vector space structure on these equivalence classes.

Specifically, let V be a vector space over some field F and let W be a subspace of

V. For v1 , v2 E V, set vi v2 (also written vi = V2 mod W) if and only if V1 - v 2 E W.

It is left as an (easy) exercise for the reader to verify that ! defines an equivalence

relation. In particular, denoting by [v] the equivalence class of an element v E V, it

is the case that [v] = {v + w I w E W}. The key observation at this point is that

the collection of equivalence classes [V] := {[v] I v E V} comes with a natural vector

space structure, with the addition given by

[v1] + [v21 = [vi + v2] (A.2)

and the multiplication by a scalar a E F by

a[v] = [av]. (A.3)

The reader is again asked to verify that these operations are well-defined and that

they satisfy the required axioms.

Definition 15. Let F be a field, V a vector space over F, and W a subspace of V. The

quotient space of V and W, denoted V/W, is the vector space over F whose elements

are the equivalence classes of V under E, with the addition and scalar multiplication

as prescribed by (A.2) and (A.3).

Quotient spaces will arise seamlessly throughout the rest of this thesis. For exam-

ple, in the following chapter, the ability to pass to the quotient space will allow us to
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"4collapse to 0" the kernel of a any given seminorm on a vector space, thereby obtain-

ing a bona fide normed space. But, first, it will allow us to conclude the discussion

of generators and relations.

Specifically, given some arbitrary set S, it is clear how to construct the free vector

space on S. If, however, certain relations are to be imposed on the elements of S,

it is instead the quotient space that provides the means for the desired construction.

Indeed, starting with the free vector space F(S), one may use the relations on S to

impose (in the obvious way) equivalence relations on the whole of Fs. Taking the

quotient of F(S) by the vector space of the equivalence classes formed by the given

relations then yields the vector space generated by S. This approach to generating

a vector space in the presence of relations is natural, as starting with the free vector

space over S ensures that no additional relations get inadvertently included. A very

important example of this type of construction is precisely the construction of the

tensor product, to be discussed in Section A.3.

Finally, if the vector space at hand happens to be an algebra and if the equiva-

lence relations are also compatible with the multiplication operation, then the above

discussion naturally extends to quotient algebras. Starting with a free algebra over a

set S and some relations on S, one can thus construct an algebra whose generators

satisfy the given relations. For a first taste of algebras whose generators obey cer-

tain commutation relations (a theme that will recur at several points throughout the

upcoming chapters), the reader is encouraged to work through the following example.

Example 7 The goal is to construct a unital algebra over C with generators

{Xi}iEI satisfying

XiXj - E(i, j)xjx = 0, ij e I, i # j (A.4)

where e(ij) = E(j,i) E {-1,1} and I is a totally ordered finite set. For this,

start with the free vector space over all words xi1 ... zi, with {ii,... ,i} C I

(for i1 < ... < ip) and xz = 1, and form on it the algebra A by defining the

multiplication operation as word concatenation. Let I be the two-sided ideal in A
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generated by {xizx - E(i, j)xzxi I i, j E I, i 4 j}. Note that I is a subalgebra of

A and consider the quotient space A/I. It is easy to see that (A.4) is satisfied on

A/I and that the latter is indeed an algebra - in particular, (al+I)(a2+1) = aia2

for every ai, a2 E A.

A.2 Direct sum

Given two vector spaces V and W over some field F, the cartesian product V x W can

be given the structure of a vector space over F by defining the operations component-

wise. Namely, let the addition and the multiplication by a scalar be given by

(vi, wi) + (v2 , W2 ) = (v1 + v2 , W1 + w2 ), (A.5)

a(v, w) = (av, aw), (A.6)

for any (v 1 , w 1 ), (v 2 , W2 ) E V x W and a E F. This structure turns V x W into a vector

space denoted V D W, referred to as the (algebraic) direct sum of V and W. The

notion of the direct sum is formulated analogously for groups, where, given two groups

G and H and their cartesian product G x H, the component-wise multiplication is

given by

(gi, hi)(g2 , h2) = (g1g2, hih2 )

for g1 , g2 E G and hi, h2 E H. These definitions extend analogously to any finite

number of groups or vector spaces, by starting from the n-fold cartesian product and

defining the operations component-wise.

Example 8 According to the above definition, the vector space R3 under the

usual component-wise addition and multiplication by a real scalar is exactly the

triple direct sum R @ R E R. Note that R3 is also isomorphic to R 2 e R and R E R2 .

The complex numbers taken as a vector space over R are isomorphic to R D R,

with the isomorphism given by x + iy ++ (x, y). Indeed, (X1 + x2) + i(y 1 + Y2) =

(Xi + iy1) + (x2+ iy2) ++ (Xi, y1) + (x2, y2) = (X1 + x2) + (yi, y2 ) and a(x + iy) =
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ax + iay ++ (ax, ay) = a(x, y) for a, x 1 , x 2, Y 1 , y2 E R. Of course, the complex

numbers taken as a vector space over C are not isomorphic to R ( R, precisely

because if x + iy ++ (x, y) and a E C, then a(x + iy) does generally not map to

(ax, ay).

It is a shade more subtle to note that the complex numbers taken as a commutative

algebra over R are again not isomorphic to R eR. Instead, R DR as a commutative

algebra over the real numbers (with component-wise multiplication) is sometimes

referred to as the split complex numbers t. To explain the terminology, note that

an element of a can be represented as x + jy where x, y E R and j 2 = 1 So

that (x1 + x2) + j(y1 + Y2) = (xi + jyi) + (x2 + jy2) and (X1 + jyi) (x2 + jy2) =

(xlx2+yly2)+j(xly2 +ylx 2). Consider the map sending (x+jy) to (x-y,x+y).

The map is indeed an algebra isomorphism: it clearly preserves the component-wise

addition and multiplication by a (real) scalar and, moreover, (x1 +jy1) (x2 +jy2) =

(xlx2+yly2)+j(xly 2 +Ylx 2 ) maps to (xlx2+Y1 Y2 -x1Y2 -y1x2, ix2+yiy2+xly2 +

y1x2) = ((x1- x2)(yl -y2), (X1+X 2)(y1+y 2)) = (Xi -x2,X1 +X2)(Y1 - y 2 , Y1+y 2 ).

The definition extends analogously to any finite number of vector spaces, which,

in turn, is used to define direct sums over arbitrary index sets, as follows.

Definition 16. Given a set J and a family of vector spaces {V},EJ over a field F,

consider the set of J-tuples (xY)YEJ with x, = 0 for all but finitely -y. Then, the vector

space generated by all such J-tuples with respect to the operations of component-wise

addition and multiplication by a scalar is referred to as the (algebraic) direct sum of

{V,}J and denoted @DEJ V,.

Note that implicitly referring to the above direct sums as algebraic is meant to

indicate that if the underlying vector spaces happen to be Hilbert spaces, one should

nevertheless ignore the natural inner product structure on the resulting vector space.

Hilbert-space direct sums are further discussed in Appendix B.

Revisiting the free vector space F(X) (where X is a set and F a field) and com-

paring Definition 14 to Definition 16 above, one can show that F(X) is the direct sum
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over X of copies of F. That is,

F(X) = (XexF. (A.7)

A.3 Tensor product

Consider again two vector spaces V and W over some field F. Loosely speaking, the

tensor product of V and W, denoted V 9 W can be seen as arising from the free vector

space F(V x W) subsequently endowed with bilinear structure, akin to multiplication.

There are two equivalent definitions that provide very different types of insight into

the nature of this space, and are therefore both addressed in what follows.

A.3.1 V 0 W as a quotient space

The starting point is again the cartesian product V x W. However, instead of the

component-wise addition and multiplication by a scalar, this time we wish to endow

V x W with bilinear structure, given by

(a 1v1 + a 2 v2 , w) = a 1 (vi, w) + a 2 (v 2 , w), (A.8)

(v, # 1w1 +# 2W2 ) = f 1(V, w1 ) +# 2 (V,w2 ), (A.9)

for all v, v1 , v 2 E V, W, W1 , W2 E W, oa 2 ,/# 1,/32 E F.

One natural way to realize the above structure first passes through the free vector

space F(V x W), ensuring the absence of any relations. Of course, it is impossible

to impose the above bilinear structure directly "on" the free vector space; indeed, for

any a E F, both (v, w) and (av, w) are basis elements of F(V x W), and it is therefore

impossible to have (av, w) = a(v, w) as required by (A.8). The solution is to pass to

the quotient space of F(V x W) induced by the equivalence relations

(a1v 1 + 2V2 ,w) ~ al(V1, w) + a 2 (v 2, w), (A.10)
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(A.11)

Then, once VOW is constructed, a more explicit description in terms of its generators

can also be formulated. Specifically:

Definition/Theorem 7. If V and W are vector spaces over the field F, their tensor

product V 0 W, is the quotient space F(V x W)/R, with the kernel R generated by

the equivalence relations (A.10) and (A.11). As a vector space, V 9W is spanned by

all words v 0 w, for v E V, w E W, with the rules of addition and multiplication by a

scalar:

(aivi + a 2v 2) @9w = 01(V1 ( w) + a 2(v2 0 w), (A.12)

V 0 (#1w1 + #2 W2) = 1 (v 0 wi) + #2 0 (V, w2 ) (A.13)

for all v, v1 , v 2 E V, W, w 1, W2 E W, ai, a2,31,#82 E F.

The elements v 0 w are referred to as pure tensors or elementary tensors. Note

that while pure tensors span V 0 W, they do not generally form a basis; in fact, there

are typically many relations between them. However, the pure tensors formed by

the corresponding basis elements do form a basis of the vector-space tensor product.

Specifically:

Proposition 5. Let F(E1 ) and F(E2) be free vector spaces over the sets E1 = {ei}iEI

and E2 = {sJ}iEJ. Then, {ei 0 ej}(i,5)EIXJ is a basis for F(E1 ) 0 F(E2 ).

Example 9 Given a field F, let F[X] be the vector space of all polynomials in

variable X and F[Y] be that of polynomials in variable Y. Clearly, F[X] and F[Y]

are freely generated, with bases given by {1, X, X 2 , X 3 , .. .} and {1, Y, Y 2 , y 3 , .. .,

respectively. So, by the above Proposition 5, F[X] 0 F[Y] is freely generated with

basis {Xk 0 Y m }km>O. It follows that F[X] 0 F[Y] isomorphic to F[X, Y], the

vector space of polynomials in variables X and Y over F, with the isomorphism

given by Ek,m ck,mXk 0 ym '.+ Ek,m ck,mXkym.

For the reader who has all along been trying to develop an intuitive idea of what

the tensor product "looks like", the above examples hint at a nearly satisfying de-
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scription. One remaining issue concerns the question of what really is a pure tensor

e0 e5 (or more generally v @w) and how it relates to the element ej x ej (resp. v x w)

of the cartesian product. The approach to defining the tensor product via a univer-

sal property, discussed next, has among its many advantages over the constructive

formulation the benefit of rendering the nature of a pure tensor transparent.

A.3.2 V 0 W via a universal property

The more abstract (and powerful) view of the tensor product is as a space through

which one can linearize bilinear maps. First, given two vector spaces V, W and X

over F, the map f : V x W -+ X is a bilinear (or F-bilinear) if

f (aivi + a 2v2, w) = a 1f (vi, w) + a 2 f(v 2 , w), (A.14)

f(v, #1W1 + #2w2) =,#if(v, w1) + 02f(V, W2), (A.15)

for all v,v 1 , v 2 E V, w,w 1 ,W 2 E W, ai, a 2 , #1, #2 E F. For example, the multiplicative

map R x R -+ R is, of course, R-bilinear, and so is the dot product R" x R" -+ R,

among many other examples.

Proposition 6. Given vector spaces V and W over F, there exists is a vector space

W together with an F-bilinear map T : V x W -+ V 9 W with the following property:

for every vector space X and every bilinear map B : V x W -+ X, there exists a

unique linear map L : V 0 W -+ X such that B = L o r. Furthermore, any two such

vector spaces, W and W', are isomorphic.

A general approach to defining tensor products proceeds by Proposition 6 and

interprets V 0 W as the above space W, with the understanding that V 0 W is thus

specified up to isomorphism. It is another example of a definition by a universal

property, as starting form the cartesian product V x W, the property that there

is a unique linear map to some vector space that linearizes the bilinear maps on

V x W is enough to characterize that vector space. The reader may readily verify

that our earlier construction of the tensor product (via the quotient space) satisfies
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the universal property above. Specifically, one should check that for V 0 W as given

by Definition/Theorem 7, one has that for every set X and every bilinear map B :

V x W -+ X, there exists a unique linear map L making the following diagram

commute:

VXW ->V0W

B IL
X

Drawing on the universal property of the tensor product, it is clear that v 0 w is

now simply the image of v x w under the map r. More generally, given any linear

function L defined on VOW, to evaluate L(vow) it suffices to evaluate B(T-1(vow)).

Though the function V x W -* V 0 W that we presently call r typically appears

anonymously in the definition of the tensor product, it is in fact one of its crucial

properties and is a key ingredient in almost every proof surrounding general properties

of the tensor product.

Example 10 Let V = R" with the standard basis E = {ei,..., e}. The reader

may verify that for v1, V2 E V, the pure tensor vI 0 V2 in V 0 V can be represented

as the outer product vivT. Indeed, given a bilinear map B : V x W -+ X,

the map L : V ® V -+ X defined on the basis elements by L(e 0 ej) := B(ei, ej)

extends uniquely by linearity. On the other hand, by bilinearity of B, every element

in the image of B can be written as B(EZ aiei, Ej,#jej) = )',jB(ei, eg) =

E;I, a;jjL(e 9ej). One may now verify that Ej, a O#I L(ei ej) = L(E, ai3 ei®

ej) = L(ej ae >j Ej ajej), where the first equality follows by the linearity of L

and the second by the nature of the outer product.

Example 11 Now let V = End(R") be the space of real n x n matrices (also

denoted Wn(R) in Chapter 3). Proceeding as in the previous example, the reader

may show that the vector space V 0 V may be taken as the space of all real

n2 x n 2 matrices with the map r : End(R") x End(R") -+ End(R") 0 End(R")

given by the Kronecker product. In that case, setting n = 2 and taking two matrices
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A, B e End(R2 ), the pure tensor A 3 B is given as:

a 1,1bi,1 ai,1bi,2 ai,2 bi,1 ai,2b,2

A ai,1 al,2 2 B bij bi,2 A B= ,1b 2 ,1 a1,12,2 a1,2 b2 ,1 ai,2b2 ,2

[a2,1 a2,2_ 62,1 62,2] a 2,1bi,1 a 2 ,1bi,2 a 2 ,2 bij a 2 ,2 b1,2

.a 2,1b2 ,1 a 2,1 2 ,2 a 2,2b2 ,1 a 2,2b2 ,2J

A.3.3 Finite tensor products and tensor powers

The previous sections treated the tensor product of two vector spaces, but the defi-

nitions generalize analogously to any finite number of vector spaces. (There will be

no need in this thesis to consider infinite tensor products, though such a thing is

feasible.) First, an extension of bilinearity is called multilinearity, where for vector

spaces V1,..., Vn, Y over a field F a map f : V x ... x V, -+ Y is multilinear (or

n-multilinear) if f is linear in each coordinate while keeping the other coordinates

are fixed. By replacing bilinearity by n-multilinearity directly generalizes both of the

previous approaches for defining the (n-fold) tensor product and yields V 19... 9 V.

An important example of an n-fold tensor products is a tensor power VOk, defined

as the tensor product of V with itself k times. Revisiting Example 11 with V =

End(R"), the pure tensors in Vok can be given as the k-fold Kronecker products of

matrices. In general, in addition to identifying V®' = V, it is frequently convenient

to set V®O = F. Thus, given a vector space V, one may consider the sequence of

vector spaces V0, V0l, V0 2 .

Example 11 brings up another point: what may become of a linear map on V

when one instead considers the tensor power Vgk? It turns out that given vector

spaces V and W, one can naturally "boost" any linear transformation V -+ W to a

linear transformation Vgk -+ W*k, for any k E N. The reader may verify that when

V and W are finite-dimensional vector spaces, one is fundamentally back to dealing

with Kronecker products of matrices. More generally:
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Proposition 7. Given vector spaces V1,..., Vn and V, ... , Vn, consider the linear

transformations Ti : V -+ V for i = 1,... , n. There exists a unique map T10.. .0Tn:

V1 0 ... 0 Vn -+ V1' 0 ... 0 V' that on elementary tensors evaluates to

T1 0 ... 0 Tn (v1 @9 .. - -0Vn) = T1 (v1) 0 ... (9 Tn (vn),

for all v 1,...,vn E V.

The above proposition is a fairly direct consequence of the universal property of

the tensor products, and may therefore provide another illustration as to why this

somewhat more abstract approach to defining the tensor product is generally superior

to the explicit construction.

A.3.4 Tensor algebras (algebraic Fock spaces)

This section concerns the algebraic object that plays a central role in this thesis,

namely that of the algebraic Fock space. As previously discussed, any vector space

V gives rise to the sequence of tensor powers V0, V*1, V* 2,.... It is thus natural

to consider the setting in which these tensor powers can coexist, that is, the vector

space

Vn.
n>O

By the properties developed in the previous sections, the above direct sum is the vec-

tor space spanned by the elementary tensors {vi 0 ... 0 vn I n E N, V1 , ... , En E V}.

This observation also suggests that there may be more than the vector space structure

present on the above direct sum; in particular, there is a natural notion of vector mul-

tiplication that is defined on the pure tensors by (vi Ov, v' ov,') -+ v1 9vn &v ' .

However, there is a potential problem with extending this multiplication to the entire

vector space because, given an arbitrary element of @n>O Von, its decomposition into

elementary tensors is highly non-unique and the outcome may a priori depend on this

decomposition. This can be remedied either by a choice of a basis (though one must

then also show that the map is invariant under the choice of basis) or (more cleanly)
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by working with the universal property. Either way, the outcome is that:

Proposition 8. For any vector space V and positive integers n and m, there is a

unique bijective bilinear map V** X V*** -+ V*(n+m) satisfying (v1 0 ... 0 vn, v' 9

... ,) -+vi0 ... vn9v' 9 ... v,, for all v1,...,vn,v',...,vm E V.

The above multiplication is clearly distributive and compatible with scalar mul-

tiplication, and can also be readily be shown to be associative. Once we know how

to multiply the tensor powers, the multiplication when taken as distributive over the

addition then uniquely extends in the natural manner to the whole of En>o V**. For

concreteness, every element w E en>0 V" can be written as some (finite) sum of

elements in V*n1, ... , VO*k, where the choice of k (when taken to be minimal) and of

ni,..., nk is unique. Taking w, w' E (n> 0 V** and writing w = Ej wi, w' = Ej w',

where wi E V***, w E Vmj", the resulting multiplication map on (,D o V*n satisfies

WW' =E Wi W' = E wim',7
i ji~j

with the multiplication on Vo" x V' as given in Proposition 8 above. It is then

straightforward to verify that this vector multiplication turns the corresponding vector

space into an algebra, leading to the following definition.

Definition 17. Given a vector space V, the tensor algebra on V is the vector space

®n>o V®, with the multiplication law given as the natural distributive extension of

the multiplication on V*n x V**.

Given quantum field theoretic interpretation, with the nth tensor power V*n rep-

resenting the possible quantum states of an n-particle system, the algebra n>O V**

is referred to as the algebraic Fock space over the vector space V.

A.4 Complexification

Complexification is the procedure for "enlarging" a real vector space to a complex

vector space in a natural way; let us point out ahead of time that the complexification
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of R" is isomorphic to C", and that the complexification of R[X] is isomorphic to C[X].

The need to enlarge a vector space arises in many instances in mathematics, and

it also arises throughout this thesis. In fact, it occurs at such a fundamental level

that most of the time, it will be easy to forget that one is working with a complex

vector space. (That is, the fundamental object will be the enlarged vector space, but

we will spend most of our time considering what happens to at the level of the real

vector space, thanks to Propositions 9 through 11.)

There are two equivalent ways to define complexification: as a direct sum or as a

tensor product.

A.4.1 Complexification by direct sum

The idea of complexifying a vector space V via a direct sum comes from thinking

of the pair (vi, v2 ) E V x V as the formal sum v1 + iv 2, with a suitably defined

multiplication by complex scalars. Concretely:

Definition 18. Given a real vector space V, the complexification of V is the vector

space Vc = V D V with multiplication law (a + i0p)(v 1 , v 2) = (av1 - Ov 2 , /v 1 + av 2).

Let us consider a few consequences of the above definition. First, given a real

vector space V with basis {ei}, it is clear that every element of V can be written as

some linear combination of elements (ei, eg). Thus, the set {(ei, ej)} spans Vc, but it

is not a basis! Indeed, by the multiplication rule, i(O, ej) = (es, 0). A basis of VC can

instead be taken as follows:

Proposition 9. If V is a real vector space with an R-basis {ej}, then Vc is a com-

plex vector space with a C-basis {(ej, 0)}, with the scalar multiplication as given in

Definition 18.

In light of the above proposition, one can consider V as "living" inside Vc, which is

formally prescribed by the embedding v F-+ (v, 0). Furthermore, the reader may now

see that the complexification of R" is isomorphic to C" and that the complexification

of R[X] is isomorphic to C[X]. The next important question to address concerns

what becomes of linear transformations in this setting.
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Proposition 10. Given two real vector spaces V, V', every R-linear transformation

L : V -+ V' extends to a unique C-linear transformation Vc -+ V. Specifically, there

is a unique C-linear map Lc : Vc -* V5 making the following diagram commute:

V L> V

Vc->V5

where the vertical arrows signify the standard embeddings of V into Vc and V' into

V17 given by v t-+ (v,0).

In particular, in the matricial setting:

Proposition 11. Consider two (non-zero) real finite-dimensional vector spaces V,V'

with bases {ei} and {e'}, respectively, and let L : V -+ V' be an R-linear transforma-

tion. Then, the matrix for L with respect to the R-bases {ei} and {e'} is equal to the

matrix for Lc : Vc -+ V5 with respect to the C-bases {(ei, 0)} and {(e', 0)}.

For example, given a 2 x 2 matrix M : R 2 -+ R 2 , the corresponding complexifica-

tion Mc: (R 2)c -+ (R2 )c is given by component-wise action of M on (R 2)c, that is,

as (v1 , v 2) - (MV 1 , Mv 2 ). Overall, the answer is that linear transformations behave

just as naturally with respect to complexifications as one may hope.

A.4.2 Complexification by tensor product

An alternative, and to some extent simpler, approach complexification is via the

tensor product. Given a real vector space V, this time we will wish to consider the

complexification of V to be the vector space C OR V (where the subscript on the

tensor symbol is to make explicit the fact that the tensor product is taken over R).

In this setting, the reader may verify that there is again a natural identification of

V as belonging to C OR V, by the embedding v -+ 1 0 v. Similarly, any R-basis {ei}

of V gives rise to a C-basis {1 9 ej}. (Note that in later chapters, we will frequently

be working with complexifications of real vector spaces, rather than starting out with
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complex vector spaces, precisely for the benefit of working with a basis formed by

real tensors.)

An analogue of Proposition 10 is also available and, given two real vector spaces V

and V', an R-linear map L : V -+ V' can be identified with the C-linear map 1 0 L :

C OR V -+ C OR V'. In the finite-dimensional case, the analogue of Proposition 11

holds and given a linear map L : V -+ V', the matrix for L with respect to {ei} is

equal to the matrix for 1 0 L with respect to {1 9 ej}.

Given the above similarities between the two approaches to complexification, it

is little surprise that the analogy is in fact systematic. Namely, given a real vector

space V, the structures obtained by the two types of complexification are equivalent

(up to unique isomorphism):

Proposition 12. For every real vector space V and V its complexification of Def-

inition 18, there is a unique isomorphism -rV : Vc -+ C OR V of C-vector spaces for

which the following diagram commutes:

V > Vc

ITV

C OR V

where the arrows out of V denote the two familiar types of standard embeddings into

the corresponding spaces. Moreover, if V and V' are real vector and if L : V -4 V' is

an R-linear map with complexification Lc given by Proposition 10, then the following

diagram of C-linear maps commutes:

V - L -> V1

C®RV CORV

The interested reader in need of exercise may wish to look for a way to write down

the action of rV on an element (v1 , v2 ) E VC. The answer may be found below.3 But,

this completes our discussion of the algebraic preliminaries.

3
. a +±Tna1 (z'a)A L :IaAsuV
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Appendix B

The material in this appendix offers a brief review of the prerequisite notions concern-

ing normed vector spaces, Banach spaces, and Hilbert spaces. Many of the definitions

and theorems of the present chapter are drawn from John B. Conway's Course in

Functional Analysis [Con90] and the introductory chapters of the first volume of the

Fundamentals of the theory of operator algebras by Kadison and Ringrose [KR97].

Most of the examples are drawn from classical analysis, with frequent references to

the 2P spaces, for which the reader is referred to [LLO1]. Readers who may be more

inclined to focus on the Hilbert-space structure of the _22 spaces and the concrete

benefits associated with such structure are referred to [SSO3].

B.1 Normed vector spaces and Banach spaces

A norm is a general notion of length in vector spaces, perhaps the most familiar

example of which is the Euclidean norm on the vector space R".

Definition 19. If X is a vector space over a field F (to be taken throughout as R or

C), a norm is a function |||| : X -+ [0, oo) with the properties:

i. ||x + y|| < ||x |+\ Ily for all x, y E X,

ii. ||aixII = Ia|Ix|| for all a E F and x E X.

iii. ||x|| = 0 only if x = 0.
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A normed space is a pair (X, 1||), where X is a vector space and |||| a norm

on X. Every normed space can easily be verified to be metrizable as the distance

|Ix - y1| for all x, y E X indeed defines a metric. A Banach space is a normed space

that is complete with respect to the metric defined by the norm.

Example 12 Let X be a Hausdorff space, that is, a space endowed with a

topology in which any two points have disjoint neighborhoods, i.e. in which any

two points can be separated by open sets. (Note that this form of "separability"

is, in a sense, the second most elementary property a topology can carry and, from

now on, all spaces will be assumed to be Hausdorff.)

Consider the vector space W(X) of all continuous functions f : X -+ F, where the

addition of any two functions f and g is given point-wise, by (f+g)(x) = f(x)+g(x)

for all x E X, and multiplication by a scalar a is also defined point-wise, as

(af)(x) = af(x) for all x E X. The subspace of W(X) given by the bounded

functions, i.e. functions f E W(X) for which sup{If(x)I I x E X} < 00, is typically

denoted W'(X) and carries a natural norm. Namely, the mapping |||| : W'(X) -+ F

given by ||f|| = sup{If(x)| I x E X} is indeed a norm, referred to as the uniform

norm.

In practice (or whenever the need to integrate arises), it is useful to consider two

subspaces of W(X). For this, it is necessary to place an additional restriction on

X, requiring to be locally compact, that is, carrying a topology in which every

point has an open neighborhood whose closure is compact. In this setting, one

interesting subspace of %Wb(X) is the vector space Wo(X) formed by the continuous

functions that vanish at infinity, i.e. continuous functions f : X -+ F having the

property that for all e > 0, {X E X I f(x)| > e} is compact. Another is the

vector space Woo(X) (also denoted W(X)) formed by the compactly supported

continuous functions. (The reader may verify that 'o(X) is the closure of Woo(X)

in the topology induced by the uniform norm.) Of course, if X happens to be a

compact space, then e(X) = W4(X) = 'o(X) = Woo(X).

In discussing both general results and concrete examples, we will make frequent use

of the notion of equivalence in normed spaces, which is that of isometric isomorphism:
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Definition 20. If X and 9 are normed spaces, X and 9' are said to be isometri-

cally isomorphic if there exists a surjective linear isometry from X onto 9', that is,

if there exists a linear map T: X -+ W such that T(.r() = W and |IT(x)I| = ||xii for

all x E X.

The previous discussion focused on the normed spaces, but one is frequently pre-

sented with a weaker notion. Namely, a function X -+ [0, oo) satisfying conditions

i and ii of the Definition 19 is instead said to be a seminorm. Passing from a semi-

norm to a norm corresponds to prohibiting the existence of "non-zero vectors of zero

length". In fact, every vector space is a priori endowed with a seminorm, namely

the trivial seminorm, assigning length zero to every element of the space. In some

contexts, the existence of a given (non-trivial) seminorm will in fact be enough to

derive sufficient amounts of structure for the application at hand. However, in most

situations, there is a distinct advantage to instead passing to equivalence classes of

elements in order to restrict the analysis to a setting where elements different than

0 have strictly positive length. This is accomplished via the quotient space (cf. Ap-

pendix A), as in the following example.

Example 13 Let (X, T, i) be a measure space consisting of a set X, a --algebra

T of subsets of X, and a (positive) measure p : T -+ [0, oo]. Let X be the class

of p-measurable functions f : q -+ C that are p-summable, that is, for which

(f, If(x) JP dp(x))1p < 00. It can be easily seen that X is a vector space under

point-wise addition and multiplication by scalars.' The natural candidate for the

norm on X will be denoted |I || and given by If Ip = (f,| If(x)IP dp(x)) 1 p . The

reader may verify that |1||1 is a seminorm, but it is not a norm. Indeed, ||||1

evaluates to zero for any any function f E X that vanishes everywhere except on

a set of zero measure.

At this point, one can easily show that the vector space obtained by dividing

out the kernel of ||||, is a normed space, typically referred to as 2FP(X, %F, p) (or,

1To see this, the reader may wish to recall that for any a,#8 E C and p > 1, la + #|P <
2P- 1(laP + 131P). It immediately follows that for f,g E X, one must also have af + bg E X for all
a,b E C.
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simply S2P(p) when the choice of the underlying measurable space is clear). In

other words, letting N be the vector space formed by all functions f E X that

vanish everywhere except on a set of zero measure, the space YP(p) is given as

the quotient X/N. The elements of 2'P(p) are therefore equivalence classes of

functions that look the same if one ignores what happens on sets of measure zero.

It is an exercise in elementary analysis to check that YP(p) as defined above is

complete, so it may from now on serve as one of our standard examples of Banach

spaces. 0

On a related note, one may wonder at what generally becomes of a normed space

or a Banach space after taking of a quotient by its subspace. This is addressed next.

B.1.1 Quotient spaces as normed spaces

Let X be a normed space and consider a subspace Xo of X, where Xo is not a

priori assumed to be closed.2 Section A.1.2 defined the vector space X/Xo and the

present concern is with the norm properties of this quotient. First, the reader may

verify that the following defines a seminorm on X/&o:

[x]|| := inf{IIx + y|; y E Xo} = inf{||x - yll; y E Xo} (B.1)

for each [x] E X/o (in the notation of Section A.1.2). Note that the second

equality in (B.1), which follows from the fact that X0 is a vector space (in particular,

if y E Xo, then -y E Xo), lends the corresponding functional |||| a clear geometric

interpretation: | [x] is simply the distance from x to o.

Now note that if Xo is not closed, the seminorm in (B.1) is not a norm. Indeed,

there must exist some x E X not equivalent to zero (i.e. [x] 5 [0]) for which the

infimum of {Iix + yIl; y E Xo} vanishes - simply choose x to be a limit point of X0

that does not belong to it.

2 Closure refers to closure with respect to the subspace topology, with the topology on X being
the default (i.e. norm) topology - see the following section for a discussion of topologies on normed
spaces.
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If .o is closed, then &/&o will generally behave as one may hope. In particular,

we have the following:

Theorem 12. If X is a normed space and Xo a closed subspace of X, then

as defined in (B.1) is a norm on Y/o7 0 . If X is a Banach space, so is X|50.

Moreover, the map x - [x] is bounded, has norm less than one, and is continuous.

B.1.2 Topologies on X

Normed vector spaces come with a natural topology. Specifically, in the setting of

a normed space (X, 11||), the default topology considered will be the norm topology,

generated by the sets {x E X; Ix - xoI| < e} for all xo E X and E > 0.

The fact of having a topology on a vector space X allows one to consider the

continuity of functions defined on X. In turn, having this topology come from a

norm ensures that two elementary functions are continuous. Specifically, one may

check that if X is a normed space, then

i. the function X x X -+ X given by (x, y) -4 x + y is continuous;

ii. the function F x X -+ X given by (a, x) F4 ax is continuous.

More generally, a vector space that may not come with a norm, but comes with a

topology in which the above two maps are continuous, is referred to as a topological

vector space.

If X is a normed space, a second useful topology on X is derived from the

bounded3 linear functionals. It is referred to as the weak topology and is generated

by the family of seminorms on X given by x F-+ |L(x)| and taken over all bounded

linear functionals L : X -+ F. In particular, the weak topology is generated the sets

{x E X | ||L(x - xo)|1 < c} for all xO E X, L a bounded linear functional on X, and

e > 0. The weak topology turns X into a topological vector space with the additional

property that 0 is the only element that is in the kernel of all of the seminorms that

3 For a definition and further discussion of the bounded linear functionals on X, the reader is
referred ahead to Sections B.1.3 and B.1.4.
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generate it - i.e. the weak topology turns X into a locally convex space. In that

sense, the weak topology retains some of the key properties of the norm topology. Of

course, as its name indicates, the weak topology is coarser than the norm topology, as

the generating sets of the former are also generators of the latter (but not vice-versa).

Two norms will said to be equivalent if they define the same topology. Equiva-

lently:

Definition 21. Two norms |1 and 11112 on a vector space X are said to be equivalent

if there exist positive constants c, c+ such that for all x E X,

c_||z||1 < ||X||2:5 c+||3||i-

The following theorem shows that as far as finite-dimensional vector spaces are

concerned, the topological properties of the space are those given by the Euclidean

norm. However, the reader should keep in mind that the metric properties are gen-

erally affected by the choice of the norm.

Theorem 13. If X is a finite dimensional vector space over F, then any two norms

on X are equivalent.

On a more general note, throughout this chapter, the reader should feel free to

specialize the discussion to the finite-dimensional setting, thus returning to the realm

of linear algebra. However, the same reader should also be forewarned that the spaces

that will interest us in this thesis - namely, the normed spaces built on tensor algebras

of Section A.3.4 - will be infinite-dimensional.

B.1.3 Linear Operators

When considering maps between two normed vector spaces, the notions of linearity,

continuity, and boundedness are intimately connected. First, a map between two

vector spaces is typically referred to as an operator. When considering an operator

from a normed vector space into another, the underlying notion of distance permits

to distinguish a class of operators that are bounded.
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Definition 22. Given X and !W two normed vector spaces, a map A : X -+ 3W is

said to be bounded if there is a positive constant c such that ||Ax|| cjxj for all

x E X.

For X and 3( normed vector spaces, the class of bounded linear operators X

9 is denoted 9(X, 9). Similarly, the class of bounded linear operators X -+ X

is denoted 9(X). Considering the previous definition, there is a natural norm on

66(X), turning R(X) itself into a normed vector space. In particular, the reader is

invited to verify the equivalences stated in the following definition.

Definition 23. Let X be a normed vector space. The norm of an operator A E

M(X), denoted ||Ai| is given by

||Ail = sup{jAx|j I|x| | 1}

= sup{||Ax|| I |xll = 1}

= sup{||Ax1j||xj I x # 0}

= inf{c > 0 | ||Ax|| < c|jxj| for x E X}.

It is a feature of normed vector spaces that bounded linear operators are contin-

uous, and that, conversely, continous linear operators are bounded. More concretely:

Proposition 13. Let X and 9W be normed vector spaces and A : X -+ W a linear

transformation. The following statements are equivalent:

i. A is cs t 0).

ii. A is continuous at 0.

iii. A is continuous at some point.

Note that in the following chapter, it will be important to recall that the identity

will always belong to the bounded linear operators, as the corresponding algebra of
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operators will be unital. Of course, there are certainly many examples of bounded

linear operators on the familiar normed spaces and the reader is encouraged to look

for some concrete examples. The following two will be of use to us further on.

Example 14 If (X, IQ, pL) is a --finite measure space and f E Y'* (X, 1P, p),

define Mf : 1P (X, %, p) -+ P (X, , p), 1 < p oo, by Mfg = fg for all g in

YP (X, T, p). Then Mf E 9 (YP(X, 9,p)) and IIMI|I = I| Ifo. 0

Example 15 If X and Y are compact spaces and r : Y -+ X is a con-

tinuous map, define A : W (X) -+ W (Y) by (Af) (y) f (r (y)). Then

A E.5 (W (X), e (Y)) and ||All = 1.

When considering bounded linear transformations that also happen to be bijective,

it is natural to ask what may become of their inverses in this framework. The fact

that this inverse will also be bounded is the content of the Inverse Mapping Theorem,

which will be further invoked in Appendix C in the context of the operator spectra.

Theorem 14 (The Inverse Mapping Theorem). If X and W are Banach spaces and

A : X -+ W is a bounded linear transformation that is bijective, then A-' is bounded.

As far as the background for this thesis, we will be mostly interested in the prop-

erties of bounded linear operators on Hilbert spaces, discussed shortly. As for the

general theory of bounded linear operators on Banach spaces, the results of inter-

est will be more at home in the setting of Appendix C, and the remainder of the

discussion is postponed until then.

B.1.4 Linear Functionals

Given a normed space X, a linear transformation L : X -+ F is referred to as a

linear functional. By Proposition 13, the continuous linear functionals are the same

as the bounded linear functionals, and the norm of a linear functional is given by

||L|| := sup{|L(x)|;||jxj| 5 1}, (B.2)
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with the remaining equivalent expressions of Definition 23 specializing analogously.

The change in terminology associated with specializing the image of a bounded

linear operator is meant to indicate that the resulting objects have special structure.

Given a normed space X, let X* denote' the collection of all bounded linear func-

tionals on X, i.e. X* = 9(XF). Note that X* is indeed a vector space under

point-wise addition and multiplication by a scalar; in particular, for any a, # E F and

L 1 , L 2 E X*, (aLi + #L 2 )(X) = aLi(x) + #L 2 (x) for all x E X. The space X* is

referred to as the dual space of X*.

The following fact will provide the starting point for the discussion of the Appendix

C.

Proposition 14. If X is a normed space, then X* is a Banach space. More gener-

ally, if X* is non-trivial (i.e. X* # {O}), then 9( ,W) is a Banach space if and

only if 0 is a Banach space.

Returning to the familiar function spaces, the following classical theorems, which

are a staple of any graduate course in analysis (e.g. [LL01]), provide an illustration

of how these notions arise in a more "concrete" setting.

Example 16 Let (X, 9, p) be a measure space and let 1 < p < oo. If 1/p+1/q =

1 and gELq (X, T, p), define Fg : 2P (p) -+ F by

F9 (f) = f g d.

Then Fg E YP (p)* and the map g F- Fg defines an isometric isomorphism of

yq (P) onto 2P (p)*. The analogous result also holds for p = 1 and q = oo. .

Example 17 Let X be a locally compact space and let M (X) denote the space

of all F-valued regular Borel measures on X, with the norm on M (X) given by

the total variation norm. For p E M (X), define F. : o (X) -+ F by

Fy(f)= Ifddp.

4Actually, the usual notation is X*, but we prefer to use the modified symbol * to avoid confusion
with the conjugation operation, introduced shortly.
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Then F, E % (X)* and the map p i-+ F,, defines an isometric isomorphism of

M (X) onto Wo (X)*. 0

As a normed space, the dual space X* can be topologized in a obvious way and

the corresponding topology is referred to as the norm topology or strong topology on

X*. On the other hand, another natural choice is the topology on X* induced by

the family of seminorms L - L(x) taken over all (fixed) x E X, referred to as the

weak* topology. The generators of the weak* topology can be taken to be the sets

{IL(x) - Lo(x)| <e; L E X*} taken over all Lo E * x E X, and e > 0. The

weak* topology is in many ways more natural than the norm topology. For instance,

whereas one can show that the unit ball {x E X; l|xi| 1} is compact in the norm

topology if and only if X is finite-dimensional, the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem (below)

asserts that no such condition is required if one passes to the weak* topology. For an

example application of the weak* topology, the reader is referred to Section C.2.1 of

Appendix C.

Theorem 15 (Banach-Alaoglu Theorem). If X is a normed space, then {x E

X; ||xi| 1} is weak* compact.

B.2 Inner product spaces and Hilbert spaces

The notion of an inner product on a vector space generalizes the finite-dimensional

vector inner product and transports concepts of lengths and angles to the infinite-

dimensional setting.

Definition 24. If X is a vector space over F, an inner product on X is a function

X x X -+ F satisfying, for all a, # in F and x, y, z in X, the following:

i. (ax + #y z) = a(X, z) + , z).

i.(x, ay +'6z) = a(x, y) + T x, z).

ii.(x, x) > 0 whenever x =A 0.
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iv. (x, y) = (y, x).

The corresponding pair (X, (, )) is said to be an inner product space.

Note that by relaxing the requirement iii in the definition above to require only

that (x, x) > 0 for all x E X instead defines what is referred to as a semi-inner

product. The following is a crucial property of (semi-)inner products that the reader

is certain to have previously encountered, at least in the finite-dimensional setting.

Theorem 16 (Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality). If (., -) is a semi-inner product on X,

then I(x, y) 2 < (x, x)(y, y) for all x and x in X. Moreover, equality occurs if and

only if there are scalars a and 3, both not 0, such that (f3x + ay, fx + ay) = 0.

By revisiting Definition 19, the reader may quickly realize that x '- (x, x) defines

a norm on X. Thus, all inner product spaces are normed vector spaces. A Hilbert

space is an inner product space that is complete relative to the metric induced by the

corresponding norm. Of the familiar examples of normed spaces, there is one family

of function spaces that comes with natural inner product structure:

Example 18 Let (X, , j) be a --finite measure space and let Y2 (p)

2 (X, T, pL) be the familiar space of square integrable functions (cf. Example 13).

If f and g E y2 (I), then by H6lder's inequality fy is integrable (i.e. fg E Yl (p)).

Thus, one may set

(f, g) = fg dp

and the reader may verify that this defines an inner product on 2 (A). It is clear

that this inner product induces the "usual" norm on y2 (y), which, referring back

to Example 13, implies that 22 (p) is complete and is thus a Hilbert space.

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality then becomes the statement that

2 1

(f, g) 5 | f|12 dpL 1( |g|2 dp.1 ,

which is the p = q = 2 version of H6lder's inequality. While the natural inner-

product structure on 22 (not shared by 2P spaces for other values of p) may not
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look particularly impressive for now, the benefits of the Hilbert-space structure on

y2 will start becoming apparent in the next section.

As a specialization of the above to the case where p is a discrete measure and X are

the positive integers, consider now the space f 2 of square-summable series. Setting

((xi)j, (yj)j) =Ej xjV7 then defines an inner product on f 2. The Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality then becomes the statement that

0o 2 00 0-
i7!1 z1Xj 12zE yj 12.

i=1 j=1 j=1

B.2.1 Orthonormal sets and bases

In addition to the natural notion of length (given by the corresponding norm), one of

the key attributes of an inner product space is the underlying notion of orthogonality.

In particular, given an inner product space 1*, vectors v1 , v2 E 1' are said to be

orthogonal if (vi, v2 ) = 0. An array of concepts and results from linear algebra can

thereby be transported into the infinite-dimensional setting, starting with:

Definition 25. An orthonormal subset of an inner product space 1' is a subset g

having the properties: (a) for e in g, \|e|| = 1; (b) if e1 , e2 E g and e1 : e2 , then

e1 _L e2 . A basis for 11 is a maximal orthonormal set.

Example 19 Returning to the setting of linear algebra, let {e 1 ,...,en} be a

finite orthonormal basis for some Hilbert space JX and let {e1,... , Cm} be a finite

orthonormal basis for a Hilbert space X. It can be shown that every linear

transform from JXr into X is bounded. Moreover, setting aig := (Aey, ei) for all

1 < j 5 n, 1 <i < m, the resulting m x n matrix (aij) is a representation of the

operator A with respect to the basis as given. Conversely, every m x n matrix

represents a bounded linear operator -y -+ X.

Next, moving to a setting where the basis is countable rather than finite, consider

the f 2 space (cf. Example 18) and let el, e2,... be its usual basis, i.e. ej =
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(0, ... , 0, 1, 0, . .. ) where the single 1 is at position i. If A E .5 ( 2), consider the

infinite matrix obtained by taking its (i, j)h entry as aig = (Aej, e1). The infinite

matrix represents A in this basis, analogously to the finite case. However, this

representation is frequently of limited value; for example, it is unknown how to

calculate the norm of a general infinite matrix from its entries, while even the

sufficiency conditions for the boundedness of such a matrix can become unwieldy.

As the reader may recall from linear algebra, every linearly independent set can

be turned into an orthonormal one via the so-called Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization

process, and this is more generally true of finite linearly independent sets in an inner

product space. In particular, if IY is an inner product space and {vn : n E N} is a

linearly independent subset of 1-', then there is an orthonormal set {en : n E N} such

that for every n, the linear span of {ei, .. ., en} equals the linear span of {v1,.. ., vn}.

The following is a useful collection of equivalences regarding the notion of a basis

in a Hilbert space.

Theorem 17. If .' is a Hilbert space and 6 is an orthonormal set in Ye', then the

following statements are equivalent:

i. g is a basis for X.

ii. If h E dr and h _. 6, then h = 0.

iii. )-' equals the closed linear span of g.

iv. If h E e, then h = E{(h, e)e : e E}.

v. If g and h E -r, then

(g, h) = {{g,e)(e, h) : e E 6}.

vi. If h E dr, then 11h1 2 = Z{1{h,e)I2 : e E g} (Parseval's Identity)

Furthermore, if dX is a Hilbert space, any two bases for )-' have the same cardinality.
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Note that g need not in general be a countable set and the items iv-vi above may

look worriesome. Fortunately, it is the case that if J is a Hilbert space and 6 is an

orthonormal set in Jy", then for any h E dr, (h, e) = 0 for at most countably many

e E S.

Returning to the example of the function space _F2 (ii), the existence of a basis and

the corresponding decomposition properties of Theorem 17 provide powerful tools for

representing functions. Indeed, this is the foundation of Fourier analysis.5.

The last property of the above Theorem 17 suggests that the cardinality of the

basis is a meaningful invariant for Hilbert spaces. In linear algebra, this quantity is

the dimension of the vector space, and that notion will therefore analogously carry

over to the general setting:

Definition 26. The dimension of a Hilbert space is the cardinality of the basis and

is denoted by dim J.

As expected, the finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces bring us back to the realm of

linear algebra. Of the infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, a particularly important

class is composed of those spaces that have a countable basis. One such example is

the space y
2 ([0, 1]) (with respect to the Lebesgue measure), whose basis is given by

the complex exponentials Vn(X) = exp(i27rnx) taken over n E N .

Definition 27. A Hilbert space is said to be separable if it admits a countable or-

thonormal basis, that is, if dim aY' = N0.

B.2.2 Isomorphic Hilbert spaces

The notion of structural equivalence in Hilbert space is again that of vector-space iso-

morphism, augmented by the requirement that this isomorphism should also preserve

the inner product. Specifically:

Definition 28. If J' and X are Hilbert spaces, a (Hilbert space) isomorphism

'For a thorough and accessible account of Fourier analysis, the reader is referred to Chapter 3 of
[SSO3]
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between ff and X is a linear surjection U : JX -> X satisfying

(Uh, Ug) = (h, g)

for all h,g in 'e.

The reader may readily verify that if JV and X are isomorphic as Hilbert spaces,

they are also isomorphic as Banach space, as the isomorphism of Definition 28 also

preserves the norm. More generally, a norm-preserving map is called an isometry

and it is in fact easy to show that if V : )-' -+ X is a linear map between Hilbert

spaces, then V is an isometry if and only if (Vh, Vg) = (h, g) for all h, g in Y. So,

the Hilbert space isomorphism is simply a vector-space isomorphism that is also an

isometry.

By making use of the availability of some basis o on any Hilbert space J', one

can construct an explicit isomorphism U : ' -+ 2(B), by which one proves the

following theorem:

Theorem 18. Two Hilbert spaces are isomorphic if and only if they have the same

dimension.

Corollary 3. All separable infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces are isomorphic.

In particular, all infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert spaces are therefore iso-

morphic to e2. Given that the Hilbert spaces of interest in this thesis will indeed be

assumed to be separable, the reader may therefore feel free to specialize the remainder

of these introductory chapters to their heart's desire.

B.2.3 9(Je)

The bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space JV form an algebra, with multipli-

cation defined as composition, denoted 9(A'). The present section considers only

a handful of their elementary properties, despite the fact that much is known about

these (see e.g. Chapter 2 of [Con9O]). Nevertheless, note ahead of time that we will
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return to the more advanced aspects of bounded linear operators on Hilbert spaces,

towards the end of Appendix C, but only after we demonstrate that this setting is

actually "generic". 6

We start with an elementary (but crucial) example.

Proposition 15. Let (X, I, p) a a-finite measure space and consider the Hilbert space

. = 22 (X, 'I', p_) = 22 (p). Iff E Y** (p), define the multiplication by f operator

MS : 22 (_) _+ 22 (p) by Mfg = gf. Then M5 E g (22 (p)) and |IM5 || = ||f 1o.

Of course, the properties of the bounded linear operators on Banach spaces are

inherited by 9(dr), though the setting of Banach spaces is almost too broad for this

remark to be useful. The main new notion to be introduced at this point is that

of an adjoint of an operator, which will be shown in Appendix C to lend R(JV)

its remarkable algebraic structure. In the following chapter, the action of taking the

operator adjoint will be considered in a more abstract setting, where the map A -+ A*

will become an arbitrary involution.

Definition/Theorem 8. If dr and X are Hilbert spaces and A in 9 (d, X),

then there exists a unique operator A* E .R (., V7J'), referred to as the adjoint of A,

satisfying (Ah, k) = (h, A*k) for all h E Ye, k E X.

Proposition 16. If A, B E 9 (dF) and a E F, then:

i. (aA + B)* = A* + B*.

ii. (AB)* = B*A*.

iii. A** = (A*)* = A.

iv. If A is invertible in .R (dr) and A- 1 is its inverse, then A* is invertible and

(A*)- (A 1)*.

v. ||All = ||A*|| = ||A* All 1/ 2

'Specifically, Appendix C is focused on the more general setting of the so-called Banach algebras

and, more narrowly, C* algebras. The latter will turn out to come with a representation theorem,
namely the GNS construction, that will bring the discussion back into the realm of (
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Recall that an important class of bounded linear operators was encountered in

Definition 28. These were the linear surjections U : )r -+ X with the property

that (Uh, Ug) = (h, g) for all h, g in d. Such a map U is typically referred to as

a unitary. Clearly, unitaries are bounded linear operators, and the reader may also

easily verify that U is a unitary if and only if UU* = U*U = I.

We had also previously mentioned that a norm-preserving map is called an isom-

etry and that one could show that if V : X -+ X is a linear map between Hilbert

spaces, then V is an isometry if and only if (Vh, Vg) = (h, g) for all h, g in dr.

It is important to note that a unitary operator is a surjective isometry. As an ex-

ample of an isometry that is not surjective, one may take the left-shift operator

(hi, h2, ... ) >- (0, h1, h2, ... ) on f 2.

Just as unitaries can be described by the relation UU* = U*U = I, the behavior

of the operator under the action of taking adjoints will lead us to distinguish the

following classes of operators.

Definition 29. If A E 2 (dr), then: A is hermitian or self-adjoint if A* = A; A

is normal if AA* = A*A; A is positive or positive semidefinite if there exists some

B E 2(dr) such that A = BB*.

Note that a positive operator in a finite-dimensional setting is a positive semidef-

inite matrix. In another familiar setting, the reader may verify that if A = S(X),

then f is positive in A if and only if f (x) > 0 for all x E X. Similarly, if A = Y (p),

f is positive in A iff f > 0 a.e. (with respect to p). The positivity of a bounded

linear operator on a Hilbert space can in fact be conveniently recast in the following

form.

Proposition 17. If X' is a Hilbert space and A E 9(dr), then A is positive if and

only if (Ah, h) 2 0 for all h E -W.

Another important class of operators, also familiar from the finite-dimensional

setting, are (orthogonal) projections. In particular, an idempotent is a bounded linear

operator E on JV satisfying E 2 = E and a projection is an idempotent P such that
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ker P = (ran P)'. In this general setting, idempotents and projections nevertheless

retain most of their key properties:

Proposition 18. If E is an idempotent on dF and E # 0, the following statements

are equivalent; (a) E is a projection; (b) E is the orthogonal projection of de onto

ran E; (c) ||Ell = 1, (d) E = E*, i.e. E is self-adjoint; (e) EE* = E*E, i.e. E is

normal; (f) (Eh, h) > 0 for all h E ye.

Proposition 19. (a) E is an idempotent if and only of I - E is an idempotent.

(b) ran E = ker(I - E), ker E = ran (I - E), and both ran E and ker E are closed

linear subspaces of dV. (c) If ff = ran E and Y = ker E, then & n 4,, = {0} and

B.2.4 Topologies on 9(/Y)

Due to the inner product structure on )V, there are a number of natural topologies

on ( many of which are targeted to specific applications. In addition to the

norm topology, we will at present discuss two more relevant ones.

The strong operator topology (SOT) on q(.f) is given by the family of seminorms

A -+ |Ahil, taken over all h E X'. In particular, SOT is generated by the sets

{A E 2(.'); l(A - Ao)h| < e} for all A0 E 6(J), h E dr, and e > 0.

The weak operator topology (WOT) on 2(X') is given by the family of seminorms

A - I (Ah, g)|, taken over all h, g E dF. In particular, WOT is generated by the sets

{A E 2(3'); ((A - Ao)h, g)I < E} for all A0 E q(,V), h, g c )Vf, and c > 0.

Clearly, WOT is coarser than SOT as the generators of the former are also the

generators of the latter (but not vice versa). From the point of view of convergence,

the reader may verify that the net {Ai} in 9(dle) converges to A E 9(r) in SOT

if and only if I(Ai - A)hI| -+ 0 for all h E Ae . In contrast, {Ai} converges in WOT if

and only if (Aih, g) -+ (Ah, g) for all h, g E 9F, and SOT convergence indeed implies

WOT convergence, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Frequently, it is the weaker

form that will be useful, as in the following example.
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Example 20 Let (X, T, p) be a a-finite measure space and for f E Y* (pL),

let M 1 be the multiplication operator on '2 (p) (cf. Example 15). Then, one

may check that a net {fX -fi dp} in 21(p)* (cf. Example 16) converges weak* to

fX -f dp if and only if {M 1 } converges in WOT to Mf.

Analogously to the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem of Section B.1.4, the closed unit

ball of 9(r) can be shown to be WOT compact (but not SOT compact unless

d-V is finite-dimensional). Yet, in other respects, SOT and WOT share a number of

properties. For example, it can be shown that if F is separable, then both SOT

and WOT are metrizable on bounded subsets of g(X). Moreover, from the point

of view of the bounded linear functionals on the Banach space X = .(J), the two

topologies behave quite similarly:

Proposition 20. For any linear functional L : 9(-') -+ C, the following are equiv-

alent,

i. L is SOT continuous.

ii. L is WOT continuous.

iii. There are vectors g1 ,... 7gn, h1 ,..., hn in .r such that L(A) = j 1 (Agi, hi)

for every A E q(Y).

The topologies on 9(dX') will become especially important in Appendix C. For

instance, the following example lends meaning to the Definition 40 of Section C.2.3.

Example 21 If {En} is a sequence of pair-wise orthogonal projections on

then E'l En converges in SOT to the projection of JV onto the closed linear

span of {En(3) I n > 1} (i.e. onto the smallest closed linear subspace of Jy'

containing the subspaces En(') for all n > 1).

B.2.5 Linear functionals

As in the more general Banach-space setting, one can specialize the discussion of

the bounded linear operators between Hilbert spaces to that of the bounded linear
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functionals on a Hilbert space X. In particular, one may discuss the properties of

the dual space of ff, denoted f*. The fact that the underlying norm was induced

by an inner product gives rise to the following powerful representation theorem.

Theorem 19 (Riesz Representation Theorem). If -X' is a Hilbert space and L

f -+ F a bounded linear functional, then there is a unique vector ho in J such that

L (h) = (h, ho) for every h in Ye. Moreover, ||Li| = ||ho||.

Note that, the natural map ff -+ -* is in fact an isomorphism (or anti-

isomorphism, depending on the choice of the base field F) between two normed spaces.

But, we will not linger further on that fact. Instead, as a more concrete application

of the above theorem, consider the resulting representation theorem in Y2.

Corollary 4. If (X, T, p) is a measure space and L : 2 2 (p) -+ F is a bounded linear

functional, then there is a unique ho in 2 2 (p) such that for every h in y2(/1)

L(h)= Jhhody.

B.3 Direct sums and tensor products of Hilbert

spaces

The direct sums and tensor products addressed in Appendix A are considered to

be algebraic, an attribute principally meant to indicate that one is purposefully ig-

noring the natural Hilbert space structure on the resulting vector spaces. This will

be remedied at present. In particular, the following two sections discuss the typi-

cal Hilbert-space structure on these objects, which is of central importance to the

remainder of this thesis.
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B.3.1 Direct sums of Hilbert spaces

Taking direct sums of Hilbert spaces is straightforward: let e,..., ), be Hilbert

spaces and denoting by @,1 J their algebraic direct sum, set

((X1, ... n), (Yi,..., 7yn)) = (x1, y1),x + . . + (zx, 7 nyen ,

(i .= (7xii +. + ||Ixn||2 1/2 ,

for all (Xi 7 . . . , xn), (yi, ... , y,) E G -i L. The reader may readily verify that (, )

gives indeed an inner product and l||| a norm on $ 1 J. In fact, E, Y is complete

with respect to this norm, and the algebraic direct sum as an inner product space

thereby becomes a bona fide Hilbert space.

The analogous definitions can be made for any countable family of Hilbert spaces,

as follows.

Proposition 21. If dX'1, -,... are Hilbert spaces, let dF be the set of sequences

(hn) _1, with hn E den for all n E N, such that E' I 1|h ||2 < oo. For h = (ha) and

g = (gn) in d, define
00

(hg) = E(hngn).
n=1

Then ( , ) is an inner product on JX' and the norm relative to this inner product is

||hil = (E0 1 IIhn|| 2)i. With this inner product J is a Hilbert space.

If r, J, ... are Hilbert spaces, the space dr of Proposition 21 is called the

(Hilbert space) direct sum of )V, , ... and is denoted by dr =: e =1nftydn.

Despite the ambiguous notation, throughout this thesis, we will be careful to point

out whenever the direct sums are meant to be taken as algebraic.

B.3.2 Tensor products of Hilbert spaces

Analogously to the previous discussion, there is also a natural definition of a tensor

product of Hilbert spaces. As in the algebraic case, the definition will be centered on

a universal property governing the behavior of bilinear maps, with some additional
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"analytic" structure required. First, the maps of interest will be assumed to be

bounded. Specifically, let JV, J, ... , )g be Hilbert spaces and L be a multilinear

mapping from JX x ... x X into JV. Then, L is a bounded multilinear mapping if,

in addition, there exists some r > 0 for which

|IL (xi, ... , X) 11 r||x1|| - --|xn|| for all xi E A, .. X.nx E en.

When the image of a bounded multilinear map is F, we will (predictably) refer to

it as a bounded multilinear functional. There is a subclass of such functionals that is

of particular interest for the topic at hand. Namely, let t, ... , Jen be Hilbert spaces

with some orthonormal bases &j,..., Be, respectively. If y : ' 0 ... 0 A' -4 F is a

bounded multilinear functional, then it can be shown that the value (in the extended

sense) of the expression EE ... EfnEen 17(f1, fn)|2 is not affected by the choice

of the bases g 1, ... , g'. A bounded multilinear functional for which this sum is finite

is referred to as a Hilbert-Schmidt functional on X 0 ... 0 dn, with norm given as

||LI|2 = L . . | (fi, ... f 1)2 .(B.3)
(Ahel A nEgn )i

The focus for the universal property of Hilbert tensor product will not merely be

bounded multilinear mappings, but the narrower class of the so-called weak Hilbert-

Schmidt mappings, defined as follows.

Definition 30. A weak Hilbert-Schmidt mapping from Je x ... x X, into A is a

bounded multilinear mapping L with the following properties:

i. For each h in Ae, the mapping Lh defined by

Lh (X1,...-, Xn) = ( x1,...,z),h)

is a Hilbert-Schmidt functional on M x ... x en.

ii. There is a real number d such that ||Lh||2 d||h|| for each h E f.
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We are now ready to define the Hilbert space tensor product. The following

theorem formulates the desired univesal property.

Theorem 20. Let X,... dn be Hilbert spaces. There is a Hilbert space 3V and a

weak Hilbert-Schmidt mapping ,r : J -+ 3F with the following property: given any

weak Hilbert-Schmidt mapping L from del x .-- x Jn into a Hilbert space X, there

is a unique bounded linear mapping T from .V into X, such that L = T o 7r.

Moreover, for any two Hilbert space JV and JV' as above, with the corresponding

maps ir and ir', there is a unitary transformation U from dY onto V' such that

?r' = U o 7r.

The above Hilbert space fX will be denoted ? 9 ... 0 J)n and referred to as the

(Hilbert space) tensor product of Jei, ... , dn. The universal property can then be

rephrased as given any weak Hilbert-Schmidt mapping L from dyej x ... x X, into a

Hilbert space X, there is a unique bounded linear mapping T making the following

diagram commute:

dr x -.-. x dr. -> J @. . X

L

The resulting Hilbert space Ji. (. .®.on is seen to have remarkably natural structure:

Proposition 22. Let )Y,..., dn be Hilbert spaces with the corresponding bases

1 . , 6n, and let K j0.. .09Y be their tensor product with map r : .), x .-- x I -+

A' given as in Theorem 20. Then, for all vi, wi e r (i = 1,..., n),

(7r (Vi, . . . , o,,) , 7r (Wi, ... -, Wn)) = (Vi, Wi) ..-. (on, Wn).-

Furthermore, the set {r (fi,... , fn) : fi E 1, ... , fn E &} is an orthonormal basis of

Given the Hilbert spaces JV', ... , . and the map ur associated with their tensor

product .Xf0®.. ..9)a, it is natural to write fi@. . .9fn for the element gr (fi,..., fn)
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(where fi E Ye, i = 1, ... , n)), as we have so far been doing when dealing with the

algebraic tensor products. The above proposition then indicates that these pure

tensors, when drawn from the bases of the underlying Hilbert space, form a basis of

the tensor product. The reader may then verify that the Hilbert-space tensor product

is (up to a unique Hilbert-space isomorphism) the completion of the algebraic tensor

product, relative to the inner product defined by:
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Appendix C

We presently review some elementary aspects of the theory of operator algebras, which

form the underpinning of the probabilistic frameworks considered in this thesis. The

focus is on the elementary properties of Banach algebras, C* algebras, and von Neu-

mann algebras. This appendix is principally based on the later chapters of Conway's

Course in Functional Analysis [Con90} as well as the first volume of the Fundamentals

of the theory of operator algebras by Kadison and Ringrose [KR97]. The material on

von Neumann algebras also draws on a set of unpublished notes by Vaughan Jones,

which at the time of this writing can be found floating around the cyberspace.

C.1 Banach Algebras

We start by recalling that throughout this chapter, F will denote the underlying field

of scalars, taken to be either R or C. Then, an algebra over F will refer to a vector

space A over F with multiplication A x A -+ A with respect to which A is also a

ring; in particular, the multiplication must satisfy that for every a E F and a, b E A,

a(ab) = (aa)b = a(ab).

The central object of this section is the following:

Definition 31. A Banach algebra is an algebra A over F that has a norm |- relative

to which A is a Banach space, with the additional property that for all a, b E A,

IabI < ||al Ib||. A Banach algebra is said to be unital if it contains an identity.

Note that for a unital Banach algebra A with identity id, the map a -+ aid is an
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isomorphism of F into A with ||aidI| = Jal. This identification will from now on be

thought as the inclusion F C A and the identity element will be denoted 1.

The following are some standard settings in which the Banach algebras arise nat-

urally; for additional examples, the reader is referred to [Con90].

Example 22 Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let A be the continuous

functions on X, i.e. A = W(X). If the multiplication A x A -+ A is defined as

(f, g) -+ fg (pointwise), then A is a commutative unital Banach algebra with the

constant function 1 as the identity.

If X is instead only locally compact and A further restricted to those functions

that are bounded, i.e. A = Cb(X), then A is again a commutative unital Banach

algebra.

However, if X is locally compact and A is composed of continous functions with

compact support, i.e. A = Co(X), then A is a commutative Banach algebra (for

multiplication as previously defined), but A does not contain an identity.

Example 23 Let (X, T, p) be a o-finite measure space and A be the algebra

of all essentially bounded measurable functions on X, i.e. A = L' (X, IQ, p).

Then A is an abelian unital Banach algebra with under point-wise addition and

multiplication, with norm given by the essential supremum norm.

And there is of course our prototype of a Banach algebra:

Example 24 Let X be a Banach space and A the bounded linear operators

on X, i.e. A = V(X). Defining the multiplication as composition, then A is a

unital Banach algebra. If dim X > 2, A is not abelian.

If A is instead composed of the subset of operators that are compact, i.e. A =

40(X), then if dim X = 00, A becomes a Banach algebra without the identity.

0

The above examples may serve to illustrate the extent to which Banach algebras

arise in familiar settings. The remaining sections of this chapter will, by drawing on

the dual nature of Banach algebras, develop machinery unique to these objects.
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C.1.1 The Spectrum

The spectrum of a bounded linear operator, or, more generally still, of an element of a

Banach algebra, is a generalization of the concept of eigenvalues in matrices. We will

begin this discussion with revisiting the finite-dimensional setting and generalizing as

we move along.

First, let X be a finite-dimensional Banach space (e.g. Euclidean space, R' or

C") and let A be a (bounded) linear transformation X -+ X. Recall that A - Al

will fail to have an inverse in 9(X) for some A E C if and only if (A - AI)e = 0

for some unit vector e. Such a A is referred to as an eigenvalue of a, with e as the

corresponding eigenvector.

For X an arbitrary, possibly infinite-dimensional Banach space, by the Inverse

Mapping Theorem (Theorem 14 of Appendix B), the operator A - Al will fail to

have an inverse in q(X) only if A - Al fails to be bijective. However, the converse

implication does not hold, and the set of eigenvalues becomes distinct from the set of

real or complex numbers for which (A - AI) is not invertible. The latter is instead

referred to as the spectrum of A, denoted sp(A). In the general context of the present

chapter, the notion of the spectrum of a bounded linear operator on a Banach space

extends readily into the unital Banach algebra setting.

Definition 32. If A is a unital Banach algebra and a E A, the spectrum of a, denoted

sp(a), is defined by

sp(a) = E C | a - a l is not invertible in A}.

The left spectrum sp(a) and the right spectrum sp,(a) are obtained by considering

only left and right inverses, respectively.

The Inverse Mapping Theorem implies that the set of eigenvalues of an operator

on an arbitrary Banach space forms a subset of its spectrum. For operators on

infinite-dimensional Banach spaces, however, the notion of eigenvalues becomes too

restrictive, as illustrated in the following Example 25. In fact, as will become clear
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in Sections C.2.1 and C.2.3, it is the spectrum that encodes the key characteristics of

an operator.

Example 25 Let J = Y2([0,1]) be the Hilbert space of complex-valued

square-integrable functions on [0,1] relative to Lebesgue measure. Let A E 4(A)

be given as the multiplication by the identity function, i.e. (Af)(x) = xf(x) for all

f E J-Y, x E [0, 1]. Then, A has no eigenvalues, for if Af = Af for some non-zero

vector f E X (by the Inverse Mapping Theorem), then f = 0 a.e. in [0,1] -

a contradiction. Nevertheless, it can be shown (by constructing an appropriate

sequence of "approximate" eigenvectors - cf. Example 3.2.2. in [KR97]) that, in

fact, sp(a) = [0,1].

An elementary question, which this discussion has so far managed to avoid, con-

cerns the conditions under which the spectrum of an operator on a Banach space is

non-empty. For example, if A is an algebra of 2 x 2 real matrices, then the matrix A =

0 -1 h
has an empty spectrum. Indeed, for any a E R, det(A - al) - a2 +1 > 0

1 0)
and A - aI is therefore invertible for all a E R. Fortunately, it is the case that every

bounded linear operator on a complex Banach space, or more generally every element

of a Banach algebra over C, must have a non-empty spectrum. For this reason, the

Banach algebras of this section will be assumed to be over C.

Theorem 21. If A is a unital Banach algebra over C, then for each a in A, sp(a) is

a nonempty compact subset of C. Moreover, if |a| > ||a|l, then a V sp(a).

Example 26 Let X is a compact Hausdorff space and A = W(X). For every

f E A, we have sp(f) = f(X). Indeed, for every X E X, f - f(x)1 vanishes at

x and is therefore not invertible as a function on X. Thus, f(X) c sp(f). On

the other hand, if a E F does not belong to f(X), then f - a1 is a non-vanishing

function on X and, since f is continuous, it follows that (f - a)- E W(X). In

particular, f - al is invertible and a 0 sp(f). *

A useful attribute of the spectrum of an operator is the spectral radius. It is the

natural generalization of the maximum eigenvalue of a positive semidefinite matrix,
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both by the nature of its definition and by its resulting properties (see Proposition 23

below).

Definition 33. Given a unital Banach algebra A and a E A, the spectral radius r(a)

of a is defined by r(a) = sup{Ial; a E sp(a)}.

Proposition 23. If A is a unital Banach algebra over C, then limn_,. |a"II||I" exists

and

r(a) = lim ||a"II/".

Moreover, if a, b E A are two commuting elements, i.e. ab = ba, then,

r(ab) <; r(a)r(b) and r(a + b) < r(a) + r(b). (C.1)

C.2 C* Algebras

In the finite-dimensional (matricial) setting, the passage from Banach algebras to C*

algebras occurs when the algebraic and analytic structure is refined by taking into

account the conjugate transpose. More generally, given a Hilbert space d' and the

Banach algebra of bounded linear operators 9(Jye), the analogous passage is with

respect to the operation of taking adjoints. In the modern treatment, the latter is

seen as an instance of an algebraic operation referred to as an involution, defined as

follows.

Definition 34. A map a - a* of A into A is an involution if for all a, b E A and

a, e E C, (i) (a*)* = a, (ii) (ab)* = b*a*, and (iii) (aza + Ob)* = -a* + b*, with the

overline denoting complex conjugation.

Note that if A is unital, properties (i) and (ii) imply that 1* = 1 and, along with

property (iii), yield that for any a E C, (al)* = 1.

In the abstract setting, a Banach algebra A endowed with an involution * A -+ A

becomes referred to as a *-algebra. The *-algebras provide the basic setting for the
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discussion of Chapter 3. The defining norm property of Banach algebras implies that

in a *-algebra, la*all lla*ll|all. In turn, a C* algebra is obtained by requiring that

the previous statement holds as an equality. Specifically:

Definition 35. A *-algebra is a Banach algebra with an involution *. A C* algebra

A is an *-algebra such that for every a E A,

Ila*al| = |la||2. (C.2)

Note that for any element a of a C* algebra A, Ia*I| = ||all. Indeed, by (C.2),

||a12 = lla*all 5 la*||||a||, so ||all 5 |la*Il and ||a*|| 5 ||a**|| = ||all. Though the

requirement (C.2) may look benign at first, it is remarkably strong. As discussed in

the remainder of this section, this additional requirement will impart the C* algebras

with remarkably rich structure.

Returning briefly to the familiar setting of operators on Hilbert spaces, note that

if Jr is a Hilbert space, then 2(/) is a C* algebra where for each A E 9(r), A*

is given as the adjoint of A. Whereas q(,V) is a unital C* algebra, considering the

subalgebra Mo(Jye) of compact operators yields a C* algebra that does not contain

the unit if .)Ve is infinite-dimensional.

The reader may also verify that a norm-closed subalgebra of 9(o') that contain

the adjoints of each of the elements will also be a C* algebra. Surprisingly, a certain

type converse will turn out to hold! (An impatient reader may wish to look ahead

to Section C.2.2, concerning representations of C* algebras.) The following are some

examples of C* algebras.

Example 27 Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and consider the Banach

algebra W(X) (cf. Example 22). Defining the involution as point-wise complex

conjugation, i.e. for f E W(X), f*(x) = f(x) for all x E X, turns %(X) into a

commutative C* algebra.

Analogously to Example 22, if X is locally compact, the Banach algebras Cb(X)

and Co(X) are again commutative C* algebras with respect to point-wise complex

conjugation. However, Co(X) is a C* algebra without identity.
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Example 28 Defining the involution as point-wise complex conjugation also

turns the Banach algebra L**(X, %F, p) (cf. Example 23) into a C* algebra, provided

the measure space (X, I, I) is o-finite. e

Note that for C* algebras, the suitable notion of algebraic equivalence are provided

by *-homomorphisms or *-isomorphisms. A *-homomorphism is a homomorphism

between *-algebras, that is, a homomorphism between algebras that also preserves

the involutive structure, i.e. that is compatible with the involution *. Similarly, a

*-isomorphism is again an algebra isomorphism compatible with the involution *.

Naturally, in the light of the defining C* algebra property (C.2), the presence of a

*-homomorphism also reflects on the norms defined on the corresponding algebras.

In particular:

Proposition 24. If A, A' are C* algebras and p : A -+ A' is a *-homomorphism,

then ||p(a)|I <; ||a|l for all a E A.

If it is additionally the case that ||p(a)|I = ||ail for every element a of the algebra

A, p will be referred to as an isometric *-homomorphism.

Classes of elements in a C* algebra

As in the setting of bounded linear operators on Hilbert spaces, the involution distin-

guishes between several types of elements in a C* algebra. An element a E A is again

said to be normal if a*a = aa*. Normal bounded linear operators on Hilbert spaces

are of particular importance as they satisfy the Spectral Theorem of Section C.2.3.

Similarly, an element u E A is said to be unitary if u*u = uu* = 1 and it is straight-

forward to verify that such elements have unit norm. An element a E A is said to be

self-adjoint or hermitian if a = a*. In this case, one may wish to show the following

useful decomposition: every b E A can be written as b = x + iy where x and y are

self-adjoint elements of A. A (self-adjoint) element a E A is said to be positive if

a = bb* for some b E A.
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Spectral properties in C* algebras

From now on, it will be assumed that the C* algebras of interest will be unital so

that to every element of the algebra, we will then be able to associate a spectrum (cf.

Section C.1.1).

The defining property of C* algebras, (C.2), determines the relation between the

spectrum of an element to that of its adjoint. First, by property ii) of Definition 34

of an involution, an element a of a C* algebra A is invertible if and only if a* is

invertible and (a*)-' = (a-')*. Considering instead the elements a - al E A and

(a - al)* = a* - E1 E A for a E C yields that

sp(A*) = {f I a E sp A}. (C.3)

It is crucial to realize from the above discussion that self-adjoint elements have a

spectrum contained within the real line. What is more, one can also show that the

spectrum of a self-adjoint element is very explicitly tied to its norm:

Proposition 25. If W is a C*-algebra and a is a self-adjoint element of W, then

||ail= r (a).

Finally, it is not immediately clear from the above discussion how the spectrum

of an element of A may change when an element is seen as belonging instead to a

subalgebra of A. Fortunately, the spectrum remains invariant:

Proposition 26. Let d be a C*-algebra and W' a subalgebra of A that is also a

C*-algebra with the common identity and norm. If a E W, then sp, (a) = spy, (a).

It follows that, when it comes to the spectrum of an element, there will be no

concern as to the subalgebra of A in which an element a is considered to "live". In

particular, whenever convenient, one may as well consider the C* algebra generated

by {a, 1}, which is commutative whenever a is normal.
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C.2.1 Functional Calculus in C* algebras

Given an element a in an algebra A, it is clear that polynomials in two variables

evaluated on {a, a*} also belong to A. It is thus natural to ask whether an analogous

statement may hold for a more general class of functions: say, continuous functions.

The so-called functional calculus for normal elements in a C* algebra is the natural

framework that makes concrete the notion of "evaluating a continous function on an

operator".

The need for a functional calculus is particularly natural in the non-commutative

probabilistic setting where elements of A are interpreted as non-commutative random

variables. Of course, in the setting of classical probability, such calculus is immediate:

by representing the (classical) random variables as elements in some [P space of a

given measure space, the needed mechanism is simply that of functional composition.

Somewhat surprisingly perhaps, this intuition ends up being highly relevant to the

broader operator algebraic setting. Loosely speaking, given a normal element ao of a

C* algebra, we will seek to represent ao as a continuous function d0 on some convenient

compact Hausdorff space and to proceed thereafter by functional composition in order

to give meaning to "f(ao)". Subsequently, ao will be represented as an element of

sp(ao) so that for any complex continuous function f on sp(ao), one has sp(f (ao)) =

f (sp(ao)).

For a normal element ao of a unital C* algebra A, let C* (ao) be the unital C*

algebra generated by ao. Note that C*(ao) is abelian (commutative). Let Eo the

collection of all non-zero homomorphisms of C*(ao) -+ C. Note that for h E E0, we

have that h(ao) E C and h(ao - h(ao)1) = 0. Therefore, ao - h(ao)l E A is not

invertible and h(ao) E sp(ao) for every h E Eo. In fact, one can show that the reverse

inclusion holds as well and we have:

Proposition 27. Let Eo(ao) := {h(ao) I h E Eo}. Then sp(ao) = Eo(ao)-

In order to consider the continuous functions on Eo, the next step consists of

topologizing it. The natural candidate is the relative weak* topology inherited from

the dual space of C*(ao). With this topology, Eo will be referred to as the maximal
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ideal space of C*(ao). In that setting Eo can be shown to have the following property

Proposition 28. Eo is a compact Hausdorff space.

Since Eo is a compact Hausdorff space, then, by the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem,

all elements of W(Eo) (the complex-valued continuous functions on E) can be ap-

proximated by polynomials. Using this fact, one can show that there is an isometric

*-isomorphism of C*(ao) onto W(Eo). It is given as follows.

Proposition 29. For any a E C*(ao), Let & denote the Gelfand transform of a, i.e.

the function & : Eo -+ C with h 4 h(a). Then, the Gelfand transform on C*(ao),

namely the map -y : C*(ao) -+ W(Eo) with a 4 d, is an isometric *-isomorphism of

C*(ao) onto W( Eo).

In particular, for any a E C*(ao), one may think of d as a copy of a living in

W(Eo). Now, recall that & is the map h -+ h(a) E sp(ao). There is therefore a natural

isomorphism between W(Eo) and W(Eo(ao)) = W(sp(ao)). Namely, considering the

map do :o -+ sp(ao) given by h F% h(ao), the desired isomorphism is the map

To : %(sp(ao)) -+ W(E) given by f 4 f o do. In fact, it can be shown that ro is an

isometric *-isomorphism. The two such isomorphisms discussed so far in this section

are depicted below.

C* (ao) -t* > W(Eo)

'roj

W(sp(ao))

Now note that C*(ao) can be equivalently expressed as the closure of the polynomials

in two variables evaluated on {ao, a*}. There is nothing to stop us from evaluating

these polynomials on elements of of sp(ao). In fact:

Proposition 30. If p(z,T) is a polynomial in z and - and -yo : C*(ao) -+ W(Eo) the

Gelfand transform of C*(ao), then -y(p(ao, a*)) = p o do.

Making the anticipated leap from polynomials to continuous functions, it is now

clear that the natural notion of "f(ao)" should be the element po (f), where po is the
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unique map such that the following diagram commutes.

C* (ao) *Y > le(Eo)

%'(sp(ao))

The reader may verify that the following definition is unambiguous:

Definition 36. For a unital C* algebra A and a normal element ao E A, let po

W(sp(ao)) -+ C*(ao) be given by po = -y' o r0 (see above diagram). Then, for every

f e W(sp(ao)), define

f(ao) := po(f).

The map f F- f (ao) fo W(sp(ao)) -+ C*(ao) is called the functional calculus for a.

The remaining question concerns the spectrum of the element f(ao) E C* (ao).

The Spectral Mapping Theorem, which completes our discussion of the functional

calculus in C* algebras, states that the spectrum of f(a) is precisely the image, under

f, of the spectrum of a. The proof is again left as a relatively brief exercise to the

reader.'

Theorem 22 (Spectral Mapping Theorem). If A is a unital C* algebra and a is a

normal element of A, then for every f in W(sp(a)),

sp(f(a)) = f(sp(a)).

C.2.2 Hilbert space representations of C* algebras

In the previous sections, the algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert spaces

was invoked as a natural example of a C* algebras. In a highly concrete sense, it

is the example. Specifically, the ultimate goal of this section is to explain how any

C* algebra can be represented as a subalgebra of 2(J), for some Hilbert space )-'.

'It may be helpful to remember that po is a *-isomorphism and to recall Example 26.
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The representation is constructive, and is referred to as the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal

(GNS) construction.

Definition 37. A representation of a C* algebra A is a pair (7r, Jye), where X' is a

Hilbert space and 'r : A -* 2(X') is a * -homomorphism.

Taking )X' to be a Hilbert space and A to be any C* subalgebra of M(Ae), it

immediately follows that the inclusion map A '-+ g(A') is a representation. Two

somewhat more sophisticated examples are as follows.

Example 29 Let (X, XI, p) be a o-finite measure space. Recall that each f E

2 (p) gives rise to a multiplication operator Mf acting on the Hilbert space

d = 22(y). Then ir : Yo (p) -* 2(dr) defined by ir(f) = Mf is a representation

of the C* algebra 2 (i) on 2

Example 30 Similarly to the previous example, if X is a compact Hausdorff

space and y a positive Borel measure on X, then ir : W(X) -+ M(22(y)) defined

by r(f) = Mf is a representation of the C* algebra W(X) on 2

It is also important to be able to discuss the equivalence of representations. Specif-

ically, two representations (wri, A) and (7r2 , de) of a C* algebra A will be con-

sidered equivalent if there is Hilbert-space isomorphism U : d -+ Je such that

U7r1(a)U- 1 = r2(a) for every a E A.

Note that in the remainder of this section, every C* algebra will be assumed to

be unital and every representation will be assumed to be unit-preserving, in the sense

that for a representation 7r : A -+ q(.Ye), 7r(lA) = lgg).

A particularly important class of representations of C* algebras are those repre-

sentations which are cyclic:

Definition 38. A representation 7r of a C* algebra A is cyclic if there is a vector e

in dr such that the norm-closure of r(A)e equals Y.
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In the above definition, e is said to be a cyclic vector for the representation 7r.

It is straightforward to check that if h E dle is a cyclic vector for a representation,

then h/I|h| is also a cyclic vector, justifying the notation. One may verify that the

representations of Examples 29 and 30 are cyclic.

Cyclic representations are important in at least two ways. On the one hand, in

many concrete settings, {7r(A)e} provides a convenient dense subspace for -. This

is is the case for the q-Fock space and the q-Gaussian algebra 1 , as discussed further

in this chapter. On the other hand, every representation turns out to be equivalent

to a direct sum of cyclic representations. Specifically:

Theorem 23. Let 7r be a representation of the C* algebra A. Then, there is a family

of cyclic representations {7ri} of A such that 7 and r := Eijr are equivalent.

A concept intimately connected to cyclic representations is that of a state, defined

as follows.

Definition 39. Let A be a C* algebra. A linear functional y A -+ C is said to be

positive if p(a) > 0 whenever a is a positive element in A. If ||W|| = 1, then W is said

to be a state.

Example 31 Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and A = W(X). By Theorem

17 of Appendix B, the positive linear functionals on A correspond to positive

measures on X and the states correspond to probability measures on X. 0

The notion of a state arises naturally in the setting of a cyclic representation of

a C* algebra. Let 7r : A -+ V(dF) be a cyclic representation with a cyclic vector e

and define the linear functional W : A -+ C by W(a) = (-r(a)e, e). Then, p is positive.

Indeed, consider p(a*a) = (wr(a*a)e,e) and, recalling that p is a *-homomorphism,

note that 7r(a*a) = 7r(a)*7r(a). Thus,

p(a*a) = (7r(a)*7r(a)e, e) = (wr(a)e, r(a)e) = ||7r(a)e|| 2 > 0.
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Moreover, sp is a bounded linear functional (in the Banach space norm on A) with

unit norm. Specifically, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (Theorem 16),

I|o(a)II||| = sup < V(ee) = ||ell.
aEA ||al

Then, since W is taken to be unit-preserving and |V(1A)| = 1, it follows that |||| =

|hell2. Thus, ||sohl = 1 when the cyclic vector is taken to be a unit vector.

It follows from the previous discussion that the linear functional W arising from a

cyclic representation in the manner described above is a state. The surprise, however,

is that every state (or, more generally, every positive linear functional) gives rise to

a cyclic representation. This is the essence of the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS)

construction:

Theorem 24 (The GNS Construction). Let A be a unital C* algebra.

If sp is a positive linear functional on A, then there is a cyclic representation

(,r., ad) of A with cyclic vector e such that sp(a) = (-r, (a)e, e) for all a E A.

Furthermore, if (1r, dr) is a cyclic representation of A with cyclic vector e and

b(a) := (ir(a)e, e) a linear functional on A, then (,ro, dr) and (,r, J') are equiv-

alent.

The following recapitulative example brings together several key notions intro-

duced so far in this chapter.

Example 32 Recall Example 7 of Appendix A, concerned with a complex unital

algebra A with generators {x;};iE taken over some totally ordered finite set I and

relations

XjXj - E(ij)xjx; = 2J6,, ij e I,

where e(i, j) = E(j, i) E {-1, 1}. Recall that a basis of A consists of the words

xA = Xii . .. Xi, taken over all A = {ii, ..., ip} c I (for ii < ... < ip) with xe = 1.

Consider an involution * : A -+ A with the additional property that x' = xi. Then,

A becomes a *-algebra, but there is yet no norm defined on it. Let r : A -+ C be

the linear map given by 7rE(xA) = oA,0 for all A c I. The reader may now verify
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that the map A x A - C given by (a1, a2) i-+ re(aia*) is an inner product and

that, with respect to it, the basis {XA}AcI is orthonormal. Letting || denote the

norm on A induced by this inner product, it is also immediate that Iaa*| ; ||a|| 2,

and the completion of A, denoted here by A, is therefore a C* algebra.

Now, let d denote the Hilbert space obtained by completing A with respect to

111 (i.e. de ignores the involutive and multiplicative structure present on A).

To obtain a representation 7r of A on dr, it now suffices to let A act by left

multiplication on XF, i.e. 7r(a)h = ah for all a E A, h E A'.

For a context closely related to the setting of this thesis, and one in which the

above objects appear naturally, the reader is referred to [Bia97a].

In fact, the representation 7r of the previous example is precisely the outcome of the

GNS construction for the C* algebra A and the state Te. Though it is the properties of

the GNS representation rather than the details of its construction that are of present

concern, it is nevertheless interesting to at least outline the process. Starting with an

*-algebra A and a state p : A -+ A, one may define a (semi-)inner product on A by

(a 1 , a 2 ) -+ p(aia). Taking the completion of A (or, rather, of the quotient of A by

the kernel of the semi-inner product), yields a Hilbert space. Realizing that A acts on

itself by left multiplication then yields the desired representation 7r. (The fact that A

is assumed to be a C* algebra, rather than only a *-algebra, comes in ensuring that

this observation also holds when A is made to act on the quotient of A by the kernel

of the semi-inner product.) The following are two important examples:

Example 33 Let G be a discrete group and let CG denote its group algebra,

that is, the complex vector space having a basis indexed by the elements of G.

In particular, every element a E CG can be written as a = EgEG agg for finitely

many &g = 0. One may then naturally turn CG into a *-algebra by setting

a* := EgeG agg- 1, with the overline denoting complex conjugation. There is also

a natural inner product on CG, given by (a, b) = EgEGdgbg. The reader may

quickly verify that completing CG with respect to the norm induced by this inner

product yields a C* algebra, denoted C*(G).
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Next, letting 1 denote the unit in G, define a state rG on C*(G) by TG(a) := a,

for a = EgEG agg. Note that rG has the property that rG(ab) = rG(ba) for all

a, b E G, and (for reasons that will become apparent shortly) -rG is referred to as

the canonical trace on G. Then, the GNS construction yields the representation

of C*(G) on E2(G), with C*(G) acting on itself by left multiplication. 0

Example 34 Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and A = W(X). By Ex-

ample 17 of Appendix B, if L is a positive linear functional on A, then there

is a positive measure y on X such that L(f) = fX f dp for all f E A. Then,

the representation (7r, Jy) of A obtained by the GNS construction is given by

= 2 (p) and 7r(f) = Mf. In other words, %(X) is represented as acting by

left multiplication on y 2 (p)

The flow of our discussion of operator algebras so far was as follows. After first

recalling the basics of Banach spaces and Hilbert spaces, we spent some time overview-

ing the elementary facts surrounding the algebras of operators on these spaces. We

then took a leap and transported the discussion to a fully abstract setting, by con-

sidering the properties of Banach algebras and, more narrowly, C* algebras. A few

general examples served to illustrate the extent to which C* algebras can be found

in settings other than as subalgebras of g(JIF). Yet, the ultimate realization of

Section C.2.2 was in fact that C* algebras "are" subalgebras of 9(JYF)!

The remainder of this chapter will therefore return to the setting of bounded

linear operators on Hilbert spaces. In particular, we next consider the spectral de-

composition for normal elements of a C* algebra by first representing these as normal

operators on a Hilbert space.

C.2.3 The Spectral Theorem

In rough terms, the Spectral Theorem states that normal operators can be diagonal-

ized. Starting out in a more familiar setting, if N is a normal bounded linear operator

on a Hilbert space of dimension d < oo, with eigenvalues a 1 , ... , ad (counted with
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multiplicities), then the corresponding eigenvectors ei,..., ed form an orthonormal

basis for ae. The resulting decomposition

n

N = ZAkEk, (C.4)
i=1

where Ek is the orthogonal projection of V onto ker(N - AkI), can be seen as

providing a complete statement about the nature and structure of a normal operator.

In order to pass from the finite-dimensional setting to that of an arbitrary (or, at

least, separable) Hilbert space, several definitions are in order.

Definition 40. Let X be a set, IF a o--algebra of subsets of X and d a Hilbert space.

A spectral measure for (X, T, dr') is a function E : -+ q(J') with the following

properties:

i. for each A E T, E(A) is a projection;

ii. E(0)=0 and E(X)=1;

iii. E(A1 n A 2 ) = E(A1 )E(A 2) for A1 , A2 E 91;

iv. if {An},1 is a sequence of pair-wise disjoint elements of IF, then

E(UO 1An) = E(An).
n=1

Note that item (3) of the above definition implies that if A1 and A 2 are disjoint,

the corresponding projections E(A 1 ) and E(A 2 ) are orthogonal. Then, (4) becomes

a statement about a sum of pair-wise orthogonal projections, which is well-defined by

Example 21 of the previous chapter.

For example, given a compact Hausdorff space X, the Borel --field on X and a

measure pu, consider the Hilbert space y2(p). Then, one may easily show that letting

E(A) be given as the characteristic function of the Borel subset A defines a spectral

measure for the corresponding triple. Note that though the Hilbert space in this

example is separable, there may be uncountably many projections involved. In order

to arrive at a generalization of (C.4), one must use the following fact.
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Proposition 31. If E is a spectral measure for (X, T, dr) and f : X -+ C is a

bounded J-measurable function, then there is a unique operator A E 9(o') such

that for all E > 0 and elements A1, ... , An in T that form a partition of X with

sup{jf(x) - f(x'); x, x' E Ak} < E (1 < k < n), one has

n

A - $ f(xk)E(Ak) < E,
I k=1I

for any Xk E Ak and all 1 < k < n. The operator A is denoted f f dE.

Letting X be the spectrum of a normal operator, T the Borel subsets, and recalling

that the spectrum of a bounded operator is bounded, one may take the above function

f to be the identity. In fact, this is the relevant choice:

Theorem 25 (The Spectral Theorem). If N is a normal operator, there is a unique

spectral measure E on the Borel subsets of sp(N) such that:

i. N = f zdE(z);

ii. if 0 is a nonempty relatively open subset of sp(N), E(O) # 0;

iii. if A E 9(,V), then AN = NA and AN* = N*A if and only if AE(A) = E(A)A

for every Borel subset A of sp(N).

Applications of the spectral theorem abound; for instance, the Spectral Theorem

yields a convenient and profound description of unitary invariance for normal opera-

tors (cf. Theorem 10.1, §IX.10 of [Con90]). Another application is the Theorem 26

below, endowing normal operators with natural probabilistic interpretations.

Theorem 26. If N is a normal operator on dF, then there is a measure space

(X, T, [p) and a function $ in L (X, T, p) such that N is unitarily equivalent

on 2(p) to Mo : L 2 (X,h', 1 ) -* L 2(X,p), given by Mo(f) = #f for all

f E L (X, T, i). If .)Ye is separable, then the measure space (X, I, pt) is o-finite.
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C.3 4(,V) and von Neumann Algebras

Given a subalgebra A of 2(.ff), there are two related subalgebras of 9(X') that

will play the central role in this chapter. The first is the commutant of A, denoted

A', and given as the subset of 9(J-e) that commutes with every element in A, i.e.

A' = {b E 9(-V) I ab = ba, Va E A}. The second is the bicommutant of A, denoted

A" and defined as the commutant of A'. Clearly, A g A", but the converse need

not hold. For example, if Jff is the Euclidean space R2 and 9(,X) are therefore the

2 x 2 real matrices, let A be the subalgebra generated by the identity and the matrix

; then, A' is the one-dimensional real vector space spanned by the identity,
0 0)

which in turn yields that A" is the whole of 9(d). The reverse inclusion however

does happen to hold if A is a self-adjoint algebra in the finite-dimensional setting:

Proposition 32. Let A be a unital self-adjoint subalgebra of g(JX). Then, if

dim(dr) < oo, then A = A".

For A a unital C*-subalgebra of 9(d), the relation between A and A" can be shown

to be the following:

Theorem 27 (von Neumann's Bicommutant Theorem). If A is a unital C*-

subalgebra of 9(Jye), then the SOT-closure of A equals the WOT-closure of A, which

equals A".

Since the norm topology is finer than the strong operator topology, it follows that

A" is a C* algebra. However, either way one chooses to view it, the property of being

SOT closed or being equal to its bicommutant lends A special structure, and the class

of such algebras therefore merits distinction:

Definition 41. A von Neumann algebra A is a C* subalgebra of 9(X') such that

A" = A.

It follows from the definition that 9(aff) and C are von Neumann algebras. By

Proposition 32, any finite-dimensional self-adjoint subalgebra of 9(-") containing the
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unit is a von Neumann algebra. It takes some more work to verify that if (X, IF, p) is a

o-finite measure space, then A, = {Mf I f E Y *(p)} C 2(g2(p)) is a commutative

von Neumann algebra. Starting with these examples, one may easily generate further

ones, by taking direct sums or considering the underlying Hilbert-space isomorphisms:

Proposition 33. i. If A1 , A 2, ... are von Neumann algebras, then so is A1 ED A 2 (D

ii. If A1, A 2 are von Neumann algebras on Y and JM, respectively, and if U

.)e -+ J is an isomorphism such that UA 1U- 1 = A 2, then UA'U- 1 = A'2-

Returning to the question of representations in the setting where A is a C*-

subalgebra of R(r), let e be a cyclic vector for A if it is a cyclic vector for the

representation (c-*, dF) of A (cf. Definition 38), i.e. if the norm closure of Ae equals

the whole of Ae. On the other hand, call a a separating vector for A if d is in the

kernel of no other element of A but the zero element, i.e. if given any a E A such

that a6 = 0 implies that a = 0.

Let e be cyclic for A and suppose that be = 0 for some b E A'; then for every

a E A, bae = abe = 0 implying that, since the closure of {ae | a E A} is all of dr, b

must be zero. Therefore: if e is a cyclic vector of A, then e is a separating vector for

A'. Of course, if A is a commutative subalgebra of R(V), then A C A' and every

cyclic vector for A is also separating for A.

One may check that if A = R(Jye), then no vector in Ae is separating for A,

but that every non-zero vector in dr is a cyclic vector for A. On the other hand,

if A = C1 and dim X ;> 2, then every non-zero vector is separating for A, but A

has no cyclic vector. If (X, , p) is a o-finite measure space and f E Y 2(p) such

that p({x E X I f(x) = 0}) = 0, then f is a cyclic and separating vector for the

von Neumann algebra A1, = {Mf I f E 20 (p~'()}. This last example is special in

that A , a commutative C* subalgebra of R(Jye), where Ae is separable. Under these

conditions, more can be said:

Theorem 28. Let dr be a separable Hilbert space and A a commutative C* subalgebra

of R(dff). The following statements are equivalent:
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i. A=A'.

ii. A has a cyclic vector, contains the identity 1, and is SOT closed.

iii. There is a compact metric space X, a positive Borel measure p with support

X, and an isomorphism U : '2 (p) -* AX1' such that A = UAyU- 1, where

A, = {Mf I f E Y *(p)}.

Moreover, if A is a commutative C* subalgebra of R(Jye) for d-Ye separable, then

A has a separating vector.

The above item iii should not be taken lightly. It establishes an isomorphism

between any maximal commutative von Neumann algebra and the algebra 2(A),

for some measurable space with measure y, acting by multiplication on Y*(p). In

this sense, the theory of von Neumann algebras is considered to be a non-commutative

measure theory. In this vein, one may wonder what becomes of the spectral measure of

a normal operator living in a von Neumann algebra; indeed, the developments of the

following section are central to the operator algebraic approach to non-commutative

probability.

C.3.1 Scalar-valued spectral measures

In the remainder of this section, assume that the underlying Hilbert space A' is

separable. Let a be a normal bounded linear operator on dit' and let vN(a) be

the von Neumann algebra generated by a, i.e. the intersection of all von Neumann

algebras containing a. By Theorem 28, vN(a) has some separating vector e. Letting

E be the (projection-valued) spectral measure for a, define a measure I on sp(a) by

p(A) = (E(A)e, e) = IIE(A)e112 , (C.5)

for every Borel subset A of sp(a). Note that if E(A) = 0, then p(A) = 0 and that,

conversely, if p(A) = 0, it must follow that E(A) = 0 since e is a separating vector

for vN(a). In other words, yL and E are mutually absolutely continuous.
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Definition 42. A scalar-valued spectral measure for a normal element a with spectral

measure E is a positive Borel measure yL defined on sp(a) with the property that yL

and E are mutually absolutely continuous.

The measure given in (C.5) does more than guarantee the existence of a scalar-

valued spectral measure; indeed, one can show that every scalar-valued spectral mea-

sure for a is of this form.

Working with the scalar-valued spectral measures, one can derive specialized ver-

sions of the functional calculus and the Spectral Theorem in the setting of von Neu-

mann algebras. The essential difference is that instead of considering the continuous

functions defined on the spectrum of a normal operator a, one may now pass to es-

sentially bounded functions on sp(a). In particular, for p a scalar-valued spectral

measure of a, to each 4 E L*(p-i) one may associate an element #(a) E vN(a) and

compute its spectrum as follows.

Theorem 29 (Functional calculus in von Neumann algebras). If .)Ye is a separable

Hilbert space, aN a normal operator on dr, and yt a scalar-valued spectral measure for

a, then there exists a map p : 2 -() - vN(a) given by p(4) = (a) that is both an

isometric *-isomorphism and a homeomorphism, with the weak* topology on 2 (Ip)

and the weak operator topology on W*(a).

Theorem 30 (Spectral Mapping Theorem in von Neumann algebras). If a is a nor-

mal operator on a separable Hilbert space, y a scalar-valued spectral measure for a,

and $ E .020 (p), then the spectrum of 4(a) equals the p-essential range of $.

C.3.2 Factors

This section considers the notion of an "irreducible" von Neumann algebra, referred

to as a factor. For an algebra A, the center of A is the subset of the commutant of

A that is contained in A, i.e. the center of A is given as {a E A I ab = ba, Vb E A}.

Then, a factor is a von Neumann algebra with a trivial center:

Definition 43. A von Neumann algebra whose center is C1 is called a factor.
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Clearly, g(X') is a factor. Similarly, if J-Y = JXei 0 )e and if A = 9(a) & 1,

then A' = 1 9 V(Y) and A and A' are both factors.

Another important example of a factor is a free group factor. Let G be a discrete

group and, revisiting Example 33, let C* (G) be the C* algebra of G. Recall the

Hilbert-space representation of C*(G) given by left-multiplication by G on f 2 (G),

with the inner product given by (ai, a2) - r(aia*). Then, one may also consider the

group von Neumann algebra of G, denoted vN(G) and given by the WOT closure of

the subalgebra of g(f 2(G)) corresponding to C*(G).

If Fn is the free group with n generators, then CFn is the complex free group

algebra on n generators and vN(Fn) is the free group factor of order n. While it is

clear that for n = m, CFn and CFm are two very different objects, it is far from

obvious what happens at the level of the corresponding von Neumann algebras. In

fact, the following is one of the major outstanding conjectures in the theory of operator

algebras:

For n # m (n, m > 2), is it true that vN(Fn) ~_ vN(Fm)?

The above problem is referred to as the free group factors isomorphism problem. It

is in search of its resolution, and specifically in search of invariants for distinguishing

classes of von Neumann algebras related to free group factors, that the theory of free

probability (discussed in Chapter 3) was born.

C.3.3 Projections

Unlike C* algebras, which need not even contain a single non-trivial projection, von

Neumann algebras abound in projections. The latter can be used to derive some

distinguishing features of von Neumann algebras.

First note that the projctions in g(aX') form an ortholattice. Indeed, given two

projections p and q, let

p q => pX C qX

p A q = orthogonal projection onto p' n q
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p =1- p

pV q= (pi A q1)1.

If A is a von Neumann algebra, a non-zero projection p E A is said to be minimal if

there is no lesser non-trivial projection in A, i.e. if q < p implies that either q = 0 or

q = p. Pursuing the point of view of a non-commutative measure theory, a minimal

projection is analogous to an atom of a measure.

The presence of a minimal projection leads to the first distinguishing feature that

a factor may have. In particular:

Definition 44. A factor containing a minimal projection is said to be as a type I

factor.

Given any Hilbert space J", any one-dimensional projection is clearly minimal,

and 9(X') is therefore a type I factor. It is also instructive to consider the following

finite-dimensional example, which extends naturally to the setting where the Hilbert

spaces are separable.

Example 35 Let -yel, M be two finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and consider

the subalgebra 2q(dri) ® 1. An element of the algebra can be written as A 0 1,

where I is the identity matrix on J and A a matrix on MJ. Then, the matrix

1 0 0 0 ... 0

0 0 0 0 ... 0

0 0 0 0 ... 0

is a minimal projection. As we have previously seen, 2(MJ) 0 1 is a factor, so it

is therefore a type I factor.

In the spirit of the above example, there is an easy classification for all type I

factors, obtained as follows.

Theorem 31. If A is a type I factor on a separable Hilbert space .)', then there are
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separable Hilbert spaces d and dr and a unitary U : V -+ )F 9 )M such that

U AU* = 6(dr) (& 1.

The characterization of factors based on the properties of the projections they

contain can be pursued further. In particular, a factor is said to be of type II if it

has no minimal projection, but contains a non-zero finite projection. However, rather

than discussing finite projections and type II factors at large, we will instead focus

on the type II1 factors, which can be described in terms of traces.

C.3.4 Traces

This section deals with the generalization of the notion of the matrix trace to the

general setting of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space. In this general setting,

a trace need not exist and otherwise need not be unique, but it is precisely the trace-

related properties that will present another key distinguishing feature of factors.

Definition 45. A linear functional tr: A -+ C with the property that for all a, b E A,

tr(ab) = tr(ba), is said to be a trace. A trace tr on A is said to be positive if

tr(a*a) > 0 for all a E A, faithful if tr(a*a) = 0 ==> a = 0, and normalized if

tr(1) = 1.

In the finite-dimensional setting, the usual matrix trace is indeed a trace. In

contrast, one can show that there exists no trace on 9(,V) when JV is infinite-

dimensional. As the reader may also recall, for any free group F, on n generators,

there is a canonical trace on vN(F) - it is the functional rF, described in Example 33.

Beyond the existence of the trace, one may also wish to consider its continuity. For

the continuity of the trace to be a useful distinguishing feature, the strong topology is

generally too fine, the the weak topology ends up being too coarse, and it is instead the

ultraweak operator topology that is just right.2 In particular, the ultraweak operator

2Note, that the ultraweak operator topology is finer than the weak operator topology, but is
generally not comparable to the strong operator topology.
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topology is generated by the sets

(A E 69(.Y); ((A - Ao) xi, yi) < f

taken over all A 0 E 9(dr), E > 0, and all sequences (Xi)iEN and (Yi)iEN in j 2(dr)

Definition 46. A type II1 factor is an infinite-dimensional factor A on de" admitting

a non-zero positive trace that is ultraweakly continuous.

One may verify that rF is ultraweakly continuous and vN(Fn) is therefore a type

Il factor. Note that the uniqueness of the trace is equivalent to factoriality in the

following sense:

Theorem 32. If A is a von Neumann algebra with a positive ultraweakly continuous

faithful normalized trace tr, then A is a type II1 factor if and only if tr is the unique

ultraweakly continuous normalized trace on A.

All factors that are neither type I nor type II are referred to as the type III

factors. Note that the only trace on type III factors takes value oo on non-zero

positive elements.
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